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.SUMMART

Meat ants (frÌ.dongrmex purpuneus Smittr-) occul in a nunber of

forms or varieties (approximately eight), which differ in colour and

nest structure. However, the absence of clear morphological differences

between then has resulted in uncertainty about their taxonomic status

and evolutionary relationships, Exanination of their ranges throughout

Australia shows that they fit into an overall distribution pattern which

suggests sone degree of .ecological differentiation. This is also indi=

cated by detailed examination of areas where tv¡o or more'colour forms

are sympatric. One of the rnajor ai¡ns of this project was to detennine

whether any genetic evidence existed which could be used to clarify the

relationships between these forms.

One approach to this problen involves the use of allozyrne loci

detected by gel electrophoresis. Several polymorphic loci have been

identified which show substantial differences in frequency, or an almost

conplete lack of shared alleles, between some combinations of colour

forms. In various areas, it is possible to distinguish alnost every

colour form, on the basis of its alle1e frequencies at one or more of

these loci. This indicates that they are not interbreeding, and that

the meat ant group comprises a conplex of sibling species.

Sone alleles also show considerable geographic variation in

frequency within colour forms, in a way which does not appear to be

related to any obvious environmental variables. Factors contributing

to this variation could include geographic subdivision of the range of

sone colour forms, and the fact that breeding only occurs in very spe-

cific weather conditions, which nay only occur over a snall area at any

one time. Gene flow between geographically distant populations may

therefore be restricted. However, it is not certain whether their gene
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frequencies have diverged as a result of differing local selection, or'

by a cornbination of founder effects and drift.

Estinating gene frequencies in neat ants is nore conplicated

than in other organisms, since the sterile worker caste is usually all

that can be collected. For a locus with co=dominant alleles Ce.E..,

AmgTase), the genotypes of the sexual portion of the population can be

inferred from the genotyTes of the workers in each nest. For a locus

with doninance this is not possible since heterozygotes cannot be recog-

nized. A maxinum li.kelihood procedure has therefore been used to esti-

mate the gene frequencies of recessive alleles, especially in the case

of a null allele at the locus Esterase-l.

Several polymorphic marker loci have also provided valuable

insights into some aspects of neat antsr social behavi.our. In particu=

lar, genetic differentiation on a very small scale has been detected,

apparently caused by the presence of queens of differing genotypes in

colonies which are adjacent, but which do not exchange workers across

territorial boundaries .

A total of 15 loci were surveyed in four populations to deter-

mine the level of genetic variation present. The average heterozygosity

per locus was 5.8% which is ¡nuch lower than the values for Drosophila,

other insects, and other invertebrates, but comparable to the results

conmonly found in vertebrates. It is also very sinilar to the levels

observed in a variety of other species of Hym.enoptera which have been

surveyed. These species are very diverse in habitat, degree of social

behaviour, niche width, and life style. A single explanation for their

low levels of heterozygosity in terms of enviro',nental heterogeneity

or other parameters is therefore unlikely to be found. Haplodiploidy
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itself seems to be the only factor which these species have in conmon,

and both rfselectionisttr and I'neutralistrr points of vlew can provide

reasons why. this might produce low levels of genetic variability.

This multi-locus survey was also used to derive genetic dis-

tances between populations, and a dendrogram was constructed showing

the relationships of nine populations, including five colour forns.

This did not provide a clear indication of their phylogenetic relation-

ships however, since the extent of geographic variation urithin colour

forms h/as sometimes greater than the differences between thern.

Attempts to establish the relationships anong the colour

forms using karyotypes and rnorphological data were also nade. These

did not provide conclusive results, but when added to the ecological,

genetic, taxonornic and behavioural infornation which is now available

they contribute further to increasing our understanding of nany aspects

of the biology of this group of species.
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CHAPTER 1

IINTRODUCTION

Mayr (L942) introduced the term rrsibling speciesrr to describe

sympatric groups of organisms which are reproductively isolated, but

very difficult or impossible to distinguish on norplrological grounds.

Such species are not qualitatively different from species which âre flor-

phologically diitinct, but rather they represent the extrene of â cor-

tinuum, in which the morphological difference bet¡¡een species steadily

dininishes. Sibling spccies are therefore di.fficult or inpossible to

recognize if preserved museum naterial provides the on1¡ available in=

formation. Their existence nay be suspected however, if a single mor=

phological rrspeciesr! exhibits inconsistencies in behaviour, ecology, or

geographic distribution.

The classic exarnple of tlr:is phenomenon comes fron mosquitoes

tif the AnopheTes macuTipennis group (revierved by Mayr, 1970; Coluzzi.,

(1970). This group consists of six sibling species, the adults of which

are norphoiogically indistinguishable. However, each species shows a

characteristic combination of egg norphology, chrornosornal rearrangements,

habitat preference, feeding behaviour, and efficiencr as a vector of

nalaria. Until all this infor¡nation h¡as considered together, it was

not possible to gain a conplete understanding of tlre epidemiology of

malaria, or to design efficient control procedures. The point to be

enphasized then, is that the recognition of sibling species depends on

the collection of a very wide variety of infornation from ecology and

behaviour, as well as biochemical and cytological evidence if it is

available.

T?re principal objective of the researctl described in this thesis

was to apply this multi-disciplinary approach to a group of Australian

ants presently known by the single name rrÍdomgtmex purpureus fSnith).
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The question of particular interest was wtrether these ants should be

included under a single specìes name as the¡ are at tÏre monent, or

¡¡hether they actually constitute a grouP of sibling species.

I will show in the next Chapter that this trspeciesrr fconnonl¿

known as meat ants), occutfs i.n a number of rrforrnsrt, which differ nainly

in colour, Colour is difficult to quattify and describe objectivellr

so the differences between these forrns have not usually'been tÏrougÏrt

sufficient to justify their separation at the level of species. However,

the existence of this colour variation, together with variation in nest

type, suggests that further infornation should be sougfut regarding the

relationships between these forrns.

One technique which has proved useful in discrininating between

species in a wide variety of organisns, is ge1 electrophoresis of enzymes

and other proteins. The value of this approach- largely stems fron the

fact that electrophoretic variation in a protein usuall¡ reflects varia=

tion in the nucleotide sequence of the gene which codes for it.. Althougll

this argwnent makes a series of assunptions, gel electrophoresis is a

convenient nethod for making the closest possible approach to variation

at the level of the genes. It may therefore provide information which

cannot be obtained fron characteristics whose genetic control is less

direct. With this in nind, I have sought to apply gel electrophoresis

to the problems of distinguishing between the colour forms of neat ants,

and of identifying their evolutionary relationships.

Studies were also undertaken of the geographic distributìons

of the forms, their ecological and behavioural interactions, karyotypes,

rnorphology, and nest ty?es, so that the widest possible variety of

information could be employed in the attenpt to establish tlreir status.

Meat ants are now sufficiently well known ecologically that it
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is possible to undertake detailed examinations of specific aspects of

thèir behaviour. The second urajor aim of nf research was to identify

polymorphic gene loci which would provide markers for this purpose, par-

ticularly,for examining the genetic relationships between the individuals

in specific nests and colonies. This approach has the potential of

providing infornation regarding the nunber of queens in a nestr patterns

of reproductive behaviour, and the relationships between different nests

within a population. This inforrnation can then be. combined with data

obtained in other ways, such as the napping of nests and colonies in

the field. The results of this work are presented in Chapter B.

Meat ants are large, conmon, and easily cold"ected in large

nurnbers. They also have a well developed system of social behaviour.

These factors mean that they are convenient material for approaching

the third objective of ny research - an extensive isozyme survey, ained

at examining sone aspects of population genetics which may be general

phenonena in HymenoPtera. In particular, it is of considerable interest

to determine whether social behaviour and the presence of lr-aploid males

have any effect on the level of heterozygosity found in populations.

A suwey of isozyme variation in meat ants, coupled with other

aspects of their biology, therefore has the potential of answering

specific questions about the behaviour and evolution of this group, as

well as having some relevance to more general questions of the genetics

of Hymenoptera and the relationships between sibling species.
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CHAPTER 2

ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS OF MEAT ANTS

2,L. Taxonomic background

Meat ants are endemic to Australia, and forrn a distinct group

within the large genus rridomgrmex, They differ from most other rnernbers

of the genuS by their large size (7-9 nn.), and by their relatively smal1

eyes, whose length is less than half that of the head. Many authors have

noted that meat ants occur in a nunber of different colour forns, all of

which are included under the single nane lridomgrmex pul^pureus (Smith)

G.5., Duncan-Weatherley, 1953; Anonymous, 1956; Greavesf 1971).

Although these forns have been recognized as a result of their

colour differences, it has not been possible to fi¡d an¡ consìstent nor--,

phological or structural differences between th-em, which would allow ttrcir

elevation to the status of separate species. The¡ have therefore been

regarded as various infra-specific categories, Ìncluding varietìes, races

and subspecies. The current practise is to descrÌbe then b¡ the non=

conunital term rtformsfr (Greaves , lgTI; Greenslade, 1974b), untff a fornal

revision of the group is cornpleted.

Meat ants formally entered the entomological Iìterature for the

first tirne in 1858, when Snith (1858r page 56) described a fenale of

"Formica detecta", ftom the Hunter River, Neu¡ SoutÏ¡- üIàles. 'Frogatt C1907J

clained that Smith had described a male but this is not correct. Snith

did, however, describe a worker of this species in the same paper (Smith,

1858, page 40), under the name "Formica parpurea". His description of

this worker as r{bright red with a faint purple tintt', and its collection

locality (Melbourne), nake it clear that he was referring to wlrat is now

known as the red form of neat ants. This form has therefore comê to be

known as purpureus sens. strict. The listing provided by Da1.la Torre

(1893) shows that Lowne, in 1865, chose the na¡ne "purpurea" in preference

to "detecta" , as he recognized that d.etecta $¡as actuall¡ th-e queen of
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purpurea (R. W. Taylor, personal cornrnunication). However, Dalla Torre

(f893) reverted to the name detectus. This usage was then adopted by

Forel (1910), Emery (1913) , and Viehneyer (1913, f925), and was used by

many subsequent authors (".5., Wheeler, 1915; Clark, L924; Currie and

Fyfe 1938). In 1968, R. W. Taylor (in a personal communication to J. A.

Hilditch) pointed out that the correct name for neat ants was rrÌ.domqrmex

purpu-zìeus, and in that year, the species name detectus (Crozier, 1968)

and purpureus (Ettershank, 1968) both appeared in the literature. Since

then the name purpureus has been generally accepted, although sontê €x:,

ceptions have still occurred (Wilson, lgTLt Beattie , Lg72).

Dalla Torre (1893) listed no less than 12 nanes which had been

applied to meat ants to that time and their naning has changed several

nore times since then. All these changes, however, have dealt witTi a

single colour forrn (red) .

The first description of any colour form other than red was that

of Forel (1910), who described tlr.e variety sanguinea (later Rnotm as

sanguÌneus). He described specimens of this form frorn Mackay' and Towns:

ville, in Queensland, as being of a clear red colour, with nuch weaker

iridescence than putpureus.

Viehneyer (1913) then described another variety which tre called

frídomgrmex detectus var, vì-rÍdÍae.neus fnow corunonl¡ referred to as th-e

black form). He described the worker as very dark, with a dark green

head and thorax, and with violêt reflections on the gaster and legs. Two

years later Wheeler [1915) examined metallic green specinens from nortTl-

western South Australia, and corectly identified them as yir.idiaer?eu,s.

However, C1ark (1938) applied the na¡ne vi¡idiaeneus to meat ants fron

Reevesby Island, South Australia, whiclr- were tfdeep metallic blue on the

headfr, from nests which consisted of a trver¡ sma11 hole without a noundt'..

These were probably not true r¡iridiaeneus, but anothor unsnâÍìed forrn,



which is now known as the blue form (Greenslade, 1974b). The inclusion

of both blue and black forms under the nane virídíaeneus led to some

misclassification of specinens, and caused confusion in subsequent pub-

lications. The term r¡iridiaeneus was used to include both blue and black

forms by Greenslade (f970) and Greaves (1971), and was incorrectly applied

to the blue form by Crozier (1968a), Halliday (1972), and Greenslade and

Greenslade (1973). It is now clear that there are two dark coloured forrns

of meat ants in arid and seni-arid Australia - the dark, metallic blue

forn, which builds simple single hole nests, and the black form

(viridiaeneus), which has a green netallic sheen on a brown to black

head, and which is usually found in compound, nulti-entrance nests

(Greenslade, 1974b).

Another nane which has been formally applied to meat ants is

Itidomgrmex detectus var. castrae (Viehneyer, 1925). This name was

applied to ants from Liverpool, New South Wales, which differed from the

typical detectus by being more heavily built and darker, with a strong

blue shine, and which came from a single hole nest with no mound. Coll-

ectíons made by myself and others frorn Liverpool and surrounding areas

have yielded only the typical red form, so the status of castrae is not

clear. It has not been reported since Viehneyerts original (1925) des-

cription, and the possibility cannot be ruled out that his associate

ftMr. Overbeckrr, had collected from a colony of the red form which for

some reason had not built a mound.

It is clear fron these early studies that the variation in colour

and nest forn shown by meat ants has caused considerable confusion in

nuch of the published literature concerning then. Eight colour forms

can now be reocgnized, and they are described in the next section.
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2.2. A Tance of colour forms

The identification of a meat ant as one of the eight presently

recognized colour forms, depends mainly on the colour of the head and

trunk. In all forms, the gaster is black and pubescent, and there is

sone variation in the colour and intensity of its iridescence, even within

forns. The colour of the head and trunk is rnade up of thro components -

a basic pigment conferring the nain background colour, and a superinposed

iridescence which inparts a ¡netalIic sheen, often of a different colour

fron the pigment. The background colour can be viewed alone by imnersing

a specinen in alcohol, which suppresses the iridescence. Dry mounted

specimens show that the colour of the rnetallic sheen depends to some

extent on the type of illunination used, with fluorescent tubes, incan-

descent lights, and sunlight,emphasizing different components of the

overall colour. Therefore the identity of a specinen is decided by a

conbination of all of these components of colour. The differences

between the forms are probably seen rnost clearly in living specimens

viewed in sunlight, but it is not always possible to observe them in this

way. The description of the colour forms given here have been adapted

from Greenslade (unpublished nanuscript), as well as previous publica-

tions and personal observations, and a full account will be given in

forthconing publications (Greenslade and Halliday, in preparation) .

0f the Presently recognized colour forns of meat ants, the re¿

fotm, or pul^pu¡.eus sens. strict. (P), has been the nost coÍmonly co11-

ected and the nost intensively studied. The body colour of the workers

is red to reddish brown, with the head, mandibles, and antennal scapes

lighter than the body. Superiurposed on the red background is an irid-
escence, which va:"ies fron pink to blue in daylight, but which tends

towards violet in fluorescent light. Living specimens appear r.ed with

a blue metallic sheen.
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The blue form (B) is uniformly very dark broln to black on the

head and body, with the rnandibles and antennal scapes often somewhat

lighter. The iridescence is invariably of a very strong metallic blue

colour, which makes the ants appear very dark. Figure 2.1 shows a red

form worker and two blue form workers for conparison of their colours.

In the black forrn (viridÍaeneus, V), the body colour is dark brown

to black, with the head, rnanclibles, and antennal scapes lighter brown

(Figure 2.2). The iridescence on the head usually appears netallic green

in daylight, with so¡ne additional violet reflections when viewed under

fluorescent light. B and V nrainly differ in the colour of this irides-

cence, and there is rarely any problen in distinguishing them. They also

differ in size andi behaviour, with B usually somewhat smaller and less

aggressive than V.

rn south Austlalia, the snall purple forn (sp) is also snaller

than most of the others, as its name suggests (Figure 2,s), Light

coloured specinens of SP have a red body colour sinilar to that of sone

P'specinens, but SP is usually recognizable by its darker purple colour.

The front of the head and the dorsum of the trunk are usually infuscated.

dark purplish brown. SP is best distinguished fron P by the fact that

the head (dark reddish purple) is usually darker than the trunk (red-

brown), while the reverse is tme in p.

The yellow forrn (Y) varies from yellowish brown to dark brown,

with the head, mandibles, and antennal scapes lighter than the body.

The iridescence is usually metallic green in daylight, with additional

violet reflections. It is therefore sometines'difficult to distinguish

fron V, but Y usually has a lighter coloured head.

The form sa^'guineus(S) has light red to brick red foreparts, with

the nandibles, legs, and petiolar node light to dark brown. The irides-

cence is very weak, and usually colourless. The gaster of s is heavily



Figure 2.1

Two rnenbers of the blue form of meat ants , and one of the
red forn, photographed near Eudunda, South Australia.
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Fígure 2.2. The black forrnlvlridl^aeneus) of neftt ants,
phoûographed on the nest, near lforgan, South Australía.
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Flgure 2.3. The snalt purple fo¡m of meat ants' plìotographed
on the nest, on E¡rre Peninsuâa, South Australla.
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Pubescent and usually has a greenish gold iridescence (pink in l\testern

Australia) .

The orange form (0) has orange foreparts, generall¡ lighter than

those of S, hrith the mandibles, legs, and petiolar node light to dark

brown. The iridescence is colourless, but stronger than that of S. 0

is distinguished fron S by the sparse pubescence and stronger iridesc.ence

on the gaster of 0.

The dark yellow fonn (DY) resembles Y, but in DY the trunk is

nuch darker and contrasts more strongll'with the head. The trunk and

legs aré dark purplish brown, and the head is palern yellowish brorrn.

The iridescence is weak green and violet.

Some of the colour differences between forns are subtle and

require careful observation. Difficulties in identification may arise

with single specimens, since there is variation in the intensity of

colouration within nest populations. Further problems may arise with

old, faded rnuseum material. Nevertheless, if fresh naterial is viewed

both dry and in alcohol, and preferably alive in sunlight as well, there

is usually little doubt as to its identity.
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2,3, Geographic distribution

Once the colour forms can be unarnbiguously recognized, it be-

cones possible to compile information on their geographic distributions.

The distribution map shown by Greaves (1971) includes only three forms,

since at that time V and B were not clearly distinguished, P and SP were

also combined and'other forrns had not been recognized. The presently

available distribution data for the eight forns refered to here is

summarized in Figure 2.4 (based on Greenslade, unpublished results.)

The records used in compiling these naps have come from a variety of

sources including naterial from the Australian National Insect Collection,

a number,of private collections, and recent mapping surveys. The solid

areas of shading shown do not necessarily irnply the existence of a con-

tinuous dense population. Indeed, in nany inland areas, little is known

of the meat ant fauna. Rather, the areas shown are intended to enclose

the regions within which each form is known to occur.

P occupies hunid and subhumid areas in eastern and southeastern

Australia where the annual rainfall is approximately 550rrun. or more

(Figure 2.4), It is able to penetrate for considerable distances into

drier areas along watercourses, or near hunan habitations where an arti-

ficial water supply allows the growth of large trees (Greaves, L971).

At its western linit on Eyre Peninsula, there is a small area of overlap

r4rith SP. The distribution of SP is continuous from there across arid

areas into the southern parts of Hestern Australia.

The form occupying the largest area is V, which is found over most

of arid central Australia, and whose distribution includes areas occupied

by several other forms. B. is restricted to the southern parts of the

area occupied by V, and extends beyond this area further south into the

semi-arid zone. The forn apparently adapted to the nost arid areas is

O, which seems to occupy tr,vo areas separated by the sandy soils of the



Figure 2.4.

Maps of Australia showing the distributions of the eight

currently recognized colour forns of Meat Ants.

a

Small purple forn

Red form (purpureus sens. strict. )

sanguineus

Blue form

Dark yellow form

Orange form

Yellow for¡n

Dashed line encloses the distribution

of the black form (viridiaeneus).

Isolated record of the red forrn near Alice Springs
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Great Victoria Desert (Figure 2.4). Hor.rever, parts of the gap between

these thro areas are rather inaccessible, and further populations could

conceivably exist there.

The yellow form (Y) reaches high population densities on sandy

soils on Eyre Peninsula, in the region where P and SP occur together.

It has also been found in several places east.of the Flinders Ranges,

and it is well established in the Upper Southeast of South Australia,

also on sandy soils (the eastern portion of its range in Figure 2.4).

DY also occurs in two disjunct areas, in semi-arid and sub-hunid north

Queensland.

These overall distribution patterns give prelininary indications

of the existence of ecological differences between forms. Y is apparently

confined to sandy soils in semi-arid areas, S occupies the tropical north

and P apparently needs an assure<l supply of water, either from rainfall

or the soil. Several other forrns can exist in areas where water is

nuch less freely available. The naps in Figure 2.4 also serve to iden-

tify areas where two or more forns are found together, and it is here

that nore detailed information concerning the relationships and inter=.

actions between them has been obtained.
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2,4. Interactions between colour forms

Greenslade(1974c, 1976b) has provided detailed information con-

cerning the distribution of P and B in areas surrounding Adelaide. The

most conspicuous feature of their relationship in this area is a sharp

boundary, of the order of 200kn. in length, where the two forms meet.

This boundary corresponds with a zone of vercy steep environnental gra-

dients along the eastern face of the Mount Lofty Ranges, where the average

annual rainfall drops from over ¿100 run. to less than 500 within a few

kilonetres. In areas where environmental gradients are shallower, these

two forns nay be,r'ery closely as-sociated, and very localized details of

soil depth and texture become inportant in influencing which form

occupies a particular site (Greenslade, 1976b).

I have nade detailed surveys of several areas where two or nore

colour forms occur together. Maps of these areas are provided in

Chapter 3, under the names Dublin, Eudunda, Eyre Peninsula and Morgan

(Figures 3.5,3.6,3.7,3.9). The sympatry suggested by the overall

distributions of forms is evident in these areas on a very smal 1 scale,

and nests of trvo different forms can often be found within 100 metres

of each other. The Eudunda populations include part of the sharp P/B

boundary referred to earlier.

In order to examine the interactions between colour forms on

the finest possible scale, an area near Morgan (about 150 kn. noïtheast

of Adelaide) was chosen in which populations of P, B, and V occur within

an area of approximately 600 x 1000 netres. This area is enclosed in a

snall rectangle in Figure 3.9, a¡rd shov,n in detail in Figure 2.5*. A

striking feature of this rnap is that the three forns occur in distinct

areas - they are not unsystematieally interningled. P doninates the

*This field work was done jointly with Dr. P. J. M. Greenslade



Figure 2.5.

Location of neat ants in an area near Morgan, South
Austral.ia. Each point rePresents the location of
a worker or a nest of the forn indicated' Dashed

lines enclose areas occupied by each for¡n'
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southeïn half of the area, an<l reaches extremely high densities.

V occupies three separate parts of the areas shown, to the east,

west and north. The western V population is shov¡n in its entirety,

since the western boundary of Figure 2.5 marks the edge of a large alea

of pasture, in which meat ants forage but do not nest. Separating these

three alfeas fron each other are areas occupied only by B. A single

record of B in a V population to the east is the only exception to

the integrity of the a,reas occupied by the three colour forns.

It is also apparent from Figure 2.5 that the three forms occupy

adjacent, but not overlapping territories. Territorial boundaries between

adjacent col,onies of the red form have been known for some tine to be

rnarked by a characteïistic I'confrontation" behaviour. The workers from

opposing colonies examine each other carefully with their antennae, and

exhibit a hostility display which has been described as a ttstiff-legged

walkr'. The body is raised high off the ground by straightening the legs,

and the gaster is elevated higher still. The body quivers and movements

are jerky and sudden, although contact rarely involves any physical

injury (Duncan-Weatherley, 1953). I have also observed very sinilar

behaviour between adjacent colonies of B. This behaviour usually makes

it clear where territorial boundaries are, and it has been used in

drawing these boundaries on several maps (e.5., Figure 2.6). In cases

where confrontation is not occurring naturally, it can be induced' by

placing an ant from one colony in the territory occupied by another.

Some or all of the features of normal confrontation are then shown when

ants from the two colonies meet, although the hostility in this artifi='

cial situation may be more intense than norrnal.

l{hen adj acent territories are occupied 'L;" ants of two different

colour forms, the result is quite different. The ants physically attack

each other, biting and pulling at appendages, and the ground is often

littered with dead and disnembered ants of both forms. This behaviour
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occurTed where P and V come into contact, in the southwestern part of

the area shown in Figure 2.5. Hostility of this kind has also been ob-

served elsewhere, between P and B in several areas near Adelaide, and

between P and Y in captivity (Greenslade, I974c, and personal observations).

The P and B ants in Figure 2,L are nanifesting this hostility, by grasping

each other by the mandibles. Forde (L972) also ncticed that inte,r-form

aggression wasrmore violent and hostile than intra-form, in the Flinders

Ranges, but in captivity all interactions were of the violent type. Anon-

yrnous (1956) reports that conpetition between colonies is usually symbolic,

but that in the case of sanguineus, rlthe nest site is often red with the

bodies of ants killed in combatrr, so this forn may be exceptional. Teltper

(I8S2) describes nany ants (obviously referring to meat ants) being

killed when two I'hostile districtsrr meet, but it is not clear whether

they are of the same or different colour forms.

The violent hostility between colour forns partially accounts for

their nicro-geographic separation. The resúlt of this type of interactiou

could be the destruction of one colony by theother, or as is more commonly

observed, a slight contraction of territory by both, so that an uninhab-

ited zone is left between them, and interactions are avoided.

Figure 2.5 also shows ecological differentiation between the

forns. B occupies alnost exclusively the areas shown as carrying 1itt1e

or no vegetation. These are overgtazed patches of low (50 cm.¡ oI less)

shrubs, with large expanses of bare or lightly grassed soil, and very

few trees. The areas where there is a reasonably dense growth of trees,

or shrubs with scattered trees, are occupied by V and P. The classifi*

cation of vegetation zones used is a subjective one, based on ground

observations and examination of an aerial photograph. Nevertheless,

the ability of B to survive in areas where P and V cannot is shown on

this small scale, as it is on a broad geographi-c basis.
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2.5. Matine and colonY founcling

Greaves and Hughes (1974) and HugTres (1974) have provided a

detailed description of the founding and developnent of meat ant nests'

based on observation of the red form near Canberra. Winged males and

fenales are produced in late suruner, and nating usually takes place in

spring (October). The envi::onmelltal conditions necessary for the initiation

of a nuptial flight appear to be quite well defined. The ground must be

vret from recent rain (in the previous 72 hours), the temperature rnust be

close to 2LoC, and the sun nust be shining. Flights usually take place

between two and three P.n,, on calm days, and if these conditions persist

flights may occur on several successive days, involving nany nests.

Before and during the nuptial flight¡ the workers becorne very

excited, and they apparently encourage the nales and fenales to eIftelge

fron the nest and take flight. Mating takes place high in the air, while

large nurnbers of males and females are on the wing simultaneously. Mated

females return to the ground, shed their wings, and search for a nest

site. Each then attempts to make a sma1l nest, consisting of a shaft 5

to 10 cm. deep, with a chanber at the bottom.

The queens 1ay their first batch of eggs about a month after

mating, and the first workers appear after approxinately three nore

nonths. It nay then take four more yeaÌs for the colony to reach a

total of 2000 workers, and to produce a nevl genelation of nales and

fenales.

During this whole process, nales and females are subject to

heavy predation from birds and'lizards, and females are also attacked by

meat ants from existing colonies, both before and after the establishment

of a new nest (Wilson,197L; W,1974; Greaves and Hughes, L974). Heavy

nortality continues under the combined effects of predation, disease

and starvation, and the successful establishnent of a new colony in an
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area already occupied by neat ants is probably unusual.

HoweVer, when a new area becones available to them, neat ants

colonize it quickly. When the city of Canberra was established during

the 1920rs rnany suitable nest sites were created in an area where neat

ants had previously not existed (Greaves, L973). These were quickly

occupied and incipient colonies continue to appear in areas where the

existing nests have been destroyed (Greaves and Hughes, L974). Colonizirrg

ability is also indicated by the fact that neat ants. often occupy ever)'

available nest site in an aTea. These sites often include man-made

features such as roadsides, cleared aleas of forest, and footpaths

(Greaves , L97I, 1973) .

The establishment of these new nests in disturbed areas is achieved

by newly nated fenal.es. Meat ant queens ale approxinately 1.5 cn. long,

and have large wings. These features suggest they are strong fliers, and

that they nay be able to travel considerable distances in search of a

nest site, although a thorough investigation of queen behaviour has not

yet been nade.
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2,6. Nest structùre

The labels of preserved nea't ants in museums rarely carry any

inforrnation about the type of nest fron which the specinens were collected.

However, sone aspects of general biology and especiall¡ nest form, can

be particularly valuable in distinguishing species of social Hymenoptera

(Richards, 1951).

Some meat ants nests are very conspicuous, and have attracted

comment from many authors. These nests have earned meat ants the alter=

native common namesttnound antsrr (..s., Clark, 1924) andrrgravel antsrr

(Brewster et al-., 7946). The nests consist of several to nany entrance

holes in a well defined group, usually in a mound composed of snall

stones, soil, or fragments of plant naterial. Greaves (1939) describes

one such mound (of P), over ten metres in dianeter and half a metre high,

containing over 1000 holes, and Beattie (1972) mentions a mound which was

tfestimated to contain some 40 tons of material'r. A rnore typical mound

would be one to two metres in dianeter, with about 30=40 ho1es. In sonte

cases, the mound is not well-developed, and the nest i.s narked only by

a circular or oval shaped area of bare ground, but even then there is

usually some decoration of the nr,'st surface with fine gravel or other

material. Sone of this naterial is visible in Figure 2.2. Its function

is not known, but i.t nay serve as a dew trap, or an aid in regulation

of nest ternperature (Ettershank, 1971).

These mound nests nay be very long lived, apparently surviving

prolonged periods of erosion of the surrounding soil (Greenslade, I974a).

The considerable age of sorne of these rnounds has also been noted by

Beattie (L972) and Greaves (personal comrnunication), while W (1974) reports

one colony occupying the same site for more than 70 years. Ettershank

(1971) found that these mounds allowed the naintenance of high relative

hunidity within the nest, and aided in the regulation of its temperature.
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When an individual mound nest is excavated, little of its

structure can be discerned (Duncan-Weather'1ey, 1953). Howevet, a moÏe

efficient way of examining the internal structure of a meat ant nest is

to make a cast of it, either from lead (Ettershank, 1968) or þaraffin wax

(Salinitri , Ig76). This technique has revealed that separate entrance

holes on the surface are usually not connected underground (Ettershank,

1968). Marked ants r{hich are artificially confined to the area arouncl

one hole do not emerge fron other holes, even after prolonged starvation

(Hilditch, 1968). Each new hole is therefore started from the surface

and leads into a separate systen of galleries, Furthermore, although

the workers from these separate gallery systens mingle freely during the

d^y, each appears to return to the same hole each night [Hilditch, 1968) .

The nest is not a unified whole, but is structured both physically and

behavioural 1y.

Compound nests of this type, with varying degrees of mound deve-

lopment and gravel or other decoration, are built by the forns P, V, Y,

and DY.

The nests built by B are quite differelrt. They consist of

single isolated entrance holes, sornetimes as smal1 as 2 mm., in dianeter,

and sometimes with a L-2 cn., high turret. Several such nests may jointly

forrn a colony and exchange workers, but the individual holes are never

closer than about half a metre (Greenslade, 1970). Sone nests of 0 are

of this simple type while others consist of a loose aggregation of holes

closer together than this. They are sometimes 
.surrounded 

by gravel but

there is no distinct mound (Greenslade, personal conmunication).

The nests built by SP are also variable. In South Australia they

consist of sinple single holes (sometines with turrets) as with B, whil'e

in southwestern Western Australia, where SP is the only form present,

conpound nests are built. These two nest styles, seem to intergrade, with
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some loose aggregations of holes and sone large fairly well defined

nounds (Clark, L924; Majer, personal cornmunication).

Sanguìneus also shows variation in nest architecture, from

single hoLes to large mounds (Greaves, 1971) and is often found nesting

in terrnite mounds.
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2.7, Colony and population structure

Mature colonies of meat ants often contain several to nany

separate nests, which exchange workers across the soil surface along

what Duncan-Weatherley (1953) referred to as rrcommon trailsrr. These are

often visible as permanent pathways, cleared of vegetation for a width

of several centinetres, and carry heavy traffic of ants in both directions.

It is sornetimes clear which is the main nest in such a colony and

which are trsatellites'r, but more often a colony consists of a series of

nests of varying sizes, and it is not possible to decide which of them

is the oldest. The existence of multi-nest colonies and trails betrveen

nests has been described by Tepper (1882), Froggat (1907), Gteaves (1939),

Brewster et a7., (1946) and p¿¡y subsequènt authors.

It was shown previously that a mound nest is not a single un=

structured unit, but that each hole leads to a separate system of galleries

within the general body of the nest. The opening of a new hole at some

distance from the nest therefore involves only a quantitative change in

behaviour, and the establishment of a satellite nest in this way carr

often be observed in progless. New satellite nests are established near

food sources such as trees, as the population of a colony increases and

its territory expands.

Other aspects of colony otganization have been revealed by'detailed

study of a population near Adelaide (Greenslade, I975a, 1975b). It is

apparent frorn tl,ris work that a colony may gain nests by taking over

those previously occupied by another colony. Nests are often abandoned

due to lack of food supply, hunan interference, or encroaching shade.

The surrounding colonies are then able to expand into the abandoned terri-

tory, and one of them may take possession of the empty nest. When a

colony abandons a nest, it need not become extinct. A nulti:nest colony
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may contract its territory by abandoning one nest while continuing

to occupy others. A further possibility is that a single-nest colony

nay establish a satellite nest and nove into it, abandoning the previous

nest.

When'all these factors are cornbine<l, a population of meat ants

is seen to include a mixture of rìeht, growing, mature, declining, and

abandoned nests. The details of the aïrangement of nests and colonies

nay change with the seasons, or with short or long term changes in the

environrnent, but in the absence of human interference the broad pattern

of nests may be stable for quite long periods (Greenslade, L975a, 1975b).

Most of the information presented so far refers to P, although

it is possible that Ettershank C1968, I97L) included nests of Y in his

rrSouth Ita Sandhillsfr population. Very little is known of the colony

organization of forms other than P. Greenslade C1970, Figure 1) shows

a map of nests and colonies which apparently includes both B (colonies

A-F) and V (Colony G) (Greenslade 1974b) in an area of northern South

Australia. Both of these forrns occupied nulti-nest colonies, but in the

case of B, each nest was a single hole. The nests of V consisted of 8=lI

holes, in bare areas of ground decorated with pebbleS and soil crumbs.

The existence of nulti-nest colonies of these forrns in this area is com-

pletely consistent with subsequent observations in many other areas.

In order to exanine B and V colonies more fulIy, a small study

area near Morgan was chosen, in which they both occur. Figure 2.6 is a

nap of the nests and colonies found.* The area of Figure 2.6 is within

that shown in Figure 2.5, and its location can be reocqgnízed by the dan,

which is shown in both. The B nests in this area have small populations

* This field work was carried out jointly with Dr. P. J. M. Greenslade



Figure 2.6.

Map of nests and colonies of the blue and black
forms of meat ants at a site near Morgan, South
Australia,
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nhich are tìot very activer-so it was necessary to place neat baits on

the ground, and to fol1ow ant trails from then back to the nests'

Many trails of B were found, either leading fron baits oI tlees

back to the nests, oï connecting nests. rn several places, territorial

confrontations similar to thoseof P, tvere observed. These, and the

existence of patches of ground with no visible rneat ant traffic, 1ed to

the construction of the territorial boundaries shown in the Figure '

The B nests shorr¡n occupy an area referred to earlier as carrying

'rlittle oT no vegetationrt. It consists of large areas of bare soil,

subject to surface erosion, with scattered clunps of grass and shrubs'

There were several sma1l trees beside the dam shown in the FÌgure, and

the B colonies which foraged on them showed a rather higher concentration

of entrances than those in less productive areas.

At the top of Figure 2.6 there is a patch of smal1 trees (rnainly

Casuarina), occupied by a multi-nest colony of V. This colony' contained

eight nests, ranging from 1 to 19 holes:each. Folaging trails were

forned from these nests out into the open areas for over 50 netres, to

make use of the nealest baits. Although this took the V workers to

within a few metres of B, they did not meet, and no direct interaction

between these forns could be observed in this area'

Anonymous (Ig73) refers to colonies consisting of hundreds of

nests, joined by permanent trails, in Western Australia. The maps in

Figure 2,4 reveal that this could refer to either SP or V, or both, so

multi-nest colonies appear to be developed by neat ants over wide areas'

The use of multi-nest colonies allows meat ants to respond to

local variations in food supply and changes in vegetation ty?e within
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their territories, by the creation of ne$¡ nests or the abandonment of

old ones. It therefore a1Iows them considerable flexibility in the

exploitation of resources. The nature of these Tesources, the techniques

which meat ants use to exploit them, and the interaction of neat ants

with hunans, are exarnined in the next section'
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2.8 General biolosy and pest status

The principal food source utilized by meat ants is honeydetv,

excreted by species of Homoptela. The Homoptera involved include

CometopsgTTa, Glgcaspida, EurgmeToides (Culley, 1969) , Eurgmela

fenestrata (Viehnre¡'er, 1925) , Gascarèlia (Ceropfastes) destructor (Majer

and Livingstone , I976) and AusÈra7opsgL7a (Greenslade 1970), as well

as many species which have been nentioned but not specificaily iclerìtifier1.

Meat ants also obtain nutrition directly from plants in the

form of nectar and other exudates, as well as by consurning flowers

and fruit from a wide variety of plants (nany observations, including

Clark, 1924; McKeown, 1945; Brelster et a7., 1946; Anonyrnous, 1956

Ettershank, I97I; Hughes , L974).

Meat ants get their cornmon name frorn their predatory ând scav--

enging habits. They prey on virtually any insects they can catch, a.nd

specific examples frorn the literature include termites (Greaves, 1959;

Greenslade, 1970) , Cactoblastis larvae (Dodd, 1940), the psyllids

Cardiaspina (Clark, L964) and GTgcaspis (Hughes, 1974), the eggs and

n¡rorphs of stick insects and cicadas (Hughes, 7974), and flies (Greenslade,

1970). Their appetite for neat is not confined to insects, and carrion

of all kinds is included in their diet, including dead insects and

other invertebrates, as well as dead vertebrates of all kinds, and food

scraps and litter left by humans. Their onnivorous nature, large size,

and high population densities, make meat ants dominant members of ant

comnunities, and they have a marked influence on the abundance of other

species of ants [Greenslade 7973, L975e, L976a; Matthews, 1976).

Permanent trails lead from the nests to one or. nore trees in

the territory occupied by each colony. These trails are used by "tree
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foragersrr, which attend the honeydert producing Hotnoptera and obtain

other exudates from the trees. Each tree forager visits only one tree

(Hilditch, 1968), and may even have its activities confined to one part

of one tree (Culley, 1969). Tree foragers do not forage on the ground

(Doube, 1967). The area covered by ground foragers is also subdivided

into individual areas, and the entire ground surface is covered thor-.

oughly several times each day. The discovery of a large iten of food

on the ground (".5., carrion) results in the recruitment of extra ground

foragers along a temporary trail, which disappears when the foocl is ex--

hausted.

Thus, despite the apparent inefficiency and clumsiness of neat

ants noticed by Duncan-Weatherley (1953), they have achieved a high

degree of social organization which a1lows them to successfully exploit

all food sources available to then.

Foraging activity is influenced by several environmental varia-.

bles. There is little or no activity at night, although ants can be

found on the nest surface and trees, as well as carrion sources (Culley,

1969; and personal observations). The onset of activity in the morning

is initiated by the change from darkness to light [Majer and Livingstone,

L974) and after that, the amount of activity is related to temperature

(Mitchel1, 1966; Greaves and Hughes, I974; Majer and Livingstone, I974)

and hunidity (Nel, 1967). Workers lose water quickly and they are not

active during the hottest part of the day, or above about 35oC. Sen-.

sitivity to dehydration is probably alleviated to sone extent by the

use of honeydew as a water supply (Nel, 1965), and it is known that tree

foragers descending a tree after feeding on honeydew have significantly

larger abdomens (lrlitchell, 1966), and are Inore resistant to dessication

(Doube, 1967), than those ascending.
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Several factors conbine to nake [ieat ants occasiona] pests to

humans. Their omnivorous nature, colonizing ability, large numbers,

and preference for cleared sites for the building of nests, all equip

then to exploit human habitations. Their status as a domestic pest

near buildings is described by Greaves (I973) and Anonymous (1975).

They may also become an agricultural nuisance in several hIays.

Meat ants I habit of attending Flornoptera in trees means that

they rnay encourage the build up of scales, lerps, etc., in orchards,

and nay reduce the efficiency of predators which would otherwise destroy

them (Greaves, 1939; Majer and Livingstone, L976). AIso, in the

search for nectar and other plant foods, they nay destroy blossons and

reduce the yield of fruit trees (Clark, L924; Greaves, 1939; Anonyrnous,

1es6) .

Meat ants have also been observed as predators of insects intro-

duced for the biological control of weeds - ChrgsoTina vari.ans on St.

Johnfs Wort (Currie and Fyfe, 1938), and Cactobiastis cactorum on

prickly pear (Dodd, 1940).

Attempts have been made to control meat ants by the use of

various poisons, with varying degrees of success. Greaves [1939) used

poisons ranging from calciun cyanide to crankcase oi1, and other sub-

stances used include carbon bisulphide, kerosene, calcium cyanide, DDT

and other chlorinated hydrocarbons, and organic phosphates (C1ark, Ig24;

Summerville, 1929; Greaves, 1.959; Anonymous, 1956; Greaves, L973).

Whatever the substance used, the attack is directed at the nest.

However, several aspects of meat ant behaviour make their control diffi-

cult (Greaves, 19'73). Entrance holes are not connected underground,

so poison ¡nust be applied down every hole in a large nest. In a nulti-

nest colony, every nest must be found and treated, or treated nests will
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quickly be re-occupied from other nests in the colony, Furthermore,

even if a whole colony is effectÌvely. treated, the area may.be taken

over by ants from surrounding colonies. Meat ants nay also establish

new nests in a treated area through the action of newly rnated queens.

It is therefore necessary to re-survey and re-treat an area every' tt^¿o

or three years to achieve effective control (Greaves, L973).

Meat ants are attacked by a number of predators including the

larvae of beetles (SpaTTomorpha) (Moore, 1974) and.nottrs (CgcTotorna)

(Matthews, 1,976) which can be found in their nests (Greaves and Hughes,

1974). They are also attacked by other ants and a number of species

of spiders, some of which appear to be meat ant minics (Greenslade,

personal comrnunication). None of these predators shorvs any sign of

having a significant effect on meat ant numbers, or of rnaking any con=.

tribution to their control.

Lofgren et a7., (1975) point out tile possibility of using

pheromones to control fire ants (SoTenopsÍs), possibly through the con-.

struction of false pherornone trails to poison baits. Work on the

chemistry of meat ants has shown that they produce a nurnber of unusuai

substances, so this possibility may exist here also CCavill and Ford,

1953; Cavill et af., 1956; Cavill and Locksley, 1957; Cavill and Ford,

1960; Cavi1l and Hinterberger, 1960).
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2:9: Overview

The general picture of meat ants which emerges fron the study

of a large amount of literature, is that they are a numerous, dominant,

and highly successful group. Flexibility in coLony structure, efficient

social organízation, and ecoJ.ogical generalization, allow them to ex-

ploit a wide variety of resources. A conbination of territorial hos=

tility and cononizing ability means that meat ants are able to saturate

suitable habitats, as well as quickly occupying new ones which becorne

available to them.

The existence of colour differences between forms is now clearly

established, and at least in some cases, these differences are correla-.

ted with variation in habitat and clinatic factors, size, nest form,

and behaviour. When taken together, these factors indicate that serious

consideration should be given to the suggestion that the colour forms

are separate species. Subsequent chapters describe evidence of several

other kinds which has been collected, and which is generally consistent

with this suggestion.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Popu lations sarnÉ led

Figure 3.1 is a map of South Australia showing the locations of

places referred to in later sections. Ants were collected from a num-

ber of different areas which are described below in alphabetical order.

In the desotiptions and naps to follow, the only nests included are

those fron which ants were collected for electrophoresis. In most of

these areas many other, nests are knolun, and have been used in conpiling

overall distribution maps such as those in Chapter 2.

3.1.1. Adelaide Hi1ls

Figure 3.2 shows the locations of red form nests sanpled in

Adelaide and the nearby Adelaide Hi1ls. The area shown also includes

an isolated population of the blue form at Hallett Cove. This popula-

tion is more than 60 kn. from the nearest other occurrences of this

forrn, near Mannum and Dublin, and may be a reli,c of a once lvider dis-

tribution (Greenslade, I974c). It is sutrounded by red form nests,

four of which are included in the Adelaide Hills sample.
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3:I:2. Arthurton

Figure 3.3 shows the nests from which

Arthurton, on northern Yorke Peninsula. Tlre

high densities along roadsides in, this area'

occur in the area shown. Populatio-ns of the

approxirnately 20 km. fron Arthurton' both to

(Greenslade, 1976b).

30

ants hrere coLlected near

red forn reach,es very'

and is the only form to

blue for¡n are located

the northwest and east
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3.1 .3 Barossâ Vál1

A population of the red form collected in and near the Barossa

Valley, centled on the town of Tanundaris shown in Figure 3.4. This

area is located between the ttAdelaide" and rrEudundail populations, and

Figure 3.4 i,ncludes a snall part of the latter to the northeast. 0nce

again, the red forn is the only one to occur in the area shown.
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3.1.4. Dublin

Figure 3.5 shows the Dublin populations. This is an area of

close syrnpatry between the red and blue forns, and both reach moderate

densities along roadsides, and around the ferv rernaining patches of

native vegetation. A total of 17 nests of each were collected within

an area of about 13 x 15 km. In some cases this involved collecti.ons

of the two forms from nests seParated by no ¡nore than 100 metres.
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3.1 . 5. Eudunda

Greenslade (1974c) descrÌbes a sharp boundary between the red

and blue forms rvhich runs along the eastern nargin of the Adelaide

Hills. The collections from near Eudunda shown in Figure 3.6 were

designed to straddle this boundary. The boundary luns aPproximately

from upper left to lower right on the rnap, with the red form predomÌnant

in the south ancl west, and the blue form mainly confi.ned to the north

and east of the area shown. The boundaly is actually a zone of un-'

certainty within which the occurTence of single nests of each fonn

is determined by highly localized features of soil and vegetation'

once again, there is very close sFnpatly in this zone, and red-'blue

conflicts have been observed in the northern part of this area (Greenslade,

L974c:' and personal observations) .
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3.1.6. Eyre Peninsula

Figure S.7 shows the location of nests sanpled on Eyre Peninsula.

Ants of five colour forms are included, compared with a maximum of three

for any of the other areas visited. The inaccessible nattlre of nuch

of the area shown, and the fact that neat ants are not conmon in the

poor soils and sparse vegetation it contains, contribute to naking the

area covered substantially larger than for any of the other collections.

In various parts of the area, combinations of two or three colour forns

can be found in close proxirnity, and in general it is difficult to

predict which form or forns will be found at a patticular site.
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3;l;7: Flinders Rânses

The Flinders Ranges contain dense populations of th-e red,

blue and black forrns of meat ants. The localities from which coll-

ections were made are shown in Figure 3.8, and are mainly frorn the

Flinders Ranges National Park. Once again close synpatly is evident,

involving all three colour fonns, and all of them can be founcl within

500 netres of each other in sone places.
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3.1i8. Morgan

The red, blue and black forns also occur together in an area

around Morgan, as shown in Figure 3.9. This area is surrounded by

arid areas occupied nainly by the blue forn. The red form is apparently

able to occupy this type of country only where r,/atercourses allow the

growth of large trees, and supply moisture through the soil. In'-this

case the River Murray supports populations of the red form which pen-

entrate far into dry areas both upstream and downstream of Morgan.

The three forms occur in very close contact in parts of ttle

area shown. One of these sites has been described in detail in

Chapter 2, and is enclosed by a smal1 rectangle on Figure 3.9.
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3.1 .9. Mundoora

The snal1 purple forn of meat ants occurs fron l{lestern Austra-

lia across the Nullabor Plain, and stoPs at Spencer Gulf (Figure 2.4).

The single known exception is a small enclave east of the Gulf, at

Clements Gap, near lr{undoora (see Fig. 5.1). This population is within

a few km. of both red and blue form populations. Collections were made

from several single hole nests in this population, which seems to occu='

py an area of about a hectare.

5.1.10. Snowtown

Another snall collection vras made 15 kn. east of Snowtown (see

Fig. S.l). The sanples consist of four nests of the blue forn and one

of the red forn, from a 600 metre stretch of road. The significairce

of this, population, and the one from Mundoora, is described in nore

detail in Chapter 4.

3.1.11. Southeast

A snall collection trras nade from five widely scattered nests

of the red forn in the southeast of South Australia. This is the

closest approach to an alea occupied by only a single colour form,

out of all the populations sanpled. The nearest nests of another

colour form are those of the yeIlow form, which occurs on 'sandy soils

north of Bordertorm (see Fig. 3.1).

3.L.L2. er lt{urray

The snallest collection made consisted of four nests of the red

form, fron the Upper Murray region of South Australia, near the

Victorian border. The red form exists here only very close to the

river, in a region suÉounded by populations of the blue forn.
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3.2: Collection Methods

Once a nest was located, a collection was made in various ways

which depended on the local circumstances. In most cases ants were

collected in a plastic screw top jar, of about 200 nl. capacity- The

lid had a diameter of 8 cn. with a 2.5 cn. dianeter hole in it. When

this was inverted ovel an entrance hole of a nest a large number of

ants innediately rushed into the jar and could be easily secured. fn

the case of niulti-entrance nests, this procedure was repeated for

several entrance holes and collections pooled. For less populous or

active nests, especially those of the blue and snall purple forms,

less efficient proceclures were used. Ants could be collected inllividu-

ally by aspir:ation or with forceps either fron the nest or from the

surroudding soil surface. In a few cases where the nest could not be

found after prolonged searching, collections were made from a small

area of ground, or from a single tree.

When the collection was complete, a ventilated lid was fitted

to the jar, and it was placed in a dark humidified ice-box. Several

hundred ants could be kept alive in each j ar for several days under

these conditions.

On return to the laboratory, dead ants were removed and the

jars placed directly into a deep freeze at =30oC. Later, the ants

weTe tlansferred to a smaller container for prolonged stolage.

Some specimens from each nest were also preserved in 709o

ethanol, and appropriately labe1led with details of localitf, llest

form, date etc. Representative voucher specimens will be lodged

with the Australi*;': National Insect Collection, CSIRO, Division of

Entonology, Canberra.
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3,3, Sanple preparation

When required ants r{ere removed fron t}r-e deep freeze and the

gaster and legs renoved and discarcled. The head and thorax viere placed

in a label1ed polypropylene centrifuge tube [0.6 rnl. capacity, Kayline

MCP*5505C) with two drops of distilled water. They were then individu-.

ally ground with a Teflon plunger specially made to fit the interior

of the tubes. This plunger was vigorously scrubbed with a wet c.lott¡-

between specinenS. Extracts were then returned to the deep freeze, and

re-thawed when needed for etectrophoresj.s. Immediately before loading,

they lvere centrifuged in a Becknan 152 lvficrofuge for one minute. The

supernatant was then loaded directly into s1c¡ts in the gel.

The amount of water used in extraction was either reduced or

increased when the ants r{ere very smal1 or very large, and was reduced

to a rninimum for males. Some specimens with very strong amvl.ase actj-=-

vity could not be scored at the first irrnning, so they wele dilute<i

with an extra drop of distilled hrater, re-suspended, and re-centrifuged

before running for the second time.

Extraction in a dilute solution of NaTEDTA, a Tris/citric acid

buffer (pH = 7 .O) , or 0.87% Sodiun chloride did not noticeably inprove

the resolution of gels. Specimens intended for Glutamate deþdrogenase

typing vrere extracted in a 10-hM solution of NAD (see Chapter 6). In

this case NAD was also added to the ge1 and electrolyte buffers.

Prolonged storage at -30oC did not noticeably reduce the

activity of amylase or estelase enzymes. For sone other enzynes, ês-

pecially lvfalic enzyme, activity decreased sharplF on stolage and re-

peated freezing ano thawing.
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3,4. Electrophoresis Methods

Electrophoresis was carried out horizontally in a refrigerator

at soc. Gel trays were 155 x 200 x 6 rnn. and each gel held 16

specimens. Starch used for sone systems was either Electrostarch

(used at a concentl:ation of I1% starch) or Connaught (tZu"1. Poly=-

acrylarnide gels (5%) were prepared using the TEÌdED-Arunonium Persul-'

phate polymerization systen. In both cases gels htere prepared the

day before use, and allowed to set overnight.

A number of different buffer systems were used for electro=

phoresis. In the following recipes, all quantities are per tiire of

single strength solution. For abbreviations, see Appendix 5.

I Tris/cittate, PH = 7.0

Electrolyte buffer:

Tris. 16.35 gn.

Citric acid 9.04 gm.

GeI buffer:

Dilute electrolYte 15X

(Shaw and Prasad, 1970; their number I)

II Discontinuous Tris,/citrate, pH = 8.6

Electrolyte buffer:

Boric acid 18.5 gn.

IN Sodiurn hydroxide 50n1.

Gel buffer:

Tris . 9.2 gn.

Citric acid 1.05 gn.

(Poulik, 1957).
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III Lithium/Borate, pH = 8.5.

Electrolyte buffer:

Lithiun hydroxide 2.52 gn.

Boric acid 14.15 gn.

Ge1 buffer;

Tris. 9.57 gn.

Citric acid L.47 gn.

Electrolyte buffer 156 ml.

(Gahne, 1966)

Electrophoresis rvith these buffers h¡as normall¡ carried

out with a voltage drop of about 120-150 volts across tlre ends of

the geI, and a current of about 40 rnillianps per gel. Most runs

lasted approxirnately four hours.

After electrophoresis gels were sliced horizontally into

tv¡o or three slices with a steel guitar string, and placed, cut

surface up, in a stainless steel tray for staining.
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3.5. Gel staini metlrods

The specific procedures used for eaôlr- enzytne are given belo''rr,

in alphabetical order. Thìs ïncludes the buffer system used for

electroplroresìs, whetlrer starch- or polyacrylamìde was us-ecl, and tlre

ingredients and conditions used for staining. All quantities in

recipes are for staining 32 specinens.

several different buffers were used for staìnÏngl-,

lV 0. 5M Tris. /HCl , PII = 7 . 5 .

Tris. 60.57 gn.

lN HCI 4I4 mI.

V 0.51,{ Tris,/HC7, pF[ = 8.5.

Tris 60.57 gn.

lN HCl 165 m1'

Vf 0. lÎvl Tris . f maleater pH = 6. 5.

Tris. 12.1 gm.

Maleic acid 11.6 gm.

lN Sodiun hYdroxide 84 nl.

VII Acetate, PH = 5.4.

Glacial acetic acid 6.8 nl.

Sodium hYdroxide 4 gm.

Unless otherwise stated, gels were staitned with- the ai:d of a

¡nechanical shaker.

Aldehyde Oxidase

Electropl'roresis in buffer system I, on polyacry'larnide'

Stain:

Benzaldehyde

MTT

PMS

Stain buffer IV

2 mL,

50 mg.

5 ng.

100 ml..

Incubate at room temperature for a few mÌnutes, untll blue b-ands

appear. De-stain in 10% acetic acid.
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$:r1u's
Electlopho::esis in buffer systen III, on starch.

Stain:
p-phenylenediannine dih-ydrochloride 2 gtn.

Stain buffer Vrr 2oo ntl '

Cover and incubate at 37oC for several hours, witlrcut shaking.

ñnylase bands becorne visible as pale zones against a dark blue/black

background. Contj-nue to incubate at 37oC overnight. Remr¡ve

stain and soalt i.n .5:5:1 methanol :water:acetic acid for three

hours followed by distilled water for two hours. Ænylase bancls

are then visible as transparent zones ill an otherwise opaque. gel.

Esterase

Electrophoresi.s in buffer system III, on starclt.

Stain:

cr-naphthyl acetate 50 ng.

S-naphthyl acetate 50 ng.

(pre-dissoLved in a few ml. of acetone)

Fast Garnet GBC salt 50 ng.

0.05M CaCl, 10 nl.

Stain buffer VI 100 n1.

Methanol 100 m1.

Incubate at room temperature. Red/purple bands becone visible

in a few minutes and reach maximum intensi.ty'wÍthin an hour.

De-stai.n in 5:5 :1 methanol :water:acetic acid.

General otein

Electrophoresis in buffer systen I, on polyacrylanide.

Stain:

0.05% Coomassie Blue 100 n1.

(in 10% Trichloroacetic acid).

Incubate at room tenperature overnight.
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De-stain for several. hours in 10eo Trichl0roacetic acid.

General protein could also be scored on starch in almost any

electrophoresis buffer. In this case the stain was I% funido Black,

in 5:5:1 nethanol:water:acetic acid, and the gel was de=stained in

several changes of this solution.

Glucose-6-phosPhate dehYdrogenase

Electrophorsis in buffer system f, on polyacrylamide'

Stain:

Glucose-6-phosphate, disodiurn salt ' 100 ng'

NADP 20 ng'

MTT 5o ng' 
.

PMS 1o mg '

Na EDTA 100 ng'
2

Stai.n buffer IV 100 nl'

Incubate at r.oom tenperature for several hours until blue bands

appear. De-stain in 10% acetic acid.

Could be stained on the same slice of gel as Aldehyde oxidase.

Glutanate de enase

Electrophoresis in buffer system II, on starch.

NAD added to gel and electrolyte at the rate of 40 ng./titre.

Stain:

L-glutarnic acid, sodium salt I gn.

MTT 50 ng.

PMS 1o ng'

NAD 4o ng'

Stain buffer IV 100 nl '

Incubate at r'oom temperature, in the dark, for three hours or

until blue bands appear. De-stain in 5:5:1 methanol:water:acetic acicl
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Lactate ro enase

Electrophoresis in buffer system I, on polyacrylarnide.

Stain:

70% Sodium lactate solution 2 mL

NAD 4o ng'

MTT 5o ng'

PMS 1o mg '

Stain buffer IV 100 n1 '

Incubate at l¡oom temperature in the dark, for several hours or

until blue bands appear. De-stain in 10% acetic acid.

Could be stained on the sane slice of gel as Malate dehyclrogenase'

Leucine aninopeptidase

Electrophoresis in buffer system I, on polyacryla¡nide'

Stain:

L-leucyl $-naphthYla:nide 50 ng.

(pre-dissolved in a few m1. of acetone)

Fast Garnet GBC salt 50 mg.

Stain buffer VI 100 ml '

Incubate overnight at room temperature. Activity appears as

orange zones on a yellow background. De-stain in 10% acetic acid'

Malate de qenase

Electrophoresis in buffer system I,

Stain:

L-malic acid

NAD

IvmT

PMS

Stain buffer IV

on polyacrylarnide.

100 mg.

40 ng.

50 ng.

10 mg.

100 m1.
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Incubate in the dark at room temperature for olte hour or until blue

bands appear. stain both cathodal and anodal ends of the gel.

De-stain in 10% acetic acíd.

Malic enzyne

Electrophoresis in buffer system I, on

Stain:

L-malic acid

NADP

MTT

PMS

MgCl
2

Stain buffer IV

Incubate in the dark

blue bands appear.

Superoxide disnutase

100 ng.

25 mg.

50 ng.

10 mg.

100 ng.

100 nl.

at room temperature for one hour or until

De-stain in 10% acetic acid.

polyacrylamide.

Electrophoresis in buffer system II, on starch.

Stain:

MTT 5o ng'

PMS 1o ng'

Stain buffer V 100 ¡nl.

Incubate at 37oC, illuninated, until white zones of activity appear

against the blue background of the gel (severral hours).

Whatever the staining system used, gels alrnost always contained

specinens fron at least three nests, and usually of at least two colour

forms of ants, arranged across the gel (16 slqts) in arbitrary order.

After staining, gels wele scoled without knowledge of the identity of

the specimens, and were usually scored independently several times. Ïn

any cases of doubt, the particular specimen or others frc¡m the same nest

urere re-ïun with varying conbinations of other specimens.
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3. 6. Chrorno-so¡ne nethods

T'he nethod used for naking chronosone preparations is that of

Inai et al., (L977; also Imai and Crozier, unpublished) '

Immature ants were obtained front nests by excavation, and kept

with workers in a darkened cage until they reached the correct stage.

For nale pupae, this was when the conpound eyes reached a pale red

coloul, and for workers and queens the pre^pupal stage was used. The

cerebral ganglia or testes were dissected out using nounted minuten

pins, and placed on a welled slide, in trvo drops of Ieo sodium citrate

solution containing 0.005% colchicine. This was then left to stand

for 10-20 mimrtes in a hunid box at room temperature. The organ was

then removed to a clean microscope slicle and the citrate solution

drained off. The slide was inclined at about 20o and several drops

of fixative 1 added to the organ (glacial acetic acid:absolute ethanol:

vrater = 3:3:4). The organ was quickly nacerated in a fresh drop of

this solution, and a drop of fixative 2 was added (glacial acetic acid:

absolute ethanol = 1:1) . After 30 seconds these solutions were

re,moved by inclining the slide Latetally onto a sPonge, and two drops

of glacial acetic acid were added. After ten seconds the slicle was

again inclined to remove the fixative, and set aside to dry.

After at least one day, slides were stained for ten minutes in

10% Giensa stain (Gurrts) in Sorensonrs buffer [NarHPOu, 4.75 gm;

KH PO ,4.54 Bms,i water to 1 litre, PH = 6.8). After staining the
24

slides were rvashed for one second in running water and allowed to drain.

Cover slips were mounted with Xam (Gurrrs).
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CHAPTER 4

POLYMORPHISM A THE AITWASÊ LOCUS

4 1. The phenotyp es and their inheritance

Figure 4.1 shows photographs of two gels stained for anylase

activity after electrophoresis of rneat ant honogenates' Each indivi-

dual has either one or two bands of activi.ty, which apPear to correspond

to homozygous and heterozygous genotypes respectively. The observed

phenotypes can be accounted for by the existence of four co-dominant

alleles at one locu.s. The locus is designated AmgTase (Atng), and tlre

four alleles A^gu, A*gb, A^g", A*gd, in decreasing order of ano<lal

nobility. The interpretation of the phenotypes in terms of these

alleles is shov¡n on the Figure. This nodel predi.cts that the naximurn

nunber of bands of activity in an individual should be turo unless

heterozygotes have extra zones resulting fron dimeric (or larger)

quarternary stTucture of the enzymp. In the thousands of workers which

vJere run, no more than two bands of arnylase activity were found in any

specinen. Multiple banded phenotypes could bei produced artificially

however, by the rnixing of extracts from different individuals. Com-

binations ttied j.ncluded AmgaAmga wíth angbe^gd, A^guamgc with A*gbA^gd ,

AmgaAtngc with e^gde^gd, and AmgaA^ga wítî angdengd. In each case the

resulting phenotype was the sinple sum of the phenotypes of the indivi-

duals used in the nixture.

Staining for anylase on gels containing starcÏ¡- may produce

spurious rnobi.lity variation, caused by differences in the concentration

of individual extracls (Boettcher and de la Lande, 1970). The slight

variation in the mobility of the amylase allozymes evident in Figure

4.1 nay be attributed to this cause, or to inco,,sistency in the quality

of the ge1. If these differences in mobility reflect heterogeneity

h¡ithiñ the rrallelesrr concerned (Bernstein et a7., 1973), the result

will be a loss of information, rather than the creation of false in-



Figure 4.1.

Photographs of gels stained for AmgTase

activity. 0 = origin.

Direction of rnigration upward.

Slightly larger than actual size.

Genotypes indicated in abbreviated notation
a = Amva

tr
b = Amv"

_cc=Amv
-dd=Amg



cc bd cc ac bd co bd ac cc bd cc

o-
cc dd cc dd dd bd bd bd cG bd dd
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fornation, so any erroï involved will be in the direction of conservatism.

Controlled rnatings to confirm the genetj-c basis of phenotypes

are not yet possible in meat ants. A nunber of attenpts were nacle to

induce or force mating in captivity basecl on the nethods used for ants

(cupp et al_., Ig73), bees (Kerr and Laidlal, 1956), and mosquitoes

(McDaniel an<l Horsfa1l, 1957), but they were not successful. IJowever,

sínce nests are family units, some evidence can be obtained from the

patterns of segregation found within nests.

If there is one singly nated queen per nest t anY nests rvhich

segregate should show a 1:1 ratio of hotnozygous:hetelozygous wolkers.

There shouló be either one or two genotypes among the workers from a

particular nest, and the isozyme in honozygotes should have the mobi.lity

of one of those in the hete'rozygot'es. A total of '16 nests segregated

fot AmgTase, and the results fron 20 chosen at ranclom frorn anong these

are shown in Table 4.1. For these purposes, the number of workers of

the sarne genotyPe sanpled from a nest classified as 'rnon-segregatingrr

was almost alhtays seven or nore, so it seems likely that very fen'

segregating nests were missed.

The data in Table 4.1 reveal several interesting points. Firstly'

almost all the results can easily be accounted for by th-e presence of

one singly rnated queen per nest, if the AmgTase phenotypes are produced

by four co-dominant alleles at. one locus. Secondly, in most cases, it

is a sinple matter to work out the geDotypes of the queen and male rvhich

founded the nest. For example, nest 113 contained 6 e^gde^gd workers

and 9 a*gba*gd. This is consistent with expectations from the nating

ergba^gd * A*gd. The third point is that some nests do not fit this

simple pattern. Nest 594 shows a 4;I5 ratio, which is significaritly

different from the 1:1 expectations (xî = 6'37' P = 0'01-0'02)' Nests

287 and 406 each cont-ain three genotypes, so they cannot be accounted



Table 4.1.

Nest number

AmgTase genotyPes in workers from
20 randomly selected segregating
nests.
A1lele notation abbreviated :

ì.e., a = Amgã etc.
Colour forms:

P = red form
B = blue form
V = black form

Form Worker Genotypes

28

s6

113

119

L27

144

279

285

287

379

387

394

402

406

4r0

427

4s8

462

467

477

P

P

B

P

B

V

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

P

B

B

B

7cc z Sac

6cc z 4ac

6dd : 9bd

3cc :10ac

3dd : 5bd

Scc : 3cd

gbb :1Obd

]-Zddz I06d

4Ad : Bbd

sdd : Sbd

4bb : 8bô

4bb :15bd

5dd : Sbd

6dd z 7bd

7dA : Sbd

sbb : Sbd

5cc z 3ac

sdd : Sbd

4dd : 4bd

sbb : Sbd

: 6bb

zbb
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for by the simple moclel proposed. This gives strong evidence for the

presence of nore than one queen in sorne nests ('rpolygynyrr) '

Fur¿her evidence on the mode of inheritance of the Am'g7ase

phenotypes can be obtained by typing males and workers from the sane

nests. Males were not easy to obtain, and their AmgTase activity was

found to be weak, so some gels did not yield any results. The

results for the nests where both nales and rvorkers could be scored

are shown ínTable 4.2. Although many of these nests are not informative,

the results are all consistent with the genetic model pr'oposed' They

are also consistent with the suggestion that males are produced fron

unfertilized eggs laid by the queen (see Chapter 8) '

Circunstantial evidence can also be obtained from the similarity

between the AmgTase variation clescribed here, and that recorded for

other species. Phenotypes sinilar to those shown in Figure 4.1 have

now been observed in nany species of aninals and plants, and fol a wide

range of enzymes and proteins. In those cases where a rigorous genetic

analysis has been rnade, these phenotypes have almost invariably been

found to be controlled by co-dominant alle1es at a single locus (Powell,

1e7s) .

For this leasotÌ, and from the data presented in Tables 4.1 and

4,2, it can be clained with some confidence that the AmgTase variation

in meat ants is controlled by four co-doninant alleles at one locus.



TabLe 4,2. AmgTase genotyPes of worke:cs and males
in all nests tvhere both have been scored.

Abbreviations as in Table 4.1.

Nest Form Workers MaIes Inferred
Mating

3L

54

9B

131

134

20r

212

228

234

235

236

237

408

410

4TL

418

42s

455

4s6

B

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

B

B

P

P

P

P

13dd :

8cc

6cc
't'cc

22ac

20cc

6cc :

9cc

23cc :

11cc

. 8cc

8cc

8cc

7dd :

sdd :

lBac

I2cc
10cc

10cc

7bd

4ac

5cd

5bd

5bd

3d

7c

6c

8c

6c

2c

2a

Bc

13c

llc
8c

5c

Bc

2d

1d

8c

5c

8c

8c

:2b

:6c

z7d

bd

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

ac

cc

cd

cc

cc

cc

cc

bd

bd

cc

cc

cc

cc

xd
xc
xc
XC

xa
xc
xc
xc
xc
xc
xc
XC

xc
xd
xd
xa
xc
xc
xc
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4.2. Estimation of gene frectuencies

If thi.s genetic moclel is correct, it should be,'a simple matter

to estimate the frequencies of the a1leles in populations. The proce-

dure is to score a series of workers from a nest, use their genotyPes

to obtain the genotypes of the founding clueen and nale, and clerive gene

frequencies by direct gene counting arnong these reproductive indivi<iuals.

For example, the population of the red form fron Arthurton comPrises

18 nests with workers all AmgcAmgc, and a single nest with BA,rg"A*gd,

SAmgcArngc. This nest presumably came from the natin g Amgc:Amgd * A^gt ,

so the gene frequerìcy of a^gd is 1,/57 = 0.0175, based on the supposition

that each nest contributes three alleles to the count. Howevel, this

simple procedure is subj ect to a number of problems.

a Some enot es cannot be scclred unamb 1

A nest containing workers which are all AmgaAmgc could have been

produced by either of the natings AmgaAmga x Amgc or AmgcAmgc x Anga,

so in these nests, the gencrtyPes of the founders cannot be clearly

identified. There aTe a number of ways of solving or avoiding th-is

problen.

One approach is to ignore these nests completely. Contel and

Mestriner (I974) used this procedure when estirnating esterase a11e1e

frequencies in the social bee ueTipona subnitida. One'step further fron

this is to estinate the frequency in those nests which can be scored

unambiguously, and use this result to aicl in the scoring of the ambig=

uous nests. A Barossa Va11ey population of the red fornt of rneat ants

contains 11 nests with workers all AmgcAmgc, one nest segregating

TAmgcAmgc:3AmgaAmgc, and one nest containing 9A^gaA*g". Excluding this

last ¡rest, the gene frequency of Amga ís I/36 = 0,0278. Therefore,

the nating emgcAmgc * Amr¡a will occur in this popuJation muchmore often

than AmgaAmga x Arn¿c, ancl the ambiguous nest has probably been produced
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by the former nrating. The revised gcne frequency fot Anga is then

2/39 = 0.0513. 1'his approach has the unfortunate featur:e of being

circular, ancl is of 1ittle use when gene frequencies are approxinately

equal. However, when used in a population such as this one, the errol

involved must be slight.

Crozier (I973a, I977b) has developed an iteration procedure for

classifying the a:nbiguous nests at the Mdh-a locus in the ant Aphaenoga.ster

rudi-s. It relies on the fact that the frequencies of sone of the types

of unanbiguous nests are related to the gene frequencies in a sinple

way. If the gene frequency of udh-a2 is q then the frequency (c) of

nests segregati ng udh-ar'Mdl-.az :Mdh:arMdh-ul is 2q(r-q) 2, ptod.r.ed by

the mating Mdh-atMdh-u2 x Md.h-a7. Also, the frequency (d) of nests

which segregate Mdh-atMdlr-u2 :udh-a2ud.h-r2, is 2q2(f-q). The ratio

c/,(c+d) then gives a first approxirnation to q. This estimate of the

gene frequency can then be used to partition the arnbiguous class of

nests into its two components, and a new gene frequency can be calcu-

lated from the resul.ts. This process is then repeated until the cha.nge

in successive estimates of the gene frequencf is sufficiently close to

zeTo,

0f course, these problens can be avoided completely if males

can be collected and scored fron the ambi-guous nest. If males are

produced fron unfertilized eggs laid by the queen (rather than workers),

they should give a clear indication of her genotype. The use of males

in this way has been possible in .some oû the meat ant nests considered

here (e.s., nest 418 in Table 4,2).

Itlhere the genotype of the queen cannot be obtained in this way',

yet another procedure can be used. fn a population with two aIleles,

say Angb and a^gd, there are six possible natingsr pîoduced b¡ ttiree

genotypes in fenales and two in rnales. With randonr mating and Hardyt

Weinberg equilibrium, the expected frequencies of these natings can be
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derived as functions of the gene frequencies (see Table 4.3). Fi1'g

different types of nest result, aucl the expected and observed fre='

quencies of these can be used to estimate gene frequencies by use of

the nethod of naxinun likelihood. This process is described nore

fully in the context of the Esterase-J. loeus in the next chapter.

b) Popu lations may contain more than two alle1es.

Alrnost all the meat ant populations examined have only tl'¡o

Amglase a11e1es. The only exception j.s the Flinders Ranges population

of the blue form. Here , aIL the nests contain onLy amgb. and A^gd,

except for one which contains 7e^gcAngdrsamgdAngd ruorkers. In this

case, the allel es A^gb and Amgc were pooled in the naximun likelihood

analysis, to give a combined frequency lor Amg
(b+c) of 0.500. The

I/33 = 0.030, so

0.500.

actual frequency of emgc in these 11 nests nust be

the frequency of a*gb is 0,470, and that of e^gd is

c.) Some nests contain nore than one queen

The results in some segregating nests indicate tha.t they do

not conform to the rule of one singly-mated queen per nest. Nest 406,

in the Dublin population of the blue forn, contain s lAmgdAngd rTe^gbe*gd'

2a^gba^gb workers. The occurrence of three phenotfpes in this way

gives clear evidence of either the presence of rnore than one queen in

the nest ("polygynytt), or of rnultiple matings of a single queen. In

many cases it is not possible to distipguish between these two alterna=

tives, but polygyny seems more likely than multiple nating. These

nests have therefore been considered as the result of tlo matings instead

of one. Nest 406 is treated as the conbination of the natings a*yba^gd *

emgb and. a^gba^gd * A*gd, and contributes six genes to the total instead

of three. The alternative is to consider this nest as the product of

a single A^,¡bA*gd queen and two ma1es, but the difference in the result=.

ing gene frequencies is very slight. More serious problems are caused



Table 4.3. The six possible rnatings and their
expected frequencies for a locus
with two co-dominant al1eles.
A1le1e notation abbreviated as
before. The gene frequencY of

hAmg 1s q.

Frequency WorkersMating

bbxb

bdxb

bdxd

ddxd

bbxd

ddxb

q3

2q" (r - q)

2q (1 -q) 2

(1 - q)3

q2(1-q)

q (1 - q)2

All bb

l¿AU | ,zbd

4dd : ,þd

All dd

All bd

)
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by the fact tlist polygyny can be detected only in a ninority of

cases, where the correct coìllbination of genotypes occulls. NesLs

r^/hich do not segregate give no inforlnation on this point, and poly=

gyny jn then goes undetected. Thus, one effect of this approach is

to inflate the frequency of the less comnon allele. Also, polygyny

in sonte cases may not result in the apPearance of a third genotypet

but only in a clisturbance of the segregation ratio, so it cannot

ahvays be definitely identified.

when est-irnating gene frequencies, therefore, I have connted

nests trr¡ice onl¡" rt¡¡"te there is clear evidence of pol.ygyn¡, either

through the existence of three genotyPes or. a grossly disturbed seg=

regation ratio. Although this does involve sorne inaccuracy, it is

the best that can be done at the noment. The effects of polygyny are

considered in more detail in Chapter B.

As shown by the examples used, the prohlerns of ambiguous nests,

multiple al1eles, and polygyny, have been approached in various waIS

in different populations. Nevertheless, aLI the methods used ain at

obtaining the gene frequency in the reproductive part of the population.

Others have estinate gene frequencies for a locus l^¡itlL co-Corninant

a1leles in social Hymenoptera directly frorn tvorkers fMestriner anrl Contel,

L972; Johnson et a7.r 1969; Tomazewski et a-2., 1973; Martins et a7.¡

7977). Either four or five workels were typed fron each nest, and

these contributed ej-ther eight or ten genes to the sample. Th-is pro--

cedure gives an artificially inflated est.imate of the number of genes

actually sampled. For example, Tomazervski et al., C1973) typed five

worl<ers of the ant Pogonomgrmex badi.us fron each of about 15 nests per

population, to obtain a mean sarnple size of about 70 individuals, oI

140 genes. I-lorvever, if only the parents are conÈidered, nests should

actually contrj.bute only 45 genes to the sample. Mestriner and Contel
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(Tg72) typed four workers from each of 75 hives of honeybees, for a

total of 300 bees, or 600 genes. These hives should only contribute

225 genes to the sanPle.

The direct use of ttorkers may influence the gene frequency

estinate itself, as well as the sanple size. In a meat ant nest seg=

ïegating 1:1 for, say, AmvcAmgc and AmgaAmgc workers, a sample of five

workers will contribute, on avelage, 7.5 emgc anð' 2.5 amga genes to the

sanple. However, the queen and male contribute two Ãrngc genes and one

A^vu, The direct use of workers r^rill therefore make rare alle1es appear

even raïer than they rea1ly are. In the Barossa Valley population of

the red form of rneat ants, there are 15 nests, giving 59 genes in males

and females. The estimated gene frequency of anga in these i.ndividuata

is 0.051. Using the first five workers from each nest gives 150 genes,

and a frequenc.y for Amga of 0.046i The direct use of workers for the

estination of gene frequencies is therefore to be avoided, despite

the reduction ili labour, and the apparent increase in sample sizes which

it a1lows.

The AmgTase a11e1e frequencies among reproductives in 23 popu-

lations of meat ants are shown in Table 4.4. Out of tlne 23 populations¡

nost are too sna1l to test for Haldy-Weinberg equilibiium, or show

little or no polymorphísm. The eight which can be tested are marked

with an asterisk in the table, and a1l.,show good agreenent with expec-

tations. A1so, these eight populations shotv no significant clifferences

in gene frequency between males and females.

gnce gene frequencies have been obtained, they can be used for

the conparison of populations, both within and between colour forms.



Table 4.4. AmgTase aIlele frequencies in neat ant
populations. For localities see Figure 3.I.
*Populations which can be tested for l-larcly-
Illeinberg equi 1 ibriun.

ba
Ang Amg Amg Ama

c d No. of genes
in sanple.Population

Red form : -

Barossa Va1ley

Eyre Penin.

Arthurton
Dublin

Eudunda

Morgan

Adelaide
Flinders Ra.

Southeast

Upper Murray

Blue forrn : -

Hallett Cove

Eyre Penin.

Flinders Ra.

Dublin

Eudunda

Morgan

Snowtown

Black fonn : -

Flinders Ra.

Eyre Penin.

Morgan

Yellow form :-
Eyre Penin.

Srnall purple forrn :-
Eyre Penin.

Mundoora

0 1.000 0

0. 051

0.r43
0

0

0.111

0.233

0

0.200

0 .067

0.083

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.949

0 .857

0.982

0. 980

O. BB9

0.767

1. 000

0. 800

0. 955

0.9r7

0

0

0.018

0. 020

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.585

0.720

0.500

0.442

0. 529

0. 491

0.667

0 .048

0. 056

0

0.933

1"000

59

42*
57

51

63*
60*
51

15

15

I2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.4r7
0. 280

0.470

0. s58

0.47r
0. 509

0.333

0.067

0

0

0

0. 030

0

0

0

0

0.952

0.944

1. 000

l2
27*
33*
54*
54*
57*
15

0

0

0

0

0

0

2I

1B

45

0

0

0

30

0

0

1.5

72
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aÌrll ic vâriatioll rvithin fornls.

The srnall amount of data described previously (Ha11iday, I975)

did not al1orv the detection of any geogïaphic variation of AmgTase

al1e1e frequencies within colour forns. When populations are sarnplecl

separately, this does becorne possible, and the results for 10 popula-

tions of the red form are plesenteci in Figure 4.2. All these popula-

tions share the cornrnon allele Angc, rvhich is fixed in the Adelaide

population. Amga 'reaehes a maximull of 0' 233 at Morgan, and angd ís

represented by a single occurrence in each of the Dublin and Arthurton

populations.

The populations of the red form show significant heterogenei-ty

with respect to AmgTase allele frequencies (2 x 10 Xf, = SZ, P<0.001).

For the purposes of this test the frequencies of A*g', aogb, anl a^gd

were pooled, ancl jointly compared with a*g". In general, populations

which are close geographically also have sinilar AmgTase allele frequen-

cies, although this relationship is not a sirnple one. Complications

are introduced by the fact that the red form has â somewhat fragmented

geographic distribution in South Australia, which rnay contribute to

the geographic variation observed for a11e1e frequencies.

For the blue form, AmgTase allele frequencies are sholn in

Table 4,4 and Figure 4.5. All populations have Angb and. Angd in nod-

erate frec¡rencies, with tl're frequency of A^gb ranging from 0.280 on

Eyre Peninsula to 0.558 at Dublin. A single occumence of amgc in the

Flinders Ranges gives it a frequency of 0.030.in that population. Most

of the al1ele frequencies for Amglase in the blue form were estimated

by naxinurn likelihood. The differences between populations were there-

fore tested by X2 tests of heterogeneity among nest tyPe numbeTs,

rather than anong counts of alleles, since the latter could not be



Figure 4.2.

Amglase allele frequencies in populations

of the red form of neat ants.

Amv
d

A^go Amu



Figure 4.3.

Amglase allele frequencies in populations

of the blue form of meat ants.

d a
Amg Amv

A^rJbAmg
C
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directly obtained. It t^/as necessary to pool nests segïegating Arngbengb,

A*gberngd with those contai.ning alI A*g¿'e*gb, and also to pool nests

segïegating AmgdemgdrArgbe^gd with those containi.ng all A*gda*gd.

Further, the Hallett Cove and Snowtown populations coulcl not be illcluded

due to their small sample sizes. The resulting three nest types in

f ive populations yield a heterogeneity Xl of 9. 83, rr¡hich does not indi-

cate significant heterogeneity on the basis of these data.

As in the case of red form, sorne of the areas where the blue

forrn was collected aTe sepalated by either physical barrieîs or' PoPu*

lations of other colour forms, which tend to fragment its distribution

to some extent. Flowever, for this forrn, this does not seern to be

reflected by heterogeneity in AngTase a1lele frequencies. The data

for other colour forms are insufficient to give any indication of

whether they also vaTy geographically.

The factors contributing to geographic variation in AmgTase

allele frequencies are considered nore fully in Chapter 7, after the

results from other isozyme loci have been preseltted in Chapters 5 and 6.
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4.4: Differences among forms '

Table 4.4 shows that several opportunities exist for conparing

t:ne AmgTase a1lele frequencies of tv¡o oÏ. nore diffelent colour forms

in areas where they are sympatric. The red and blue forms are sympatric

or very close together at Morgan, Dublin, Euduuda, and Eyre Peninsula'

Also, the Hallett Cove blue forn population is surrounded by the Adelaide

red forn population. In all these aTeas they have almost no alleles

in common, which is strong eviclence that they a1.e not interbreeding'

Exceptions are the occurrence of e^gd in the red form at

A.rthurton ancl Dublin, and Amgc in the blue form in the Flinders Ranges'

At the rnoment it is not possible to deternine whether these represent

the results of recent hybridization, or the pelmanent presence of

these alleles at lotv frequencY.

At Morgan, the black forrn appears to be fixed for Angc, so it

is also very different fron the sympatríc blue forn. conparing the

black and red forns at Morgan also reveals a significant difference l

in a1le1ic conpositi.on (Fisherrs exact 2 x 2, with pooling of, e^gu

h,ith ¿,m,d, P = 0.02), so all three forms seem to be reproductively

isolated fron each other in this area.

Many more comparisons a1le possible amollg the Eyre Peninsula

eollections, involving five colouÏ forns. some pairs of colour forms

have almost no alleles in conmon, and for others, the difference in

their allele frequencies has been tested, using Fisherts exact 2 x 2

test. The results are shown in Table 4.5. The differences between the

frequencies for the yellow and black forns , and the blue and snall

purple forms , are not significant at the 0.05 level, while the compar-

ison of the red and ye11ow forms, is marginally significant and

probably not reliable. For the cornparison of the red and black forms,



Table 4.5.

n.s

0. 034

*

Cornparison of amgTase a11e1e frequencies among

fivã colour forml of neat ants from Eyre Peninsula'

P

V
Y
B

SP

n

= red for¡n
= black form
= yellow form
= blue form
= small purple forn
.s.=notsignificantlydiffeÏent(inthenarginal

cas", ihe probability 1evel is shown)

* = the forms being compared have alnost no shared
alleles.

P YV B

n. s.

SP

*

P

V

Y

B

n. s.

*

***SP
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the exact 2 x 2 test requires pooling of enga and a^gd ftequencies,

for conparison with Ängc. Thi.s results in a probability of' 0.244..

T'herefore it is not possible to obtain evidence of reproductive iso-'

lation between those forns r,¡ith these data, despite the fact th-at they'

contain different a1le1es. All other conparisons show large differ-'

ences in a.1lele frequency between pairs of colour forms.

This is consistent v¡ith tlr-e previous results [Halliday, I974'

I975) which indicated reproductive isolation between sone colour

forms. The differences are especially marked between those forns

which build large multi=entlance mound nests CP, V, Y) and those which

do not, at least in South Australia [8, SP).

The fact that nany colour forms have distinctive Amglase

alle1e frequencies makes it possible to use this locus to identify'

some types of specirnens. The Snowtown population descrilted earlier

comprises five nests of the blue form, which are surrounded by popula--

tions of the red forn. In a mapping survey (Greenslade, 1976b) it

was found that these nests contained some very pale specimens whìch

approached the colour of some specimens of the red form, as well as

nany typical dark blue workers. This suggested the possibility of

hybridization between these forms. However, all five nests fron this

population contained the typicat blue forn AmgTase alleles, \^tith

angb and engd both present in noderate frequencies. A single red

form nest 400 netres ahtay was sampled, and contained 8 engaanga and

7 emgaengc workers. These results give no evidence of any introgression

of genes fron the red forn into the blue form.

A second exanple of the usefulness of this locus for separating

colour forms concerns the Mundoora population of the sma11 purple

forn. When first discovered it was not known whether tÏr-is population

was genuinely of the small purple form, or an aberrent ìsolate of
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either the red or blue forn. The four nests sanpled contained only'

dd
Amg"Amg" workers (nine or ten fron each nest). Since populations of

the red forn rarely contain this gene at all, and the blue fonn

normally has the alle1e Angb at a frequency of at least 0.5, it is

very unlikely that this population belongs to eitlr-er of tlrese forns.

It nost resembles the Eyre Peninsula populatÌon of the sna1l purple

form, rvhich has a gene frequency for nngd of 0.953. Th.is nakes it

clear that the Mundoora population is genuinely of tlre small purple

forrn, as suggested by its appearance and nest structure.

T]6e Amqlase locus provicleg clear evidence of reproductive iso=

lation between the following pairs of colour forns of neat ants:-'

Red - Blue

Red - Snall Purple

Black - Blue

Black Snall Purple

Ye11ow Blue

Yellow = Small Purple.

There is also sone indication of a lack of gene florv between the yellon

and red forms. These conclusions would be strengthened if sinilar

results could be obtained from other loci. Further discussions of

these results is therefore postponed (Chapter 7) until evidence from

other loci has been presented (Chapters 5 and 6).
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CFI,APTER 5

POLYMORPLIIS¡,I AT THE ES?ERÄSE=I LOCUS

5. 1. The phenotypes and their inheritance

Staining gels, for non^specific esterase activity activity after

electrophoresis reveals conplex arrays of bands in nany organisms = €'9r¡

ants (Johnson et a7., 1969), snails (Oxford , L973), and humans (Ilarris

and Hopkinson, 1976), and it is usually possible to identify the effects

of several loci. Nu11 alleles have often been found at these loci,

especially in insects e. g., LepidoPtera (l{andford, L973), Diptera (Zouros

and Krimbas, 1969), and Hymenoptera (Crozier, I977b). The detection of

nul1 al1e1es nay rely on apparent deficiencies of indivjduals heterozygous

for two ¿'ctive mobility alleles, since the null hornozygote may be rare.

Even when the null a11e1e is relatively conmon, extensive crosses may be

needed to confirn its existence (Burns and Johnson, 1967). It is not

known to what extent lack of activity on an artificial substrate in vitro

reflects a real lack of in vivo activity. This problern is exaggetated

by the fact that very little is known about the real netabolic role of

these so-cal1ed rresterasestt. Nevertheless, it is convenient for practical

purposes to regard apparent lack of activity as indicating homozygosity

for a null allele.

Figure 5.1 is a photograph of a gel stained for esterase after

electrophoresis of meat ant extracts (see also Figures 6,2 and 6.3). Up

to six bancls of activity are visible in each individual. 1'his chapter

deals with the slowest of these bands (i.e., the most cathodal). The

variation in this band is of the presence/absence tyPe, and there is

rarely any cloubt as to whether it is present in an individual cr not

This variation is attributed to the locus Esterase-7 (ns'l). The other

bahds of esterase activity are attributed to the effects of genes at



Figure 5.1.

Photograph of a gel stained for esterase, showing variation
produced by alleles at the .Esterase-1. locus.

Es-l phenotyPes are shown as + oI

Es-l = site of activity of

Es-Z = site of activity of

Es-3 = site of activity of

0 = origin

Direction of nigration uPward.

Slightly larger than actual size.

- (nu11) .

the EsËerase-1. enzyne.

the Esterase-2 enzyme.

the Esterase-3 enzylne.
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other loci (u.g., Es-2 and es-3), lthich are described in the next

Chapter.

The bands of activity, and the loci producing thent, are num-

bered unconventionally fron the origin towards the anode. This is necessary

because the nost anodal bands are not clearly resolved, which makes it

irnpossible to decide where to start numbering from the anodal end'

The most like1y genetic basis for the E's-J phenotypes is that

the apparent lack of enzyme activity is caused by homozygosity for a

recessive nul1 allele. T'his can be tested by exarnining the.e's-l pheno-

types of nales (rvhiçh are haploid). Table 5.1 shows results from all

nests in which both workers and males have been scored, and the probable

nating responSible for each. The results are consistent with the sugg-

estion that the phenotypes are controlled by a recessive null al1ele

Es-7o and an active allele Es-7+,

An alternative, although less plausible hypothesis, is that the

nulJ. phenotype is produced by a doninant inhibitor al1ele, so only

Es-f+Es-l-* ho*orygotes have the + phenotype. This possibility is elin-

inated by the finding of null nales in nests where the workers are all +

(nests 98, 235, 408, 418).

A further possible explanation for the phenotypes is that

there is actually rnobility variation, involving the Es-l enzyme and

some other band of activity. The nost likely candidate is the band

irnmediately towards the anode from the Es--7. enzyme. In Chapter 6I

describe variation in this band, attributed to the locus Estelase-2 '

which elirninates the possibility of this type of variation.



Nest
nurnber

Table 5.1. Meat ant nests in which both workers
and males have been typed for Esterase-l.

Allele notation abbreviated;

o = Es-lo

+ = Es--Z
+

Workers Males Inferred Mating
+ Nu1 I + NuIl

98

151

134

20r
2L2

228

234

235

236

237

408

418

425

455

4s6

6

3

0

7

0

0

T7

11

0

0

B

17

6

10

10

0

8

8

15

10

8

13

0

I
I
0

0

5

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

19

5

0

0

5

2

I
8

8

oo

+o

oo

+o

oo

oo

+o

+o

oo

oo

+o

+o

+o

+?

+?

x+
xo
XO

xo
xo
XO

xo
x+
xo
xo
x+
x+
xo
x+
x+

6

5

8

I
B

B

8

6

8

5

3

6

2

0

0
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ea Estimation of qene frequencies

As pointed out in the previous chapter, the estination of gene

frequencies in social Hynrenoptera involves a number of problems. The

major obstacles are that males and queens cannot always be obtained, so

their genotypes must be inferrecl fron those of workers. For the Es=f.

locus, a further complication is added by the fact that heterozygotes

cannot be recognr'zed. However, with respect to the Es=f phenotypes of

workers, meat ant nests are of three kinds - those in rvhich the lrrorkers

are tla11 +rr, t'al1 nu11rr, and Itsegtegatingrr. In practise, a minintum of ^

six (usually nore) workers of the same phenotype have beert scored from

a nest before it is classified as eitherttall +r'ortrall nu11rr.

If q is the frequency of the nulI a1lele Es-l-o, the expected

frequencies of these three nest types can be derived as functions of q.

These frequencies are shown in Table 5.2. Once these expected frequencies

are obtained, they can be combined with observed frequencies in ¿L poPu-'

lation, and q can be estfunated by maximt¡:n likelihood.

If a population is observed to contain J nests with workers

ttall nul1t', K with segregating workers, and M with workers tra1l +rr, then

the logarithrn of the likelihood of a particular value of q is given by

L = Constant + J1ogq3 + Klog (2q2 - 2q3) + Mlog (I-2q2 * q')
.cl)

where q is the frequency of the nul1 a1leIe Es-Lo-

Differentiating this, and simplifying, gives

++
3J

q

dL

dq

2K- 3Ko

2 (2)q-q

The estinated value of q for a population is then obtained by inserting

the observed values of J, K, and M, and solving equation (2) when

dL/dq = g. This process has been carried out by the conPuter Prograln

QEST, which evaluates dL/dq for 200 values of q between zero and one.



Table 5.2. Obsen¡ed and expected frequencies of the three
nest types produced by all possible natings at
the Esterase-J, 1oçus in terrns of 9, the al1e1e
it"q,r"r,"y of gs-lo

A11e1e notation abbreviated as for Table 5.1.

Mating Worker
genotyTes

Worker
phenotypes

(trnest tyPett)

Expected
frequency

Expected
frequency of
nest ty?e

ooxo
+oxo
++x+
++xo
+ox+
oox+

oo

Lz+o:4oo

++

+o

14++;N+o

+o

ALl null
Segregating

All +

All +

All +

All +

q3

zq' - 2q'

(1 - q)3

q(l - q)2

2q,(r - q)2

q2(1 - q)

2q' ' 2q,t

q3

L-Zqz+q3
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Scanning these to find a sign change locates the point where dL/dq = g,

and two linear interpolations around this point are used to obtain a fj.nal

value of q.

This process reveals one and only one value of q for each popu-

lation, as shown in Table 5.3. These results include only the red form

of neat ants, siltce Es-l-+ occurs only rarely or not at all in the other

forns studied. Standard errors of q have been derived fron the second

differential of the likelihood expression, using the relationship

dzL -1
(Mather, L9ST) (3)

dq' Variance of q

l4trhen a value of q is obtained, it can be substituted into the expected

frequencies of the three nest types, to test agreement with the observed

data. The expected figures given in Table 5.3 show that thj-s agreement

is usually very c1ose.



Table 5.5. Gene frequency (q) of E"-lo in populations
of the red form of meat ants. Expected
values in brackets below observed values.

Nünrber of Nests

Population
Workers
all nul1

qtSE

Dublin

Arthurton

Morgan

Adelaide

Eyre
Peninsula

7
(e. 26)

10
(10. 1s)

I
(8. Bo)

0
(3.04)

1

(1. 11)

0
(0.54)

9
(4.7L)

6
(s.72)

7
(s. s7

8
(3. 7o)

2
(1. B7)

t_

(o .63)

1

(3.05)

4
(4. 13)

4
(4.64)

I
(s.26)
15

(1s .02)

0. 5610. 08

0.5910.07

0.6510.07

0.8310 .05

0.9410 , 05

0.9710.03
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5. 5. Within and betv¿e elr form variation

The Es-L al1el-e frequencies for six populations of the red

form of meat ants are shown in Table 5.3, and in the form of a pie=

diagram in Figure 5.2. These populations aÌe significantly heterogeneous

in tlre frequencies of tÌre three nest typet (Xi 
o = 52'3' P<0'001) ' índi-'

cating an unclerlying heterogeneity in alle1e frequencies. The populations

fa11 into two groups, with Dublin, Eudunda, and Arthurton in one gToup,

and lr{organ, Adelaide, and Eyre Peninsula in the other, with a distinct

difference in gene frequencies between the two grouPs '

Johnson et a7., [1969) found that geographic variatj,cn in the

frequencies of esterase alleles in the harvester ant had a prinicpal corn-

ponent associated with rrtveatherrr. However, there is no eviclence of a

sinple association between Es-|o frequency and climate in the neat ant

populations studied here. The trAdelaiderr and I'Eyre Peninsulatt populations

are among the nost similar with r:espect to gene frequency, but arnong the

most divergent clinatically (i."., subhurnid rzs. seni-arid) .

Table 5.4 shows observed numbers of the three nest types for

Es-1. in forms of neat ants other tha.n red. with three exceptions, the

populations appear to be fixed for the null allele Es-lo. In tl4¡o cases,

nests of the blue forn contain workers of the + phenotype' These lvorkers

are in a minority in both cases, two out of 24, and two out of 19' This

observation could reflect colony polygyny. Colonies of the blue form

often consist of a nunber of scattered entrance holes ,'and it is quite

possible that such a colony could contain rnore than one queen' The exis-

tence of rare Es-I+ al1e1es in this forn would then produce segregation

ratios sinilar to those observed.

The figures sholn in Table 5.4 for the Morgan population of

víridiaeneus (V) give a frequency for Et^l-o of 0.g24t0.042, and its nest
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Tabl,e 5.4. Esterase-l nest types in non-red colour
forns.
Place names and abbreviations as in Fig. 3.1.
* see text.

Number of nests

Population Colour
forrt

Workers
segregating

Hallett Cove

Eyre Peninsula

Morgan

Flinders Ra.nges

Snowtown

Eudunda

Dublin

Eyre Peninsula

Morgan

Flinders Ranges

Eyre Peninsula

Mundoora

Eyte Peninsula

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

V

V

V

SP

SP

Y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1*

0

0

0

1*

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

10

L7

4

17

16

5

t2

8

5

4

6
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frequencies aïe not signifÍcantly different fron those in the s¡'mpatric

population of the red form. The difference in ¿s-1. nest type frequencies

between sympatric red and blue forn populations is significant at Dublin

(p<0.001), Eudunda (P<0.001), and Morgan (P<0.01), which supports the

clairn that they are reproductively isolated. Other combinations of colour

forns, however, cannot be distinguished on the basis of the Es-f. 1ocus.
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5.4, Discussion

The rnaximum likelihood procedure I have used for the estimation

of ¿'s-Lo al1e1e fr:equencìes depends on a number of conditions. Firstly,

it is assumed that the gene frequencies in males and fenales are th-e

same. This is difficult to test, but a persistent difference in their

gene frequencies could only be produced by differential selection.

Although male and female ants differ in many ways, it is difficult to see

how differential selection at the loci described here could be strong

enough to produce detectable changes in the frequencies of nest types.

Secondly, it is assumed that the population is in Hardy=-Iveinberg

equilibrium. Zouros and Krimbas (1969) also found it necessary to

nake this assumption rvhen using maximum likelihood estjma-te nu11 a1lele

frequencies in a fruit fly nacus oLeae. Although the genotyPes of repro-

ductives in meat ants cannot be examined directly'r it is possible to com-

pare the observed ancl expected frequencies of the three nest tyPes. Table

5.3 shows that the agreement betrr'een these is usually c1ose, except for

apparent excesses of segregating nests at Dublin and Morgan. However,

rather than indicating an excess of heterozygotes over the expected

frequency, this is just what would be expected if some nests contained

nore than one queen.

The third assumption of the nethod, then, is that each, nest

contains one singly nated queen. It has been shown previously that

some nests nay contain two or nore queens, and the situation is further

compli.cated by the existence of nulti-nest color¡ies. An unknown level

of polygyny introduces some uncertainty into the gene frequencies obtained

by the naximum likelíhood nethod. Some of these problems could be resolved

by extensive excavation of nests, to al1ow measurement of the level of

polygyny, and direct scoring of the phenotypes of nales and females. How--

ever, it has not been practicable to do this on a large scale for the
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purposes of this str-rdy. Sorne idea of the frequency of polygyny of colonies

can be obtained by exarnining workers, and this is attempted in Chapter 8'

The maximum likelihood nethod as used here applies specifically

to a locus with a nul1 allele and a single active allele. Where the null

alle1e is accompanied by'a series of active nobility variants, a two-

stage procedure has been used, with the frequency of the null al1e1e es-

tinated first (Crozier, 1977b). These two procedures. yield the same

result for the frequency of the nu1l allele, but the naxinum likelihood

rnethod has the advantage of providing a variance estimate as well as the

gene frequency.

Evidence supporting the nodel proposed for the genetic control

of ¿'s-J. phenot¡res was obtained by typing males (Table 5.1). However,

expectations analogous to those sholn in Table 5,2 can be derived, and

allele frequencies estimated, for a dominant Es--7o in the salne way as

for the tecessive. The expected frequencies of the three nest types

show close agreement with the observations, whether the nul1 allele is

considered to be recessive or dominant. Thus, the procedure described

here for gene frequency estimation nust be based on prior knowledge of

the ¡node of inheritance of the phentoypes, and this evidence cannot be

obtained purely from population data on worker:s.

The observed geographic variation of ¿'s-1. allele frequencies

in the red form of meat ants has probably been produced, in part, by the

effects of geographic subdivision of its range, as suggested for AmgTase.

Further discussion of this point is postponed until Chapter 7.
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CHAP'TEIì 6

OTI]ER ISOZYME LQCI IN I\IEAT ANTS

Apart frotn .enyJ.ase and Esterase*f t 13 other loci were identif ied

by electrophoresis of meât ant extÌacts. Most of these loci do not

show any variation. They are described below, in alphabetical order.

6.1. ATdehqde oxidase (eo)

Enzynes with aldehyde oxidase activity have been founcl to be

coded for by several loci in a number o,F. animal species. Genetic vari-

ation at these loci has been reported in the spittlebug Phifaeneus

spumarius (Homoptera; Saura et a7.r 1973), and in Drosop.hi-Za of the

obscura and wil-l-istoni groups (Lakovaara and Saura, l97Li Ãya]-a

et al--, 1974).

Figure 6.1 shows a gel stained for aldehyde oxi.dase activity

after electrophoresis of meat ant extracts (This gel vras also stained

for C6pd; see section 6.5) . As with other animal speci.es, each indi='

vidual shows several zones of aldehyde oxidase actiVity" In rneat

ants, no variation has been observed in the pattern shown, in over

600 workers of three colour forms. It is therefore not possible to

decide how nany loci contri'r:ute to this pattern of bands. The nost

conservative approach is to ascribe it to a single locus, ATdehgde

oxidase (Ao), with a single ali;.ele eoa.

For this 1ocus, and the others described in the following

sections, the nunber of mor'romorphic specimens examined per nest vras

almost alu¡ays seven or nore, so it is unlikely that any segregating

nests have been missed.



Figure 6.1.

Photograph of a gel stained fcr aldehyde oxidase and

glucose-6^phosphate dehydrogenase' Direction of

migration uPward.

SlightlY larger than actual size'

G6pd. = site of Glucose-î'plLosphate dehgdtogenase
enzyme activity

Ao = site of aTdehgde oxidase enz)4le activity

0 = origin
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6:2: Ëstò¡ase-2 (Es^2

In Chapter 5, I discussecl genetic variati.on in the slowest anodal

band of esterase activity, and attributed it to the effects of the

locus Esterase-f. The next slowest band also shows variation of the

presence/absence type, lvhich is attributed to the effects of the locus

ts-2(Figure 6.2 - see also Figures 5.1 and 6,3).

The pattern of segregati.on shotvn by males suggested that the

presence/absence variation for the Es-l- enzyme was caused by the exis*

tence of a recessive nuI1 aI1eIe, Es-7o. This evidence is not available

for øs-2, since rnales with the null phenotype for this locus have not

been found. Nevertheless, the nost like1y genetic basis for the

Es-2 phenotypes is similar to that for as--Z : a recessive null allele

Es-zo and au active allele Es-2+.

An alternative possibility is that the enzymes I have attributecl

to the loci Esterase-7 and Esterase-2, are actually rnobility variants

cocled for by alleles at a single locus [say "Esterase-x"). The allele

Es-*F (r'fast'r) woulcl code for the enzyme I have attributed to Es-2,

and .iùr-xS ("slo'") woutrd code for the rs-1 enzyme. The Es-L null

phenotype would then be that of a Es-xFEs-tU ho*orygote, when com-'

bined with the + phenotype for Es-2. This nodel predicts the exis-

tence of ¿'r-*SE"-*" ho*ozygotes, tvhich under the two-locus scherne

would appear as Es--Z +, Es-2 null. The expected frequency of nests

containing workers of this type can be calculated for each population,

since Es-*F would have the same allele frequency as that clerived for

Es-Io. The populationsof the red forn shown in Table 5.5 are expected

to include a total of 15.7 such nests, and none were observed. Spec'i-

mens with the null phenotype for both Es-l- and Es-2 could be accomrno-'

dated by introducing a nu1l allele at the hyaothetical locus Es-x.



Figure 6.2.

Photograph of a gel stai.ned for esterase activi.ty,

showing variation in enzymes coded for by the loci

EsÈerase-f. anð Esterase^2.

Direction of nigration upward.

Approxinately actual size.

.osterase*f. and EsÉerase-2 phenotypes shown ¿rs * or s.

Es-3 = site of Esterase-3 enzyme activity

Es-2 = site of Esterase-2 enzyme activity

Es-1 = site of Esterase-7 enzyme activity'
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Workers wittr the Es*f +, Es-2 null phenotype would still be expected

to appear in this case, but their frequency cannot be sinply derived.

The fact that no workers of this phenotype r¡ere observed out of nore

than 2000 used for esterase stai.ning argues against the validity of

these models.

Specimens with the nul1 phenotype for E'sterase-2 have only been

observed in the blue form of meat ants, and only in a total of eight

nests, so a detailed analysis is ntt possible. At Dublin, three nests

segregate fot: Es-2 out of a total of 17, nrhich gives a gene frequency

fror øs-2o of 0.30310.089, derived in the same way as E's-lo frequencies.

At Morgan, one nest out of 18 contains workers all with the nul1 pheno-

type for Es-2, and two others segregate, giving a gene fre<luency for

Es-2o of 0.33010.088. In both these populations the Es-2 nul1 worhers

are in a ninority in the nests which segregate, (total 86+:27. null),

again suggesting polygyny. These gene frequencies f,or nt-2o may there-

fore be over-estimates of its true frequency. The Es-2 null phenotype

also occurs in the snall sanple of the blue form fron Hallett Cove,

so Es-2o rnay be quite rvidespread.

Data fron colour forrns other than blue are not sufficient to

rule out the presence of Es-2o. The Dublin red form population coïl=.

tains 17 nests, none of which have any Es-Z null workers. This gives

an upper limit for the true frequency of such nests of 0.198, corres-

ponding to a value of 0.346 for the upper linit of the frequency of

Es-2o (at the 95% 1evel; Stevens, Ig42). Thus, gene frequencies at

this locus cannot be used as evidence of reproductive isolation be-.

tween colour forms.
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g:3j Dste.rase*3 (Ës'3)

The specinens sholvn in Figures 5.1 and 6.2 aIL have a single

band of activity labelled Es-3. Figure 6.3 shor^/s that some specinens

have two bancls in this regiou of the gel, and sone have a single band

rvith slower rnobility. As with Anry7ase, this pattern is characteristic

of variation procluce<l by two co-doninant alleles at one locus' The

locus is designated Esterase-3, with alleles coding for enzynes with

fast ¡2,"-:41 a'<1 slorv ¡r"--lb1 mobility. Neither of these enzlmes over-

laps on gels with the products of other esteTase loci, so all three

phenotypes can be recognized.

At first, the allel e Es-3b was ohly known from two nests of the

recl form of meat ants, close together at Eudunda' A sanple from nest'

470 included 9 Es-3aEs-34 and II ns-3ats-3b workers, which could be

produced by the mating Es-3aEs-ib x Es-3a. Nest 468 contained 22

Es-3a1s-3a :L21s^3ans-3bi5ts-3b8"-3b , which cannot be explained by one

singly mated queen. This nest also shows aberrant segregation ratios

for ¿'s--z and Amg, so polygyny is strongly suggested' It was noted

that there were nany other nests nearby, so it is possible t'hat nest

468 is part of a multi-nest colony, rather than an isolated nest with

more than one queen.

The al1e1e ¿s-3b *u, subsequently found ln another population

of the red form, at Belaj.r, 10 km. frour Adelaide' This population

consists of 20 nests in 16 coloni.es. Twelve of these colonies con-

tain all (B) As--:a Es-3a workers, two contain.all ¿'s-3u8"=3b, and two

segregate Es-3aEs-3a r1s-3aEs-3b. This gives a gene frequency for

ts-3b of 0.087, estimated by the maximum likelihood procedure used

for Amglase. These nests have not been included in the I'Adelaiderl



Figure 6.3.

Photograph, of gels stained for esterase activity'.

Direction of rnigration upward.

0 = origin

Slightly larger than actual size.

Upper showing variation in the Estera,se-3 enz)'rne

on1y. These individuals all have the +

phenotype for Esterase*2 and the null
phenotype for EsËerase--7..

LÒwer showing variation in the Esterase=3 and

Est,erase-.Ì enzynìes. These individuals all
have the + phenotype for Esterase*2. Esterase:J.

phenotypes indicated as + or -

Esterase-3 phenotypes shown in abbreviated notation:

ã = Es-3â, b = Es-3b.
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population of the red form referred to earlier, which does not Seem

to contain Es-3b. The significance of these Bel-air colonies in terms

of the social behaviour of meat ants is described in CÏLapter. S.

The allele øs-:b h", not been found in any other population surt-

veyed. Its occurlence therefore appeals to be highly localized, with

considerable differences in frequency between populations which are

quite close together. It has also been found only in the red forn

of meat ants, despite the large number of nests of other forms which

have been exanined.
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6.4: General Protei-n CP=L and P*2)

Surveys of isozyntes in natural populations often include one

or nìore loci included under the general heading rrGeneral proteinrr, or

rrNon-specific Proteintr. They are distinguished frorn other loci b¡' ths

fact that their detection does not rely on the enzymatic properties

of their products. Detection is by the use of some broad-range protein

stain such as Amido Black or Coornassie Blue. This usually reveals

several proteins in each specimen, so loci are numbered accordingly.

In the brachiopod Lgothgrella notorcad.ens.ís, Ãya1-a et af- (1975)

resolved five such 1oci, two of which sholed genetic variation. The

result in the clan rridacna maxíma \{as trvo loci variable ottt of four

resolved (Ayala et a7.,1973), and for 11 larval protein loci, three

were polymorphic in DrosophiTa miranda, four in D. persÍmi7Ìs, and

five in D. pseudoobscura (Prakash, 1977),

Staining for general protein in meat ants also reveals multìple

zones (Figure 6.4). Coomassie Blue staining revealed nore proteins

than funido Black, and there was considerable variation in the intensity

of the bands for both stains. Since it is not clear exactly hol nany

proteins can be consistently detected, a conservative score of two

was adopted for the nunber which were clearly resolved. These proteins

are labelled P-l and P-2 on the figure, and they are considered to be

coded for by two loci (p-1, P-2), each with a single allele (p-lu, p-2^)



Figur:e 6. 4 .

Photograph of a ge1 stained for general protein'

Direc.tion of migrati-on uptta-rcl.

Slightly larger than actual sj'ze.

0 = origirt

P-1 = rrPïotein-lr' (coded by the locus 'e-J)

P-2 = rrProtein-2r' [coded by the locus p-z)
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6. 5. Gl-ucose-6-'phosphate dehgdroge-nas€i: (G6pd)

Glucose^6*phosphate dehydrogenase shows genetic polyrnorphism

less frequently than some other enzymes (Powel1, 1975). Nevertheless

BrTìong insects, polymorphism has been reported in cicadas [Krepp and

Snith, 7974), and several species of orosophíLa (".s., Ãyala et aLr,

re7 4) .

In meat ants, f have examined over 500 workers of tlrree colour

forms for this enzyme, and all of then have a single invariant band

of activity (Figure 6.1). On sorne occasions there hras apparent vari=

ation on poorly resolved gels, but the addition of NADP to the ge1

and electrolyte buffers improved the resolution, and made it clear

that there r^/as no genetic variation present.

This enz¡nne is then considered to be coded for by a single

locus (capa) with a single al1ele, c6pda, in all of th-e populations

examined.
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6. (r. GJ-utatnate deltqdrctqenase (Cdh)

Glutanate dehydrogenase is an enzyme which i.s not usually in-

cluded in isozyme surveys of populatiorrs. It has been reported to be

nrononrorphic in the toads PeTobates sgriacus and Bufo viriciis (Nevo,

1976), tÏre frogs Rana ridÌbuncla (Nevo, 1976) ancl Äcris arepitans

(Dessauer ancl Nevo, 1969), and the fish Zoarces vîviparus (F:rydenberg

and Sinonsen, 1973). Koen and Shaw (1964) found that the lactate

delryclrogenase of Perongscus also had activity against glutamiê acid,

and that a rnotrility variant in LDH also appeared'when stained as GDH"

Both NAD and NADP dependant forms of glutamate dehydrogena.se

h.ave been reported, but no lrl.ADP catalysed activitf could be found in

meat ants. The results of electrophoresis follorr¡ed by'NAD mediated

staining is shown in Figurc 6.5. The upper gel shown is an exanple

of a gel rvhich is not well resolved, and which appears to show indivi-

dual vari¿rtion. Once aga).n, the resolution of this system is consid-

erably i-ntproved by the addition of NAD to the sample extraction fluid,

and to the ge1 and electlolyte buffers. When this is done, the appa-

relrt mobility variation is not seen, and each indiviclual has a single

zone of acti.vity (lower gel is Figure 6.5). Treatment rvith NAD does

not remove the quantitative variation shown in the intensity'of stain^

ing, however. A minority of specimens showed extremely weak activity

or none at aI1, and there was a continuous range up to quite strong

activity. 0n1y specimens which shorved c1ear11' visible staining urere

scored, and thi-s meant that an increased number of workers had to be

run from some nests.

The single band of activity observed is attributed to the locus

Gdh, with a single a11e1e cdha ín more than 500 workers which were

s cored.



Figure 6.5.

Photograph of gels stained for glutamate dehydrogenase

activi.ty.

Direction of nigration upward.

Slightly larger than actual size.

Upper poorly resolved ge1 containing no NAD in gel
buffer.

Lower irnproved resolution produced by the addition
of NAD, indicating that glutanate dehydrogenase
has the same nobility in all these specimens.

Sod

Gdh

Any

0=

site of SuperoxÍde dismutase enzyme activity

site of Gl-utamate dehgdtogenase eîLzqe activity

site of Amgl-ase enzyme activity

origin.
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6:7. Lactatè a'5e

Lactate dehydrogenase usually appears aS nultiple zones after

electrop¡-oresis. Ttr:is results from the combined effects of multiple

loci, and a quarternary structure which is often tetrameric. Markert

et aI. t (1975) provicle an extensive review of the genetic variation

in this enzyme in vertebrates, and trace the stages in its evolution'

It also shows contplex phenotypes in an invertebrate, tlle horseshoe

c-rab LimuTus polgphemus (Selander et al., i970). However, attempts

to demonstrate the existence of this enzyrne in other invertebrates

have not always been successful, and little is known of its occurrence

or mode of inheritance itl these animals (Manwell and Bakcr, 1970;

N{arkert et a1., 1975).

In neat ants, lactate dehydrogenase appears as a single fairly

sharply resolved band of activity in all of the workers tested (over

600). Figure 6.6 shows a gel staincd for both lactate and nalate

dehydrogenases (see Section 6.9). The single lactate dehydrogenase

band is taken to indicate the presence of a single allele tdha at the

locus ¿dh, in all the meat ant populations sampled.



Figure 6.6.

Photograph of a ge1 stained for lactate dehydrogenase

and nalate dehydrogenase.

Approximately actual size.

0 = origin.

Ldh =

Mdh*1

site of Lactate dehgdrogenase etrzpe activity

site of MaTate dehgdrogenase-l- enzpe
activity

Mdh-2 site of Ì¿IaLate dehgdrogenâsê-2 enzyrne
activity.
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6 " 8. Leucine anti¡zopetztidase (Lap)

In most organisms sur:veyed, there are several to many'loci rn¡hich

produce enzymes ruith peptidase activity. The nost connnonly'used sub=

strate is f-leucyl-$-naphthyl amide, so the locì are corespondìngly

r:eferred to as r,eucîne aminopeptidases. These loci often show genetic

polyrnor:phisn - e.Ç., ra.p-S in sevetaL DrosophiTa species (Ayala et a7.,

L974), a single r,AP locus in a sawfly (Gorske and Sell, 1976), and

two loci in the neevil otiorrhgnchus scaber (Suomalainen and Saura,

rs73) .

Figure 6.7 shows a gê1 stained for leucine aninopeptidase acti*

vity after electrophoresis of meat ant extracts. There is a single

rnain zolre of activity in all specimens, which cloes not show any varia-

tion in over 500 workers. This is interpreted as the product of single

alle1e Lapa at one locus (Lap) in all meat ants tested. There is also

some staíning reaction cluite close to the slots, but it could not be

resolved clearly after running on several buffer systerns, so it is

not considered further.

The staining procedure used for peptidase produces orattge to

red zones of activity, against a yellow background. 0n some gels,

clear zones could be seen where the yel1ow dye had been de-colourized

(Figure 6.7), These rnay be sinilar to the white zones found on

esterase gels in the blue grouse Dendrogapus obscurus and the deer

mouse Peromqscus maniculatus, which are attributed to the locus trg

(Birdsall et aJ., 1.970). They are also sirnilar to the white bands

produced by superoxide dismutase on gels stained for dehydrogenase

enzymes (see section 6.11). Honever, since they did not always appear,

and are not clearly resolved, I can do no more at the moment than to

note the existence of this phenonenon, which rnay be the result of

another enzyme locus.



Irigure 6. 7.

Fhotog;raph of a ge1 stained for leucine aminopeptidase
activJ-ty.

Direction of migration uprvard.

Approximately actual size.

0 = origin

Lap

A

= site of Leucine amì.nopeptidase enz)rme activity

decolourized zones

additional poorly resolved leucine arninopeptidase
activity near origin.

B
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6. 9. I4aTaLe dehtldrogenase (Mdh-1 and !ldh^2)

lr{a1ate dehyd-r:ogenase (NAD depenclent) exists in both nitochondrial

ancl supernatant forms in many organi.stlls, and these aPpear to be pÏ.oduced

by clifferent loci [Manwell and Baker, 1970). Best resolution on gels

has sometimes been obtained by using a buffer systen r'r'hich causes the

two enz)nnes to migrate in opposite dir:ections. Ilence, it is eoillmon

for them to be ::eferrecl to as rrcathodalrr and rranodalr' nalate dehl'clro-

genase.

The cathodal lrfdh (uan-a) in the ant Aphaenogaster rudís shol^Is

genetíc polymorphism, ancl also shotvs three bands of activity in hetero-

zygotes, apparently resulting from the dimeric structure of the enzyme

(CroZier, I973a). In another ant PogonomVrme>! barbatus, it is the

more anodally rnigrating enzylne which is variable (Johnson et a7., 1969),

but in this case, both enz)¡rnes run anodally, and the slower one is

poorly resolvecl. Gorske and Se11 (1976) Ieport a single polymorphic

ødh locus in a sarvfly, and Ndh-Z is pol¡morphic in several nrosophiTa

species (Ayala et a7., 1974).

using a pH 7.0 gel buffer system, both cathodal and anodal

malate dehyclrogenases in meat ants were sh.arply resolr'ed (Fí-gure 6.6),

and nej-theï enzyme showed any genetic variation in over 600 workers

tested. In some cases, specimens rvhich were not handled I'iith suffici-

ent care did shorv extra bands of activity. These appeared as two or

three bands on the anodal side of the main band, decreasing in intensity

towards the anode. These are interpreted as 'rsatellite zonesrr produced

by in vitro modification of the original enzyme, and not as genetic

variants. The phenotypes are therefore attributed to the existelrce

of two loci (M(1h-1, Mdh-2), each with a single allele gtan-f I Mdh-24)

in all the meat ants tested.
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6.10. I4aLi.c enz7rne (lqe)

The NADP clependant forn of malate delrydrogenase is now comnonly

referred to as nalic enz)tne. It is apparently'quite distilct frorn the

NAD dependant enzyrne, as neitlr-er seems to function:ìn the presence

of the rrln/rongrr co-factor. Once again there are often at least two

loci c-oding for malic eîzyme, which in tl're mouse, correspond to mito--

chondrj-al. and cytoplasmic sites of activity (u.s., Selander and Yang,

1s6e) .

The supernatant form of nalic enzyme shows genetic pol¡nrorphism

in l4us muscul-us ntuscuLus in Europe, Flattaii and North Anerica (lüreeler

and Selander, 1972; Hunt and Selander, 1973), while the rnitochondrial

enzyme appears to be monomorphic. Ayala et aI., (1974) refer: to tr{o

polymorphic Me loci in some species of DrosophiTa, rthile in others

only one locus is reported (Lakovaara ancl Saura, 1971). There also

appears to be a single locus with tno alleles in trvo species of

Aricia (Lepidoptera) (Je1nes, 1975) , and in the spittlebug Philaenus

spumar:itrs (Saura et a7., 1973).

In meat ants, every worker tested had a single band of activity.

Holever, this band did shorv mobility variation, which is ascribed to

the locus lre. Tirere are two phenotypes, which are considered to be

those of the homozygous genotypes MeaMea (rrfast") and I4ebneu ["rlowrt),

as sircwn in Figure 6.8. The complete l.ack of a double or triple

banded heterozygous phenotype is surprisi:rg, until the geographic and

taxonomíc distribution of the a1leles is considered (Tab1e 6.1). No

nests contained workers which segregate fot ue. Therefore the nests

are classified as rrall MeâMeã" or rral I Mebûeb" based on at least

seven (usua11y more) workers from each nest. Populations of the red

form from Mor:gan, Arthurton, and Eyre Peninsula al1 contained only

Meanea workers, as did Morgan and Eyre Peninsula populations of tt¡-e



Figure 6.8.

Photograph- of gels stained for malic enzyme.

Dírection of migration upward.

ApproxinLately actual size.

Me = site of uali.c enzgme activity.

0 = origin.

Upper

Lower F rrFastrl
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Table 6.1. Malic enzyne phenotypes in workers from nests

in nine meat ant populations.

Number of nests

Location Colour form ALI Mealnea
rtFSStrt

AIT MEbMCb
r rs lol{il

Arthurton
Morgan

Morgan

Morgan

Eyre Penin.

Eyre Penin.

Eyre Penin.

Eyre Penin.

Eyre Penin.

P

P

B

V

P

B

V

Y

19

16

L7

15

4

4

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

JSP
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blue forrn, aÍìd the Eyre Peninsula population of the yellorv form.

The black forln (viridiaeneus) poPulation froln li'lorgan is alI l'IeaMea '

nhile that fron Eyr.e Peninsula is all l4ub¡nt"b. The collection of the

sma11 puïple forn from Eyre Peninsula contained three nests rvith all

b b --ji,'- a-- a
lule"Me" workers, and one with al\ Me^Me-- workcrs'

The specimens in the upper ge1 in Figur:e 6.8 are aLI MeaMea'

and include Arthui:ton red forn, lvlorgan red form and Morgan viridiaeneus.

Those in the loir'er ge1 inclucle all five colour fo::ms from Eyre Peninsrrla,

vrith MeaI,I"u indi.riduals of the yellow, red ancl blue foims, and MubM"b

indivicluals from the srna11 purple and black (viridi.aeneus) forms.

These gels, like all others, hrere scored independently several times,

witlÌout knorvleclge of the identity of the specinens involved, and

always gave the same results.

An interesting confir:rnation of these results cones from nest

446, an Eyre Peninsula nest of the bl.ack form. l\lhen sarnpled, thi.s nest

was surïounded by a blue form population, and conprised several rela-

tively rvíde1y spaced holes with litt1e or no mound. The workers are

fairly small, and in the fielcl their identity was not clear. This

nest r4/as found to contain M"bûub workers, while nearby nests of the

blue form contai-ned MeaMea. Close re-examination of preserved speci-

mens later confi.rmed their classification as black.

The síng1e nest of the sna1l purpLe form containing MeaMea

workers cannot be accounted for in this way, since close exanination

of both the nest and the specimens confirrn its identity. Thus, this

is the only population out of the nine studied in which this locus

shows polymorphisrn, and the lack of heterozygot-es and segregating

nests rnay be a chance phenotnenon due to the small sample size. The

gene frequency of. I,Íeb in this population is taken to be 0.75.
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lnfornation provi.ded by this locus is of two ki¡rcls. The loci

consicleled previously (l,ngJase and tlÌe esterases) show geographic

variation in a1le1e frequencies. For 1r4e, this takes the form of

fixation of clifferent alleles in the two populations of the black forn

considered. Both of th-ese poprrlati-ons are on the extreme edge of the

djstribution of this form, so they na-y rrot be typical of its general

composition. Population subdivision on a small scale could also be

responsible for the results in the sma1l purple forn, since the four

nests used are fron widely scattered areas.

secondly, the distribution of aIleIes arnong colour forms on

Eyre Peninsula gives f.urther evidence of reprocluctive isolation

between them. It is sotnetines difficult to distinguish bettveen speci-

mens of the ye11ow ancl black forms on rnorphological grounds, and they

callnot be discriminated on the basis of their Amg]ase o'1 Esterase-L

al1ele frequencies. Horvever, the fact that they have dj-fferent a11e1es

at the Me locus provides eviclence that they are Teproductively isolated

from each other. The red ancl small purple forms also differ in their

øe all,ele frequencies, although this distinction is less clear'

The existence of both geographic variation within forns, and

reproductive isolation l¡etween thern, indicated by al1e1e frequencies

at other loci, are therefore both confirmed by the data obtained fron

the .ltle locus.
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6. 11. Superoxide di.smutase (Sod)

The enzyme now knoln a.s superoxide dis:nutase Ims been referre<l

to variously as rrTetraZolium oxidaser', t'Indophenol oxidasett, and a

nunber of other names. Its activity appeaTs on nìany gels stained for

delyclrogenases, t,rhen conditions are not carefully controlled. Brewer

(Lg67) first described genetic variation for this enzyme in humaus,

and described the rrachromatic zones'r produced on the bl.ue background

of ge1s. The formation of this background during staining can be

enhanced by bright illunination, use of an alkaline (pH -- 8.6) stain

buffer, staini-ng at 37oC, and by a high concentïation of MTT in the

stain. Alternatively, when stairiing for a dehydrogenase enz)'me and

the background is undesirable, its fornation is reduced by staining

in the dark, at pH = 7.5, at room tenperature, and with the minimun

concentration of stain.

Apart fron humans, genetic variation for this enz)¡fne (under

various names) has been describecl in DrosophiTa (Aya1a et a7.', L974) 
'

Euphgdrgas butterflies (McKechnie et aJ.., 1975), and several species

of weevils (Suomalainen and Saura, 1973).

Figure 6.9 shows the appeaïance of a gel stained for superoxide

dismutase in meat ants. There is one major zone of activity, which

did not vary in more than 600 rvorkers. Other weaker zones sometines

appeared rnore anodal from the main zolìe, but they could not be con-

sistently detected. Therefore, the phenotype is attributed to a single

locus (Soa) with a single allele (So¿t) in all the meat ants tested.



Figure 6.9

Photograph of a ge1 staitred for superoxide disnutase.

The specimens shown are all homozygous for the a1le1e soda.

Sod = site oî. Superoxide dísmutase activity.

Any = site of anglase activity.

O = origin.

Direction of rnigration upward.

Slightly smaller than actual size.
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6 .I2. Et al,i¿t

In the search for isozyme loci to use as genetic markers, and

in a survey of the level of heterozygosity found in populatj.ons, many

enzyne stains were tried. This and pl'evious chapters describe the

successful. systens, - the unsuccessful ones are listed below in three

groups.

a) Enzymes r^¡hich rvere stained several times, on different buffer

systems, fot which no activity could be detected: ^

alcohol dehydrogenase, glyceraldeþde^3-phosphate dehydrogenase,

peroxidase, and xanthine dehydrogenase.

b) Enzymes which showed some activity in some specimens, but which

were not consistentlY stainable:-

acicl phosphatase, aldolase, allcaline phosphatase, fumatase,

glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase, hexokinase, and isocitrate

dehydrogerlase.

c) Enzynes which showed r:easonably strong activity in all or most

specimens, but which could not be sharply resolved after

attemPts on several buffer systems: -

o-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase, phosphoglucomutase, and

6-phosphog luconate dehydrogenase.

Given sufficient tine and,funds, several of these systerns could

doubtless be developed to the stage where sharp resolution was obtained,

and identificatj.on of loci was possible. This is especially true for

the enzymes in group c, but this undertaking was beyond the scope of

the present study.
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6.13. Iliscussion

In this stucly', as in rnany other surveys of naturai populatiotts,

the names. given to loci are pragrnatic ones, based on tlr-e reactions to

specific stains. Furthermore, the actual in vivo roles of the enz).rres

are often klroli¡n only b¡r conjecture, if at all. Nevertheless, for the

practical application of enz)rne ioc.i as genetic markers, their function

i-s not of the utmost inportance. It is inpor:tant though, tlna'L a single

enzyme is not countecl twice as a result. of activity on two oT Inore

of the substrates used in stains. This nay be of particular significance

for dehyclrogetlase enzymes, sone of which are knov¡n to act on several

substrates (Koen and Shaw, 1964). Often the.se enz)rynes can be clearly

separated by the fact that variation in one is not reflected in another.

In the plesent case, nany of the enzymes do lìot VaTy, so this is not

possible. Therefore, I have atternpted to shov¡ by double-staining,

that I have not been counting a single enzyme locus twice. This has

involved nost of the loci used.

a) Aldeliyde oxiclase.

This enz,yme could be detected on gels stained for almost any

of the dehyclrogenase enz)¡mes, si.mply by adding a' snall amount of

benzaldehyde to the stain. This quickll' resulted in the appearance

of extra zones, and the distinctive phenotype of aldehyde oxidase

makes it very unlikely that it is being confused rvith another systern.

b) Malate dehydrogenase.

These enzymes are not the sarne as mallc enzyme, since all three

systems appeared when both NAD and NADP were added to the stain.

Malate dehydr:ogenase could also be stained on the same slice of gel

as Iactate dehydrogenase, with the same result. Also, the tt^ro

bandecl phenotype of malate dehydrogenase is sufficient to dj.stinguish

it fron the enzymes coded by can and cøpa.
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c) Malic enz)lre

This enzyne could be stained on the sane slice of ge1 as G6pd,

Mdh, Lclh and Gdh, and it did not appear in the same position as any

of then. A1so, the variation observed for malic enzyne did not appeal

in other enzymes.

d) Glutamate dehydrogenase

Applying a stain containing the substrate for both glutarnate and

lactate dehydrogenases to a ge1 resulted in the appearance of both

bands, indicating that these enzymes are coded by separate 1oci.

Sone of these double staining systems gave sufficient resolution

for the loci concerned to be routinely scored on the same slice of

gel e. g., Mdh^7 and udn-z rt¡ith ¿¿n, and lio with G6pd. Others did

not resolve both enzymes c1early, since they did not involve the

optinal ge1 buffer for both. This in itself gives further evidence

that the loci used are indeed all different.

The total nurnber of loci identifi.ed is then 15. Five of these

have shown some variation in one or more populations - Amg, Es'7, Es-2,

Es-3, and lqe, and the patterns of variation in these have been described

in this and previous Chapters. The next Chapter exanines some aspects

of enzyrne polynorphism in other animal -species, âncl cornpares them

with the results observed in meat ants.
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CHAPTER 7

DI.SCUSS]ON EI'JZY}.1]] POLYIUORPI{ISNf IN AI'JIMAL POPT]LATIONS

eo ta c vari.¡+ti-on.

Isozyne surveys' of natural populations often reveal geo¡¡raphic

varíation in'a1lele frequencies, ancl the patlerns of varj'ation founcl have

been grouped into several classes. Although t-he classes intergrade to

sotne exte¡t t¡ey provicle a useful classification of the result-s, and suggest:

some of the forces which may be responsible for the'observed patterns

(Leivor-rtin and llubby, 1966; Prakash et a7, , 1969).

a) Conp 1ete, otf al,most colnp lete , mouromorphism

A¡ina1 popr.rlations usua.lIy have genetic polymorphism at approx=

ímately one third of the loci surveyecl (reviewed by Selander, 1976). Loci

rvhich are apparently mononorphic over the tvhole range of a species are

therefore very cornnoTt. In neat ants, the loci Gdh, Sod, P^J-, P-2, G6pd,

Ao, Ldh, Mdh-7¡ Mclh*2, and Lap appean to be of this type in all thc colour

forms studied. Various species of animals have also been found to contaiu

loci which are usually monomorphic, but rvhich hat¡e rare variants in one

or a ferv populatíons. Tlne Zdh-3 locus in Perorngscus poJio¡otus has the

a11ele Ldh-3b fixed or nearly so in nost Populations, whil e Zcth-3a and

Ldh-3c appeaï in low frequencies in a minority of populations (Selander

et a7., I97I). Drosaphil-a wiLlistoni populations normall)' contain only

one allele (o-cpall"O0) for the acpdh locus, but the a1lel-es q-Gpdh 0 'eh

and o-cpdhl'06 also occur in sonre populations, reaching a naxinum frequency

of 0.01 (Ãyala, L972). In neat ants, the locus Es--7. shows this pattern

of variation in the blue form [Table 5.4), as well as Es'3 in the red

form (Section 6.3), and Amg in the black and small purple forms (Table 4.4)

ead uniform polymorphismb) lVidespr

Surveys of natural populations of Dtosophila reveal many poly-
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nìol:phic..lOci rvjtl'r very silti.lar: a11e1e freqrrcncies in a1l popr:1atìotls

(Ayal.a, lg72). It has bcen suggestecl that thj.s unj".fonriity'i.ndicates th'c

actiorl of ba.lanci.ng selection (Prakash et a7., 1969; Ilulner, 1973) ' Liow-'

evel., only a snal1 amounI of rnigratíon between populations na)/ be needed

to pïoduc.e unifornt frequcncies for neutral alleles as well (Kimura ancl

Olrta, IgTL), so bal,ancing selection is not necessariJy the onl)' c-ause of

this unifomrity. In meat ants, otrly tlte Ang locus j-n the blue form has

a lviclespr:eacl p-oLlmorphism rvith fairJ-y uni.form freqttetlcies jn all popr-rlations

(Figure 4 .3) .

c) Clines

Many cases are knotvn where the freqtlency'of a gene shows a PIo=

gressive geographic change, often with differelìt alleles fixed or in high

fr..equency at opposite ends of the speciest range. such gene freqttency

cl.incs are solnetirnes cor:related with neasurable environmental variables,

such as temperature, latitude, or altitucle, which nay suggcrst the actiol"'

of natural selectiolì on the polymorphisrn. Examples of clines and the

environmental factors ivhich appeaÏ to be irlfluencing them, come from

fislr (Koehn and Ra.smussen , 1967; Merritt , 1972; Christainsen aild Frydenberg,

7g74), insects (Pi.pkin et a7. , 1973, 7976; Johnson , 1976), artd molluscs

(Boyer, 1974),

However, the mere existence of a gene frequency cline does not

necess¿rrily provide evidence of the action of selection' lr4aruyanta (citecl

by Kímura and ohta, 1971) has shotvn that partially isolated populat'ions

rnay tend to h,ave divergent frequencies for neutral al1eles, and that t'hey

may be connected by populations with intermediate a1lele frequencies '

The resulting pattern may be very difficult to distinguish from a select=

ively maintainecl cline.

The neat ant gene frequencies paesented in ChapCers 4-6 do not

shotv any obvious clines. I'lowever, their exj-stence cannot be ruled out,
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becap-se of the lclatj-vely small nrxnbcr: ofÌ popul:rtj-ons sarnplecl, atrd their

limitecl geographic dÍstlibution. 'Ihe snta1l ¡nrrple fo::n occr,trs fr:oli high

rainfall areas of l¡lestern Arrstralia, tcr very arid areas in South /ttr,stra]ia

(Figrr:r:e 2.4), and this cliln¿rtic ïange is accompanj.ed by rraria[ion in nest

for:m (.see page 1{i). This situation rnighl; offer the best opportu.nity to

detect, gene frequency clines in neat arìts, ancl to relate then t.o envir:r:n-

mental variation, but- an extensive survey of this type has not- yet beerr

attempted.

d) rrPatchy I' cl istv.'ibtrtion of al1el e f::ec¡uenc.i-es

A11e1es sometinres occur ilr subsiantially differetrt f::equ.encies

in di.fferent populati.ons, but in an unsystre)natì-c way. An al lele which js

usually rare may reach node::ate or high frequenc¡" in one or a f-'erv popula-

tions or clifferelt populations tna¡, be fixed for different a1lelcs. Striking

exarnples of this type of pattern come fronr the nountain lly Cltatnaemgia

herbarum (Chamaemyiidae). Fol exarnple, tire alle1e AcpLt-S has a frequetrcy

of 0.756 in one population, is c:ompletely absent froni six popt-t1a'tions,

and lras an average frequency of 0.025 j-n four: others (Sluss et a7., 1977).

In the pocket gopher Geomqs bursarius, five loci show consicl=

erable variation in a11ele frequencies bettveen populations, in a lr'ay rvhich

suggests the action of randon drift in snal1 populat.ions (Penney arlcl

Zimmerman , 1976). F'or this process to operate, a species nÌust con-sist

of a series of snal1 sub-populatj-ons, between r.vhich there is r¡ery littie

gene f1ow.

fn meat ants, patchy distributions of al1e1e frequencies occtlr.

at several loci. In the red form, both AngTase and E'sterase-J. show con=

sider-able differenti-ation between po¡rulations in an appal:ently unsystematic

r\¡ay (Figure 4.2, 5.2) . In the blue form, the al1ele Es-2o reaches frec¡:en-

cies of over 0.3 in two populations, a,nd does lrot appear to be present in

others, although j.ts preseilce cannot- be rulecl out. In the black fotn,

the two populations which Ì{rere sampled appear to be fixed for: different
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alleles at t.l^r-e llal-ic etTzUtne 1or:us (Sc:cti.on 6.10) .

Olre factor contribut.in¡1 to t.hese patchy gene frequency distri*

butions coulcl be the subdir¡ision of the range of each colour fornr into

separate po¡-rulations, betrveen r'¡hi-ch there is 1itt1e or no gone f lorv.

Fol the recl forn, the lì)'r'" O"t-ttlr:;r-r.l a populaticrn is sepa:rated fr:cr;r the

rest of it-.s range by Spencer Gu1f. The Flinders Ranges population is a

northerly pr-'ojection of its range inlo areas occupi-ecl by the black and

blue folns. The Euduncia and Mor:¡1an po1;uìations of the red form are sep--

ar:atecl by a distance of 50 km., ri4rj ch is occupied exclusively ìiy the bhre

fom.

Similarly, the Dublin ancl EucLrnda hlue forrn populations are

separated. by 60 km. in rvhich only the::ed forn occurs, and tire Flal-lett:

Cove population is 60 km. from t-he nearest other blue folm po¡ruJ.ations.

For the blacli form, both the Eyre Peninsula and Morgan 1,ropu1;r=

tion are on the extrelìe edges of its range, so th.ey can also be regardecl

as somev¡hat isolated gcographica111,.

This tendenc)¡ towards gcographic fragnentaLion is likely to

be reinforced by nteat a.ntst reprocJ-uctive behaviour. Greraves and l{ughes

(7974) found that the rnating f1ighl;s of the red forn only take place nnder

a narrorv range of environrnental conclitíons (Section 2.5), which. may occur

over a cluite limited atea at any one tíne. Consequently, interbreecLing

betleen geographically distant populations rnay be restricted.

It is not po:;sible to eliminate differentíal selection in

different populations as a cause of gene frequency divergence. Nevertheless,

the combination of geogr:aphíc and behavioural subdivision of ra.nge probably

means that stochastic proÇesses have played a naj or role in gene frec¡uency

divergence betleen populations of me-at ants
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72. 41.! o:: s a-s t.axonolni.c characters

Er¡idence ob1;ainecl from electropho::esis has becorne a wi..de1¡

used tool in systematics, es¡ecial1y in di.stinguislr,ing bettv-een closely'

related species. Sibl.ing specie-< h¿ve been ::ec.ognized in t.his ruay' in

organisms as cliverse as sea cucumbers (lt{anwe11 and Baker, 1963), üosquitoes

(CoTuzzi and Bu11ini, 1971') , frr.it flies (Mcl(ecirnie, 1975), oligocha-ete

IvorrTrs (Christiansen and Jelnes , I976), and lizards (Harris anc1. Jcrhnston,

1976), as well as rnany others.

If trvo species can be disti.nguisherJ electrophoretically it

should also be possible to recognize hybr:ids between them (u"s., Abrartoff

et a7., 1968; Graf et aJ", 1977; llung and Vj-nson, 7977a). Further:rno-re,

once an electrophoretic clifference has been establi-shed, j-t can be used

as ¿rn aid to the i clentification of subsecluent. co.l lecti ons (u.rJ., Ahnacl

ancl Beardrnore 1976; lìrth, 1977). This approach has been used lvjth consid-

erable success for tl're discrinlinai:ion of sibling species of. DrosophÍJ-a

(Ayala and Potn'ell, 1972; Anclerson et af . | 7977), and results in this

genrrs form the basis of the first fornal taxonon-ic descríption inr¡olving

electrophoret,ic data (Aya'La, I973). It has also been possible to cirarr¡

up an identificâtion ke¡, 6"t"U on the ::esults of electrophoresis [AvJ se,

Ls74).

Ilolvever, the results of this type of study neecl to be interpreted

with care. The r{hole approach t-o specì-es rliscrínination by the use c;f

allozyntes, asstlnìes that t]ìe elrtit-ies rthicJr are being recogni zed ate

biological species. If tv"'o synpatric forns or varieties of a species

have different allozyrnes coded by a particular locus, then thi.s nray bc

taken to mean there is no gene flow beLv/een thern, and that they'are repro-

ductively j-solatecl. Since they are not interbreeding, the two forms may

be regardcd as separate biologìcal species. To validate this argurnent,

it is therefore lrecessary to establish trvo conditions -. a) lack of gele
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f lorr', and b) syinP¿ltr:y.

ftr olcJer to detno¡stl"ate a lacli of gene f1ow. betwecn ttvo forïl¡,

i-t. is first necessaïy to establish the ¡¡enetic basis of tlre va'tiati-on

r^rhich is being ernplo¡,ecl, 'I'hjs is best done by crossing indi.vj-duals of

knol,-n genotype, :rncl anall,sirlg the geno1.ype-s o¡-" the off-spring, an exÞeri-'

nent lvhich is. not al.lvays possible. Fortunately, the genetic basis of

electrophoretic variation is usually sirrple, and getrotype's can be directly

inferred from phenotyPes.

In ca,ses where tlo forms of a species appear to be fixecl fol

differel1'L alIe1 es a-t a locus, t.he gcnetic basis for t.lie cliffercnce ,may

be difficult to establish. 'Ihe argumerìt for: species status j-n these

cases lvogld be s'lrengthenecl j.f occasional heterozySous h1'5"t-U. coulrJ be

founcl, or bred in captivi-ty. Jf breedilg cia.ta cannot be obtai-ltecl, the

eJ.ectrophoretic clifference between thc-: forns is reall¡/ only a tÌorpholog;ica.1

difference, ancl the case for their biological separatiolr is t',crakenec1"

T¡e electrophoretic variaC.1orr sho\vn by sever-a-l etrzymes in

meat ant.s seenìs tc have a siniple genetic basis. It involves al1eles at

the loci AmgJase I Esterase^7, Esterase-2 attd ttaLi.c enzqme [Chapter 4-6) 
'

although in the last case the situation is less clear clue to the lacli of

heterozygotes. The fact that slrnpatric colour forms often have differ-'

ent alleles, or different a1Ie1e frequencie-s, for these loci is therefore

strong evidence for their reprodu.ctive isolation and status as separate.

biological speci es.

Their separation on the ba.sis of t.hese loci is sometimes not

complete as some colour forns occasíonally contain the I'wrong" al1e1e -

de.g., Aft¡J Ln T-ne red form, and Angc an,l S"-1.* in the blue for¡r. These

rare alleles may indicate that hybrids are sonìetrmes for¡ned. Holever,

the fact that the colour forms maintain.separate gene pools, despi.te the

fornation of occassiorra.l hybrids, strengthens rather than tveakenirrg, tht:
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al'gument fo-:: their r:eproclrtctive is;o1ation.

(ieop;::aphic variation in al1ele frequencies nithj.n a single

species is sonetimes great enough tr¡ invoh¡e the fixatÌ.on c¡f dj.ffercnt:

alleles in di-fferent populations. Ther:efore, i.f a lack of gene flow be--

trl¡een tlvo forns is to inclicate their status as biological sltecies. then

they rrtust be synpatric. It is necessary to decide in eacir case tn¡he[her

the breeding ranges of the trvo forms overlap sufficiently to a1low their

bree<ling inclividuals to neet (Cain, 1953).

In meat ants, the fonns stuclied aïe unquestionâbly sympatr:ic.

At Morgan, the red, b1ue, nnd black forlns occur in ext::eme1y close

proximÌ-ty (Figur:es 2.5, 3.9) and yet gene flon between them is severely

restrictecl (Section 4,4). This -is also true of the red arld blue forrns

at Dublin and Euclunda (Figures 3.5, 3.6) . 0n Eyre Peninsula, populati-ons

of the five colour forms found there are rnore clispersecl, but nany of the

closely syn'npatric pairs of colour: forns still do not appear to inberbreed

(Table 4.s).

These few loci therefore give goo<1 evj.dence of reproduclive

isolation betrveen almost all of the fivr: fonns studied. Furi:he:: infor¡rii^

tion of a more general nature concerning their rela,tionships can be ob-

tained fron a survey of a la-rger number of loci. The results of such a.

survey are presented in Chapter 10.
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nest or hive, and the dissection of worker ova.ries. It has lecently

been shown that isozyme polymorphisms provide valuable narkers for es-

tablishing the parentage of organisms as diverse as lobsters (Nelson and

Hedgecock, Ig77) and bats (McCracken and Bradbury, 1977), so this approach

nay also have considerable potential in Hymenoptera.

Crozier (L974) pointed out that in a Hymenoptera nest in which

the workers are all heterozygous for two al1eles at an allozytne locus,

nales produced þy the queen would all have the same genotype. Males

produced by workers would be expected to segregate 1:1.. Using the locus

Mdh-a, he showed that males of the ant Aphaenogaster rudis usually dev-

eloped from eggs laid by the queen. In one nest there did'not appear

to be a queen, and in this case the males were seglegating, indicating

that they had developed frorn eggs laid by workers.

In the honeybee Apis me7Lìfera, results from several allozyne

loci indicate that males are produced from eggs laid by the queen

(Mestriner, 1969; Mestriner and Contel, 1972; Martins et a7-, 1977).

In another bee, MeTiçnna subnitida, both workers and queens contribute

rnales to the colony, as indicated by the segregation of alleles at the

polymorphic locus Est-3 (Contel and Kerr, 1976).

In Chapters 4 and 5 I presented evidence from AmgTase and

Esterase-.] which was consistent with the production of male meat ants

from queen laid eggs. A total of seven nests contained potentially in-

formative conbinations of genotypes, as shown in Table 8.1. Nests 134

and 418 are the most infornative, with workers all heterozygous for

AmgTase, and nales which only have a single AmgTase genotype. These

¡nales appear to have been produced fron the queen, which in the case of

nest 418, v/as apparently heterozygous at Esterase-J. Nests 3I, 2I2, 410,

and 411 would have provided information about the origin of nales if a

sufficient number had been collected. In these nests, the queen would

be expected to produce males which segregate 1:1, while the segregation



Table 8.1. AmgTase and Esterase-i. phenotypes of
workers and males in seven meat ant
nests.
Abbreviations:- d= Amga etc., t =
+ phenotype for Es'7, - =-null pheno-
ty?e for Es-l.

Nest Workers Males

3L

t34

212

410

4LT

234

418

13dd:7bd

22ac

6cc:4ac

7dd:3bd

5dd :Sbd

L2cc+:4cd+

1lcc-:lcd-

18ac+

3d:2b

6c

2a:6c

2d

1d

9c+:5d+

4c-:2d-

2c+ z6c-

t
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ratio in worker-produced males would be expected to be 3:1. However,

the numbers of males found when these nests were excavated aÌe not

large enough to distinguish between these two segregation ratios.

Nest 234 contains a segïegation ratio among workers of 23

Amglase hornozygotes:5 hetelozygotes, suggesting the plesence of more

than one queen. The phenotypes of the workers fot AmgTase and Esterase-7

are most easily accounted for by the conbination of two rnatings:-

A^g"A*gd Es-r+Es-ro x Amgcls-7o, and tungcAntgcE"'l+8"-7o x Amgc\s-|o.

The observed segregation ratio among males is 9:5t4:2. The queens in

the two above matings would produce ¡na1es in an expected ratio of.2:2:I:I,

which gives a yz of 3.25 (0.50>P>0.30). The workers would produce nales

segregating 1.25:3.75:0.25:0.75 (*7 = 15.4, P<0.001; with the two srnall-

est classes pooled). There are several weaknesses in this argunent -

for instance, it is assumed that the nunber of queens is not more than

two, and that all parents contribute equal numbers of progeny. Neverthe-

1ess, in this nest, it appears more likely that the males cane fron eggs

laid by the queens, rather than the workers.

To sunmarize - although only a sma1l amount of evidence exists,

those meat ant nests which do provide any infornation concel'ning the

origin of males , aII point towards their developnent from unfertilized

eggs laid by the queen.
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8.2. The number of que ens in nests of the red forn.

Sone of the procedures I have used to estimate gene frequencies

in neat ant populations (e.s., for AmgTase and EsËerase-J.), rely on the

existence of one queen in each nest. However, results fron the AmgTase

locus (Chapter 4) , and from excavation of nests (Greaves and Hughes, 1974)

suggest that some red form nests may contain more than one queen. There-

fore it is of interest to exanine the patterns of genotypes found within

nests, to determine whether tiley yield any infornation concerning the

extent of polygyny, at the level of both nest and colony.

8.2.I. Evidence fron Esterase-f s TE ation ratios

If there is a nul1 allele at the,Es-7 locus and if there is one

singly-mated queen per- nest , ãnY nests which segregate are expected to

show a 1:J, ratio of +:null workers, produced by the nating Es-l+Es-lo x

Es- Io. Also, the segregation ratios in a number of nests should follovr

the binomial distribution. Populations of the red fonn included a total

of 40 segregating nests, which contained 311 workers with the + phenotype,

and 3L2 nul1. The clistribution of segregation ratios in these nests

has been examined among ten workers from each, with ten selected at ran-

dom in nests where more than this nunber have been typed. This sample

contains 195+:205 null v¡orkers. However, Table 8.2 shows that the observed

and expected distributions of segregation ratios differ signifi.cantly

(*3 = 23.73, P<0.001), and that the observed distribution is rather

irregular and over-dispersed, as would be expected if some nests contained

nore than one queen.

Nests which contain a single queen are expected to be of three

types (t'411 +tt, rrÅ11 nullrr, and segregating 1:1). The expected frequen-

cies of these were derived in Chapter 5, in terns of q, the gene frequency

of, Es-7o. If every nest contains two queens, there are nine possible



TabLe 8.2. Observed and expected distribution of segregation
ratios for rs-l in 40 farnilies of size ten'

Nunber of
+ workers
out of 10

Expected number
of nests

Observed number
of nests

Direction of
deviation

4

8

1

5

2

1

t0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0.039

0.391

1.758

4.688

8.203

9.844

8.203

4.688

1. 758

0.591

0. 039

2. 188

2. 188

0

I 4

3

5

10

+

+

+

8 +
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combinations of segregation ratios anong their broods, and the frequencies

of these are shown in Table 8.3. These nine combinations reduce to five

nest phenotypes, and the additional two types are those which show 1:3

and 3'Í1 segregation ratios. The expected frequencies of these fi''¡e nest

types are shown in Table 8.4. The two queens producing the'rFirst Broodtt

and 'rSecond Broodrr are assumed to have independent genotypes, and to

produce workers at equal rates.

The three types of segregating nests are expected to appear in

a population in proportions a:b:c which depend on the gene frequency in

that population. Table 8.5 shows representative examples of these pro-

portions. In practise, each of the three types of segregating nests will

be represented by a binonial distribution when sanples are collected.

These binomial distributions are shown in Table 8.6. The overall distri-

bution of segregation ratios to be expected in a population can then

be obtained by combining Tables 8.5 and 8.6. For exanple, a ratio of

3+:7 null, in a populations where e = 0.6, is expected to occur with a

frequency of

(0.0030e0) (0.28s6s6) + (0.117188) (0.2e72I6) + (0.2s0282) (0.I244t6)

= 0.066852.

In this population, the proportion of nests which segregate is 0.707328.

Therefore, in a sarnple of 100 segregating nests fron this population,

(0.066852 x 100)/(0.707328) = 9.45 are expected to segregate 3+:7 nul1.

0n this basis it is possible to derive the expected distrj-bution of

segregation ratios in any population, and to deternine how it is affected

by changes in q.

I have done this for 19 values of q ranging fron 0.01 to 0.99,

with the aid of computer program QUEEN. Representative distributions

are presented as histograns in Figure 8.l,considering 100 segregating

nests in each case. When q is Iow, the distribution is skewed in favour



Table 8.3. Expected frequencies of the nine possible combinations
of broods produced by two unrelated gueens; and the
resulting segregation ratio among the workers in each
case in terms of q, the gene frequency of the nul1 allele

All null Segregating 1:1

2q' - 2q,3

All +

q 3 I-2q2+q3

All nul1 1 + :3 nul1 1:1

q Þ q3 (2q2 - 2q.t) q3 (1 - zq' * q')

1+ : 3 null 1:1 3+ : 1 null

q3 (2q2 - 2q',) (2q' - 2qt)' (2q2 - 2q3) '(L - 2q2 * q3)

1:1 3+ : 1 null

(2q2-2q3)0-2q2*q3)

All +

q3 (r - 2q2 * q3) (t-2q2*q3)2

First brood

All null

q 3

Segregating 1:1

2q' - zq,t

A1'1 +

L-2q2+q3



Table 8.4. The five possible nest phenotypes
produced by equal contributions of
two queens per nest, and their fre-
quencies in terns of q, the gene
frequency of the nul1 allele.

Workers
+:nul1

Expected frequency

1:0

3:1

1:l

1:5

0:1

l-4q,2*2q,3*4q'* 4q' * q'

!,-

4q' - 4qt 8qq * 12qs 4q."

þ= 2qt* 4qu-12qs+6q6

4q,u ' 4q6

q6



Table 8.5. Expected frequencies of the three
types of segregating nests produced
by two queens in each nest, as a
function of the gene frequency of
the nul1 allele.

q

3:1

a

1:1

b

1:3

c

Segregation ratio + :null Total

frequency of

segregating

nests

0.01

0. 10

0. 30

0. 50

0. 60

0. B0

0. 90

0. 99

0. 000596

0. 05s516

0.213444

0.312s00

0. 28s696

0. 118784

0. 035516

0.000396

0.000002

0.002286

0.061614

0. 218750

0.2972L6

0.503104

0.185166

0. 019982

0.000000

0 .00003ó

0.006304

0. 062500

0.t244r6

0.262144

0.236196

0. 038040

0 .000398

0. 037638

0.28t862

0. 593750

0.707328

0.634032

0.456678

0.058418



Table 8.6. Frequency distribution of samples of
size ten produced by varying segregation
ratios.

Workers in
a sample
of 10

Segregation ratio +:nul1

+ nul1 3:1 1:1 1:5

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

t0

9

I

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

0

0.000001

0. 000029

0. 000586

0. 003090

0.016222

0.058399

0. 145998

0.2s0282

0. 281568

0.L87712

0. 0s6314

0.000977

0.009766

0.04594s

0 . I 17188

0. 20s078

0.246094

0.205078

0.117188

0.04394s

0.009766

0. 000977

0.056514

0.1877L2

0. 281s68

o.250282

0 .145998

0 . 05 8599

0.016222

0. 003090

0.000386

0.000029

0. 000001



Number
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of the + phenotyperand when q is high, it is skewed in favour of the

nulI phenotype, as seems intuitively reasonable. When q is close to

0.7, the distribution is alnost symnetrical, and its mean is close to

the value of five + individuals out of ten Pel nest, as exPected if

each contained one queen. At q, = 01707, the mean is 5'001' The rela-

tionship between q and the nean of the resulting distribution is shown

in Figure 8.2 for 13 values of q"

Clear1y both the skewness and the mean of this distribution

depend heavily on the gene frequency. Therefore, if populations with

differing gene frequencies are pooled, the overall distribution of seg-

regation ratios need not be symmetrical, and need not have a mean of

1:1, as it would if each nest contained one queen. In populations

where only some nests are polygynous, the result is difficult to predict.

This is especially true when nulti-nest colonies are included in the

data. It was shorun in Chaptet 2 f-lnat a single meat ant colony sometimes

contains a number of nests which exchange workers freely. If such a

colony contained several queens, a sample of workers from one nest would

be a complex mixture of genotypes with an unpredictable segregation

ratio (see Section 8.4).

T'herefore the apparently aberrant distribution of segregation

ratios shown in Table 8.2 has probably been produced by the pooling of

results from a number of populations which differ in gene frequency, and

by the fact that the data included some polygynous nests and nulti-nest

colonies. The fact that the overall segregati.on ratio of 195:205 is

very close to 1:1 nay be fortuitous. A nixture of populations which -

have an overall mean gene frequency for the null allele of near 0.7

could produce a mean segregation ratio near 1:1, even if every nest con-

tained thro queens (Figure 8.2), The populations from which the data on

segregation ratios were obtained do indeed have a mean gene frequency
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of about 0.7, as shown in Chapter 5 (Table 5.3).

To analyse this problen further, a large nurnber of segregating

nests from a single population should be sarnpled. However, the naximun

number of such nests in a population available at the moment is nine,

which is insufficient to allow this analysis. Nevertheless, the data

presented here are consistent hrith the suggestion that in the red form

of meat ants, sone nests and colonies contain more than one queen.

I .2.2 Evidence from the Amqfase Locus

A nest founded',by a single queen should contain workers with

either one or two genotypes for t}re AngTase locus. The nests which con-

tain two genot)?es are expected to contain heterozygotes and homozygotes

in equal frequencies. It was shown in Chapter 4 that a third AmgJase

genotype sometimes appears in a nest. In the red form, this usually

neans that a nest contains AmgaA*vu, AmgaAmgc, and AmgcAtyc workers.

Another possibility is that a nest contains the two different homozygous

genotypes such as AmgaAmga and Amgca*gc, and no heterozygotes. Thus,

polygyny rnay rnanifest itself by the production of recognisable conbina-

tions of genotypes in a nest, and not just by changes in their frequencies,

as it does for Esterase-7.

Table 8.7 shows all possible conbinations of genotypes produced

by equal contributions of two queens to each nest. Many of the resulting

worker groups either do not segregate, or segregate 1:1 in a way which

cannot be distinguished frorn an allay of workers produced by a single

queen. Many of the two-queen combinations produce 3:1 segregation ratios

among the workers. However, with the complicating factors of unequal

contributions from the two queens, and rando¡n sampling factors, it is

not practicable to discriminate between 1:1 and 3:1 ratios.



Table 8.7. Conbinations of genotyPes of workers
produced by'trvo queens per nest, in a
popglation contalning the alleles
u^g^ (a) and engc C"i.
- = combination which can be accounted

for by one queen;
* = conbination showing a 3:1 segregati.on

ratio;
¡t* = coflbination which cannot be produced

by one singly mated queen.

Second mating

First mating aaxa aaxc acxa acxc ccxa

aaxa **

aaxc

acxa **

acxc **

ccxa

ccxc ** **

*

tr

*

t.

*

*

ccxc

**

***

*

*

**

*

*

*
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\

It is possible though, to identify the two-queen cornbinations

which procluce arïays of genotypes which cannot be produced by a single

queen. These are shown ** in Table 8.7. They all involve the existence

of two different honozygous genotypes in the same nest.

If the population is in Hardy-weinberg equilibrium, then the

total frequency of these re6ognizable two-queen nests is expected to be

k = 4qa(r-q)2 * 6q.3(1-q)3 * 4q2(1-q)a

where q is the frequency of e^ga. It is therefore possible to evaluate

this quantity for each population surveyed, and to compare the observed

and expected nunbers of these recognizable nests. The results are

shown in I'able 8.8.

For the red form, the recognizable nests are expected to be

quite rare, due to the low frequency of e*gu. A total of five was

observed, compared with an expectation of 4.2, and four of these five

come from the single Morgan population. This population contains a high

proportion of nulti-nest colonies of the red forrn, one of which is ex-

anined in detail in Section 8.4. Polygyny in such colonies may invoLve

the existence of queens in different nests throughout the colony, rather

than in one nest. Nevertheless, from the results shown in Table 8.8,

the possibility that a high proportion of red form nests contain two

or nore queens, cannot be excluded.

of course, there is no reason why the number of queens in a

nest or colony should be restricted to two. Greaves and Hughes [1974)

found one nest with four queens as well as several with two. Howevel,

with the aL|ozyme data available at the noment, only two can be detected.

It would be of considerable interest to repeat the above analysis in

populations containing no multi-nest colonies. However, by the time

nests are large enough and mature enough to contain more than one gtleen



Table 8. 8. Frequency of red form nests containing
workers of two different homozygous
genoty?es for the AmgTase 1ocus.

Exp. = expected number of such nests
calculated on the assunPtion
that every nest contains two
queens (k x N).

Obs. = observed nunber

Population

Number of
nests (N) k ExP Obs

Barossa Valley

Eyre Penin.

Arthurton

Dublin

Eudunda

Morgan

Flinders Ra.

Southeast

Upper Murray

T3

I4

19

L7

20

16

5

5

4

0.0091

0. 0s64

0.0012

0.001s

0.0370

0.1163

0.0942

0.0151

0.0223

0. 119

0.790

0.024

0. 026

0.747

1 .861

0.47L

0. 076

0. 089

0

0

0

0

0

4

I

0

0

4.r97 5
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most of them will probably have developed into rnulti-nest colonies as

well, so it nay not be possible to distinguish between polygyny at the

Level of the nest and the colony in this way. However, further inforna-

tion about the structure of snal1 and large colonies can be obtained,

as presented in the rernainder of this Chapter.
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8.5. Structure of a grouP of snall colonies of the red form,

The existence of territorial behaviour in ants has been described

on many occasions (".s., Elton, 1932; Brian, 1965; Sherba, I964i Wilson,

fg71). In Chapter 2 I described sone aspects of the behaviour of meat

ants, and in particular it was shortn that they are territorial, and that

territorial boundaries can be reocgnized by the characteristic confronta-

tion behaviour shown when ants from different terri-tories neet.

If territoriality is strictly obeyed, it should be possible to

show that the workers in neighbouring colonies sometines have different

genotypes, and that sudden changes in genotype frequencies occutî across

territorial boundaries .

The population chosen for this experiment is situated near

Belair, 10 km. from Adelaicle, and has been described in detail by Greens-

lade (L975a, 1975b). The population occupies an alea of about 200 x

200 netres, on a smal1 ridge rvith a flat plateau crest. It is boundecL

on three sides by dense vegetation in which meat ants do not build nests,

and on the fourth side by a railway cutting. It is therefore isolated

from contact with nearby populations and provides a good opportunity to

exarnine inter-nest relationships .

In January 197I, the population included 27 colonies, with a

total oî 62 nests. Of these nests, 53 were pernanently occupied, 6 tem-.

porarily occupied, and 23 aba¡rdoned. By 1973 there htele 26 occupied

nests, with the reduction caused by the combined effects of hunan inter-

ference and encroaching vegetation (Greenslade, 1975b). The disposition

of nests and colonies in 7977 is shown in Figure 8.3. The population

then contained 20 nests in 16 colonies, and there had been some re-arrange-

nent of territories and establishment of new nests, as well as the aban-

donment of old ones, since 1973.

Eight workers from each of the 20 nests were typed for Amglase



Figure 8'3

Location of nests and territories in a

population of the red form of Meat Ants'
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and the esterases . Amg, Es-7 and Es-2 did not show any polymorphisn,

but ¿'s-3 had two alIeles in this population. T'he genotypes found

among these workers are shown in Table 8.9.

Most nests contain only ns-3u8"-3u workers, including all of

the four paírs of nests from two-nest colonies. Hottever, the existence

of E's-3b in some colonies allows then to be distinguished frorn neighbour-

ing ones.

Nest 518 contained workers segregating Es-3aEs-3a : Es-3aEs-3b,

which distinguishes it from the nests in three neighbouring colonies

(Figure 8.3). Nest 526 also contains segregating workers, while the

nests in two adjacent colonies (525, and 527+ 528) contain only Es-3u8"-3"

workers. A thirrl colony adjacent to nest 526 contains only Es-3azs'3b

workers (nest 529). Nest 530 also contains only heterozygous workers,

while those in the neighbouring colonies (nests 522 + 523, and 527 + 528)

contain only Es-3u8"-3'workers. The trail connecting nests 527 and 528

is a weak one, passing through very dense undergrowth. When examined

in the field, it was not possible to decide definitely vlhether nest 528

was a satellite of 527 or 529, The øs-3 results indicate clearly that

nest 528 is exchanging workers with 527 , and not with 529.

In no case do nests connected by a trail contain workers of

different genotypes, but in several cases, nests separated by territorial

boundaries do contain workers with rnarkedly different genotype frequen-

cies. Thus, the vísual impression that these nests ale not exchanging

workers is conpletely confirmed.

The Belair population described here has colonies which contain

only one or two nests each, but the number of nests in a colony is

sometimes much more than this. The next section examines a colony at

the other extleme, containing over 80 nests, which aPPear to exchange

r.roÎkers freely.



Table 8.9. EsÈerase-3 genotypes of workers flom
nests of the red forn fron Belair.
Nests within colonies are bracketed.

Nest nurnber Es-3aEs-34 ¿'"-3t¡'r-3Þ

511

5L2

513

514

515

516

517

518

s2L

522

s23

s24

525

s26

::,1

s29

530

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

I

8

8

8

I

8

I

I

I

5

8

8

8

I

I

8

I

6

8

8

0

0
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8.4. Structure of a La e colony of the red form

Figure 8.4 is a map of a large colony of the red form, near

Morgan, South Australia. This colony is located in the southern part

of the area shown in Figure 2.5. It is bounded on the west by an area

of open pasture, and by contact with a colony of the black forn. Else-

where, its perimeter is marked by confrontation with neighbouring red form

colonies. The colony covers over ten hectares of ground, and includes

at least 86 nests. The nests range from one hole to over 200 holes each,

with nost in the range 20-40 holes. The total- number of open entrance

holes counted in November, 1976 was 1688, and the colony probably has

a population of several million individuals.

The nests are interconnected by a conplex system of trails, which

often follow the tracks rnade by sheep. Some of the trails are very con-.

spicuous and carry heavy traffic in both directions, whr'-le others are

weakly narked and difficult to trace. These trails make it obvious that

there is a considerable amount of inter-nest movernent by workers during

the day, when they are active.

Figure 8.4 includes four nests labelIed 29, 34164 and 65. These

were used to exarnine the effect of the large size of the colony, on the

territorial behaviour of its members. Between three and six workers

from each of these four nests hrere placed near each of the other nests

and the reactions of the occupants noted. Workers were also collected,

handled, and returned to their own nest. Transferring ants between

nests sometimes resulted in hostile interactions, which included several

aspects of the usual confrontation behaviour seen bethteen members of

different colonies - adoption of a stiff-legged stance, raising of the

gaster, and occasionally, physical attacks. Alternatively, the new-

comers were accepted after a brief exanination and allowed to remain,

with no sign of any hostitity. A ninority of rvorkers were lost, or



Figure 8.4. Map of a colony of the red fom of meat

ants' near Morgan, South Australia'
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fled the scene, before any reaction (or lack of it) could be observed.

The results are shown in Table 8.10.

Workers were always accepted quickly when returned to their own

nest, and those frorn nests 34r 64 and 65 were also acceptable to each

other. Ants from nest 29 were not tolerated by those fron any other

nest, and this hostility was reciprocated. Nests 34 and 29 are only 60

netres apart, but their occupants are hostile to each other both naturally

(Figure 8.4), and when artificially brought together. Ants at nests 64

and 65 accepted those from 34, but only after a thorough exarnÌnation.

These results indicate that the colony enclosed by a dashed line

in Figure 8.4 is a single unit as suggested, and that nest 29 is not

included in this unit. There also seens to be a tendency towards local

subdivision of the colony, such that the workers from widely separated

nests may not recognize each other as readily as those frorn neighbouring

nests, but larger-scale experirnents are needed to confirn this.

It was suggested in Chapter 2 that the ants in a nulti-nest

colony nix freely during the day, but return to the same nest.at night.

If this is so, and if there is a nunber of queens of varying genot)?e

scattered throughout the colony, then workers collected from a single

nest during the day and at night, would be expected to differ in geno-

type frequencies in sorne cases. Also, night collections taken from

several nests throughout the colony should be more heterogeneous in

genotype frequency, than daytine collections from tlrc sane nests. The

alternative hypothesis is that workers move freely between nests during

the day, and spend the night in whichever nest they are near at nightfall.

The colony is then a single honogeneous, unstructured unit. The workers

from a series of nests in various Parts of the colony would then be

expected to have similar aarays of genotypes, whether collected during

the day or at night. ALso, day and night collections from a single nest



Table 8.10. Reactions between workers fron four
nests of the red form of rneat ants.

- = Érilt examined with antennae and
accepted with no hostilitY;

+ = hostile interaction with raising
of gaster, 'lstiff legged'walkrt,
or physical violence

o = ant lost before any interactions
noted.

Recipient

nest

Donor nest

29 34 65 64

29

34

65

64

++++o

+o++o+

++++++

+++++o ++++++ +o++++
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r^rou1d not be expected to differ, and neither would be identifiable as

the offspring of a single queen.

These alternatives have been tested by tlr-e analysis of day and

night (2300-2400'hrs) collections from nine nests in th-is large colony,

arranged in three g1oups of three (A,B,c in Figure 8.4). The arnylase

and EsËerase-l- genotype frequencies found in workers from these nests

are shown in Table 8.11.

The data was tested for heterogeneity between'various conbinations

of collections, using ¡2. Contingency tables ranged frorn 2 x 2 for the

Es-L phenot)Tes of the day and night collections frorn a single nest, to

9 x 6, for overall heterogeneity of six phenotypes fron each of nine

nests. The results are summarized in Table 8.I2. In various tests it

was necessary to pool the rarest classes to obtain numbers large enough

for analysis, and in some cases even this was not sufficient to neet

the recommendations nade by Evritt (L977). The tests which could not

be done are indicated by a dash in the table.

Overal1, the ning nests contained workers with different alrays

of genotypes, both during the day and at night. During t]¡re day, emg

genotype frequencies were heterogeneous, but at night it was fs-l which

showed heterogeneity. Contributing to this result is strong heterogene-

ity for arng during the day within group B, and for Es-1. within group A

at night. The effect of within-gloup heterogeneity can be removed by

pooling nests within a group. The among-group tests then reveal signi-

ficant þeterogeneity for both loci at night, but only narginal hetero-

geneity for the loci considered together, in the daytine collections.

Only one of the nests (488) contained different arrays of

genotypes during the night and day, and this produced a difference between

the night and day collections in the group to which it belongs (group B).

It appears from these results that this colony contains a number



Table 8. 11. Phenotypes of workers from nine nests
within a large colony of the red form
of neat ants.
A11ele Uotation abbreviated e.9.,
a = Amga etc., + = Es-i + phenòtype,
- = Es-J, null phenotype.

N = night collections, D = day collections.

Phenotype

Nest aa+ ac+ cc+ aa^ ilC- Cc-

GROUP A

482N

482D

483N

483D

484N

484D

GROUP B

486N

486D

487N

487D

488N

48BD

GROUP C

492N

492D

495N

493D

494N

494D

5

5

J

4

6

3

3

3

L

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

5

4

4

2

0

I

5

5

8

2

0

5

0

0

0

2

J

73

5

4

6

8

8

1

8

3

3

2

5

4

0

I

1

I

0

5

1

1

1

2

1

0

2

5

4

3

1

3

0

2

I

0

1

3

3

0

6

3

6

2

3

7

5

4

3

I

1

5

4

3

5

2

0

0

5

1

1

1

2

4

7

2

0

1

0

0

0

10

1

0



Table 8.L2. Analysis of heterogeneity among the
genotype frequencies in samples fron
nine nests of the red form of meat
ants (three groups A,B, and C, each
comprising thlee nests) .

* = significant heterogeneity at the
0.05 probability 1eve1 ;** = significant heterogeneity at the
0.01 probabilitY 1evel;

- = test not done due to sna1l expectations.

Test AmgTase Esterase-l Combined

funong

Arnong

Anong

Among

Anong

Arnong

Among

Anong

nests

nests
nests

nests
nests

nests

nests
nests

- day

- night
in group

in group

in group

in group

in group

in group

A-day
A - night
B-day
B - night
C-day
C - night

9

9

3

3

3

3

3

5

**

**

*:k

**

**

**
**

*

*t(

*

***

ArnongSgroups-day
Among3groups-night **

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

Day vs

night,
night,
night,
night,
night,
night,
night,
night,
night,

nest

nest

nest

nest
nest

nest
nest

nest
nest

482

483

484

486

487

488

492

493

494

DaY vs night, Gro"P A

DaY vs night, GrouP B

Day vs night, GrouP C

*
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of queens with varying genotYPes, which produce cohorts of workers with

different genotyPe frequencies. These grouPs of workers do not apPeal' to

nix as freely as their behaviour would suggest. Differences in genotype

frequencies sornetimes occur between nests which are quite close together,

and groups of nests in widely separated parts of the colony al'so differ

in the genotype frequencies of their workers, especially at night. This

is consistent with a tendency of workers to return to their own nest at

night, but honing behaviour does not appear to be universal. Even at

night, most of the nests contain combinations of worker genotn)es which

cannot be produced by one singly-nated queen. Each nest can be visualized

as a centre from which ants diffuse outwalds, making snaller and smaller

contributions to the population of nests located at increasing distances

fron their hone nest. The amount of this outward ¡novement seems to be

nuch greater in the daytirne than at night.

The colony is therefore not an anorphous, hornogeneous unit as it

appears at first sight. Rather, it has a complex organization in which

structure is visible at several levels. These findings are consistent

with infonnation obtained frorn behavioural studies discussed in Chapter

2. A neat ant colony is characterized by a high leve1 of social organ=

ization and division of labour, despite the fact that colony structure

is very flexible, and that there are no clearly visible caste differ*

ences among workers.
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8.5. Colóny stiucture in the bluè forn

Previous sections have exa:nined various aspects of the social

behaviour of the red forrn of meat ants. Very little is known of the

colony structure of the blue forn, apart fron the infornation in Greenslade

(1970) , and in Chapter 2.

Blue form colonies containing more than one queen can be detected

by the appearance of both A*gbe^gb and e*gdergd *otk"ts, in the sane

way as for the red form (Section 8.2). The results are.shown in Table

8.13. The number of recognisable two-queen colonies is less than ex*

pected, although the sample sizes are too smal1 to state this with con-

plete confidence. The results suggest that some, but by no means all,

blue form colonies contain more than one queen.

The detailed rnap of blue form colonies presented in Figure 2.6

allows the direct examination of nests and colonies whose relationships

are known. Four colonies [marked ArBrCrD in Figure 2.6) were chosen,

and the location of nests in each was carefully rnarked during the after=

noon of Thursday 18th November, 1976. Ants were collected fron these

holes between 0600 and 0630 hrs, the next morning, before they began

to move about on the surface. The AmgTase genotypes of these workers

are shown in Table 8.14.

Colonies A, C, and D yielded almost exclusively AngbAnsb wotketr.

The only exceptions are a single heterozygous worker in nest 497 (colony

A), and three more in nest 503 (colony C) . Colony B however, shows seg-

regation among the workers from all three holes sampled. Colonies A

and B are adjacent, and have holes separated Þy less than 15 metres.

Nevertheless, their workers are inter-hosti1e, and have different Amglase

genotype frequencies. The single heterozygous worker in nest 497 could

have corne in frorn colony B, or it could indicate the existence of a

second queen sornewhere in colony A. The three heterozygotes found anong



Table 8. 15. Frequency of blue form nests containing
workers of two different homozygous geno-
types for the AmgTase locus.

Exp. = expected number of such nests cal-
culated on the assurnption that
every nest contains two queens (k x N).

Obs. = Observed nunber.

Population Number of
nests (N)

k Exp 0bs

Hallett Cove

Eyre Penin.

Flinders Ra.

Dublin

Eudunda

Morgan

Snowtown

J

9

10

t7

17

18

4

0.2077

0.1462

0. 2188

0.2133

0 .2r7 4

0 . 21B6

0. 17s4

0.623

1.316

2.188

3.626

3.696

3.935

0.702

1

0

I

1

1

I

1

16.08s 6



Table B. 14.

Nest Colony

Genot¡res of workers fron 15 nests of
the biue forn of neat ants. Colonies
A and B occupy adjacent territories,
as do colonies C and D.

Workers

amgba^gb a^gba*gd

49s

496

497

498

499

s00

501

502

505

s04

505

506

507

508

509

A

L2

L2

15

15

9

5

10

L2

L2

T2

L2

L2

L2

L2

11

B

c

D

0

0

1

0

4

I

4

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0
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60 homozygotes in colony C nay also indicate the presence of more than

one queen. The three nests naking up colony B are homogeneous in geno-

type frequencies (*1 = 4.58, 0,2>P>0.1), so it is likely that the workers

collected from these nests were all produced by a single queen.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in

this section -

a) territorial boundaries in the blue form are sometirnes marked by

sudden changes in the genotyPe frequencies of workers, as they

are in the red form;

b) a nulti-hoIe colony rnay contain only a single queen, or it nay

have more than one;

c) it follows from b) that rvorkers which developed in one hole do

not necessarily form a perrnanent attachnent to it, but nay spend

nights or longer periods in some other hole.

Obviously a Iarger scale survey of blue form colonies is needed

to confinn these findings. It would be of particular interest to sample

from colonies containing nany (say, 50) nests, as I have done with the

red form, so that the results could be compared with those from the re-

latively simple situation described here.

chapters 4 to 8 have examined a nurnber of aspects of genetic

variation in neat ants, and several different conclusions have been

reached. The arguments in each case have been basecl on findings fron

one or two loci. The next two Chapters extend this apploach,'io tÏ¡-e

sinultaneous consideration of a larger number of loci, using the para-

meters of average heterozygosity and genetic distance.
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CHAPTER 9

LEVELS OF PROTEIN POLYMORPHISM IN IIEAT ANTS AND OTFIER ORGANISMS

9. 1. PoPu lation genetics of sex linkase and arrhenotoky

Meat ants, like all other Hymenoptera, have haploid ntales and

diploid females. This system ('tarrhenotoky'r) therefore resembles

the situation for sex-linked loci in diploid organisms, and it is

possible to picture Hymenoptera as species in which every locus is

sex-Iinked. It is therefore of interest to examine theoretical studies

of the population genetics of sex-linked Ioci, to see whether their

findings can be applied to the Hymenoptera.

Haldane (1924, 1926) exanined the population genetics of

sex-linked loci under a variety of selective systems. With no selection,

the genotype frequencies in males and females were shown to converge

in an oscillatoïy manner to their equilibrium values. Selection against

a sex-linked recessive gene was found to proceed much more quickly

than for an autosomal one, because of its exposure in males every

geneïation. Haldane (1932) also showed that selection could maintain

a balanced polymorphism at a sex linked locus, and pointed out that in

nthe social Hymenoptera, all genes are sex-linked. This fact may have

accelerated their evolutiontr.

The conditions for a selectively balanced polymorphism at a

sex-linked locus were examined in more detail by Bennett C1957, 1958)

and Sprott (1957). The conclusions reached were that, unlike the auto-

somal situation, heterozygote advantage is neither necessary nor suffi='

cient for stability. In particular, selection favouring different

a1le1es in nales and females could result in ¿' balanced polymorphisn,

and selection against one a11e1e in males could offset heterozygote

advantage in fenales, and leacl to the disappearance of this allele fron
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the population. This result is also described by Mandel (1959),

Haldane and Jayakar (1964), and Kirknan C1966) .

Li (1967a,b) assignecl fitness values to the genotypes of males

and females thus:

Females Males

Genotype

Fitness

AA Aa

lll v
3I

The conditions for a stable polymorphisn derived by Li and earli.er

authors can then be summarized as

aa

W
3

wz

A

V

a

I

vtwt t<wz ¡v, + Vr) V-I\I-55

If these conditions apply, gene frequencies inevitably converge to an

equilibriun point and remain there once it is reached (Cannings, L967;

Paln, Lg74). Stable polymorphisns can also be attained in the case of

nulriple al1eles (Cannings, 1968; NagylakirtSlZal or overlapping gen-

erations with continuous selection [Nagylaki, 1975). Ttrc conditions

for stable polymorphism at a di-a1le1ic sex linked locus have been sum-

narized more recently by Cavalli=Sforza and Bodmer (1971), Jacquard (L974) ,

and Edrvards (1977) .

The above expression for the conditions for a stable polymor=

phism at a sex linked locus requires a balance between the fitness values

of five genotypes instead of three, as in the autosomal case. At first

sight this might suggest that selectively balanced polymorphism under

sex linkage or arrhenotoky would be unlikeIy.* Indeed, several authors

have predicted that arrhenotokous insects would have significantly

reduced stores of genetic variation (e.5., I\rhite, 1954; Suomalainen,

In kangaroos, the inactiva.tion of the paternally derived X=chromosome
in females is expected to make selectively balanced polymorphism
at X-linked loci even less likely (Cooper, 1975). However, the sma11

amount of data presently available does not appear to suPport this
prediction (Cooper et a7., 1976) .

*
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L962; Askew, 1968; Slnbodchikoff and Da1y, l97L; Wilson, 1971.

Crozier [1970a) sinulated selection at sex-linked and âuto-

sonal loci by assigning fitness values to genotypes at random. Out

of 200 sets of fitnesses tried, 68 gave stable sex-ljnked polymorphisns,

comparecl with 75 for an autosomal locus, resttlts which are not signi-

ficantly different (*1 = 0.53; P = 0.5). In this simulation, sex-linked

loci did not have a substantially reduced frequency of selectively

balanced polymorphisms. The use of the randorn number generator of a

computer to assign fitness values is said to produce a sinilar result

(Crozier, 1975).

I have repeated this experiment using 10r000 sets of fitnesses

assigned by the library computer Pïogram RANF, which genelates randon

numbers between zero and one. The result IVas 3304 stable autosomal

polynorphisms, based on the criterion that the heterozygote is superior

to both homozygotes, and 3101 sex linked polyrnorphisms, from the cri-

terion of Li (1967). This result is very sinilar to that of Crozier

(1970a), but the larger number of trials allows the difference to be-

come statistically significant (*1 = 9.47).

It rnay be unrealistic to al1ow the fitness of genotypes to

vary from zeto to one in this way, since in real situations, large

selective differences are probably uncommon. Therefore, I have examined

the effect of varying the range of fitness values, by setting the upper

linit of fitness at one, and varying the loler linit between zero and

0.g. Marripulation of the range of the ranclom nunber sequence has been

done in ttvo ways. fn the first instance, anY number lower than the

required lower linit of fitness hras sinply discarded, and another num-

ber usecl, uqtil 10,000 sets of numbers in the required lange had been

found. Figure 9.1 shows the result. Raising the lower limit of fit-

ness does not have a clear effect on the number of autosomal polymor-

phisms, but causes a decline in the number of X-tinked polymorphisns.



Figure 9. 1.

Relationship between frequency of polymorphism and fitness
range, based on sequences of randorn fitness values.

Fitness values chosen at randon, and truncated to fit into
the required range from x to one.

lower linit of fitness.
number of polyrnorphisms successfully established
from a sanple of 10,000.
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X- linked polynorphisms.
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However, selection of randont nurnbers in this t¡¡ay means that the result

for each fitness range is based on a different set of random values.

The irregularities in the lines in Figure 9.1 can be attributed to chance

differences between these different sets of fitnesses. This effect

can be removed by using a single series of randon numbers for each

fitness range. If the lov¡er l"init of fitness required is D, and F

is a random number betrveen zero and one, then W = I - FCl -. D) is a

random number between D and one. A single series of randon numbers

can then be compressed into the range from D to one, for varying

values of D. The nunber of autosomal polymorphisns produced by fitnesses

chosen in this way is constant as D changes, by tlrc number of X-linked

polymorphisns declines steadily [Figure 9.2) .

Thus, if there is a real reduction in the frequency of sel=

ectively balanced polyrnorphisns for sex-linked loci, then this reduction

nay increase in magnitude as the range of fitnesses narrolvs.

However, this simulation, like that of crozierts (I970a),

assigns fitnesses to genotypes in males and females independently.

Hartl (1971) chose an alternative assunption, that the fitness of a

honozygous female is the same as that of the corresponding hemizygous

male(inLitssymbolj-snl{r=VrandWr=Vr).Hisfin<lingwasthat

there would be "fewer polymorphisns naintained by overdorninance in a

nale haploid population than in a comparable diplodiploid populationrt.

He also showed that if a beneficial nutation appeared, selection in

favour of it would be very strong, and substitution would take place

faster than in a diploid species (Hartl, 1971, 1972). This i.s in

agreement with the earlier findings of Haldane (1932).

The general question arises then, of how the fitnesses of

genotypes in males and females are relatedrif at all, and specifically,

to what extent loci are sex linited in their effects on fitness.

Manl' s¡ the authors previously cited agree that loci which



Figure 9.2.

Relationship between frequency of polymorphisn and fitness
Tange, based on sequences of randorn fitness values.

Fitness values chosen at random and conpressed to fit into
the required range from x to one.

lower linit of fitness.
number of polymorphisns successfully established
from a sanple of 10,000.
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affect only females r,¿i11 al1ow selectively balancecl pol¡'rnorphism more

often than those rvhich are not sex-'linited ( e.9., White, 1954; Crozier,

1970a; lalilson, 1971). The X*chromosome of Drosophí7a melanogaster has

been shown to carry lethal and deleterious genes which are lirnited in

thei-r effect to females (Kerr and Kerr , 1952; Drescher, 1964) ' However,

this result, as for all the infornation derived fron sex-linked loci,

must be interpreted with caution. The mathematical treatment of seL-'

ection in an arrhenotokous organisn nay be the sane as for sex:linkage,

but in terns of regulation and physiology, the results.nay be very

different (Crozier, 1970a).

The degree of sex-linitation of deleterious genes has been

measured in some species of Hymenoptera, and has been found to be con=

siderable (".5., Kerr, I9761 Crozier 1975, 1976b). However, the assump=

tion of Hartl (1971) that the fitnesses of genot¡pes in males and fe*

males are cornpletely correlated, and that of Crozier (1975) that tlrey

are completely independent, are both extreme views. If a large nurnber

of loci are considered, most will probably be found to lie between these

extremes. Even if there is a proportion of loci which are sex-.limited

this need not have a narked effect on the genetic load experienced by

a species (Crozier, I976a).

To summarize, if there is a reduction in the leve1 of polymor-

phism in Hymenoptera, the amount of this reduction will depend not

only on the formulae derived from the theory of sex linkage, but also

on the extent of sex limitation, the relationships between the fitnesses

of males and females, and the lange in which fitness values 1ie. It

is also worth remembering that types of selection other than heterozy='

gous aclvantagersuch as density or frequency dependent selection, can

act to naintain polymorphislns in haplodiploids as they can in other

organisms (Crozier, I970a). Selection at the colony 1evel rnay also

contribute to maintaining genetic variation in social Hymenoptera under
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some circumstances (Crozier and Consul, L974, 1976). Equilibrium

between mutation and selection is also possible, and the gene fre_quen-

cies resulting fron this process have been derived by Nagylaki (1977b),

While the importance of these factors remains unknown it is

not possible to make clear predictions about the levels of genetic

variation to be expected in Hymenoptera. It is clear tlr-oughrthat nore

factual data are needed, concerning both the levels of variation actu*

ally found, and the nature and functioning of sex linitation. The

remainder of this chapter examines the first of these areas. :
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9 ,2. Let¡el-s of rotein 1 hisn in meat ants.

The amount of polymorphisn at protein and enz,yme loci was

measurecl in four populations of neat ants. The populations used were

those of the red, black, and blue forns from Morgan, and the red form

fron Arthu1t-on (see Chapter 3 for details). The frequencies of alleles

at 15 loci were calculated, ancl are Plesented in Table 9.1. Details

of the loci used and the phenotypes involved have been described pre=

viously.

The sample sizes shown for the nurnber of alleles sanpled per

locus have been derived from three tirnes tlrc nuntber of nests, based

on the assunption of one singly nated queen per nest. Evidence from

several Sources shows that this rnay be incorrect in some cases, and

that sone nests contain more than one queen. Therefore, the sample

sizes shown are probably underestirnates of the number of genes actually

invotved. A sample of 45 genes gives at least a 90% probability of

detecting an a1lele whose frequency is 0.05 (Mather, 1957). Therefore,

if a 1ow level of genetic variation is observed in these data, it

cannot be attributed in a majol way to the use of samples with a mini='

mum size of 45. Furthermole, the number of workers sampled per nest

in these populations has a minimum of seven and a mean of 9.5, so there

is little chance that segregating nests have been mis=classified as

nonomorphi.c.

Twelve of the 15 loci do not show variation in any nest in

these populations, and the loci which do vary ate Esterâsê=-l. , Estetase-2

and AmgTase. Within each population, either'one 01' two loci are poly-'

norphic, giving a proportion of polymorphic loci of 0.067 or 0.133,

with a weighted mean of 0.118. The criterion usually used to decide

whether a locus is I'polymorphic'r is that the nost common allele has

a frequency of less than 0.99. Thus, in samples such as these, with

less than 100 genes, ãnY genetic variation at a71 is counted as a



Table 9.1. Allele frerluencies and leve1s of
genetic variation in four PoPula-
tions of meat ants.

Locality and colour forrn

A1 le le Morgan
Red

Morgan
Black

Morgan
Blue

Arthurton
Red

soda

Gdha

Mea

1.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.924

0. 076

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0 .330

0.670

1.0

0.0

0.s09

0.0

0.49r
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
'1. 0

1.0

0.625

0.37s

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0. 982

0.018

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Mdh-l-a

Mdh-24
a

Lap

Ldha

Es-7o
+

ES-]

Es-20
+

Es-2
a

Es-3
_a
Amg

b
Ang

Amgc
d

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.833

0.t67
0.0

1.0

1.0

0.233

0.0

0.767

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Amg

P-7
a

P-24

c6pda

Aoa

Nunber of genes
sanpled per locus 4B 4s 51

o.067 0. 133

0 .0424 0. 0094 0.0628

Proportion of loci 0.1S3poLyrnorphic

Average heterozygg*
sity per locus (H)

S.E. of É

57

0. 133

0.0356

0. 0298 0. 0096 0.0437 0.0317
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polynorphisrn.

' 'fhe average proportion of loci at rr¡hich an individual queen

is heterozygcus tÈ) in each population ranges fron 0.0094 to 0.0628'

with a weighted mean of 0.0377. These arîe exPected levels of hetero--

zygosity - observed values cannot be obtained since heterozygotes for

Es-l and Es-2 ca not be detected. Also, it is assumed that gene fre=

quencies in males and females are equal , and nales obviousl¡ cannot

be heterozygous. Nevertheless, it is clear that on aveTage a female

meat ant is likely to be heterozygous at approximately.0.03B of the

loci producing the enzymes and proteins examined. This leveI of heter-

ozygosity is substantially lower than that corunonly found in insects

(see Section 9.3¡) .

Apart from the average level of heterozygosity across 1oci,

it is also possible to conpute the frequency of heterozygotes for each

locus considered separately. With trvo a1leles, this obviously has a

naximum of 0.5. The frequency distribution of single locus hetero-'

zygote frequencies in meat ants is shorvn in Figure 9.3, for all four

populations pooled. lvlost loci have almost zero heterozygosity, and

a smalI ninority approach 0.5. This is very similal to the result in

humans , Mus, and DrosopltiTa, and also to the distribution predicted

by the neutral alIele model (Nei ef a7., L976; and included references).

The figure also shows the commonly observed secondary peak near 0.5.

This could result from the pooling of loci which have varying nunbers

of alleles (Elens and Gillespie, 1974; Stewart, L976), although none

of the meat ant populations considered here have rnore than two alleles

at any locus.

Conparison of the distribution of single locus heterozygosity

in meat ants with those of other species reveals only one conspicuous

difference. The frequency of loci which have 1itt1e or no tr-eterozygosity
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is much higher = 0.9, compared with 0.75 or less in the other olgârts

isms considered by Nei et a7., (1976). This is another aspect of the

low overall level of heterozygosity found in neat ants.

The next section exarnines the results of other surveys of

genetic variation in Hymenoptera, and compares their findings with the

data obtained from meat ants.
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9.3. Levels of protein Po1 sm in other Hym enoptera.

It has been known for some tine that species of Hymenoptela

can show genetic variation. Indeed, several species have come to be

used routinely in genetical research. The honeybee apÏ.s mellifera }^as

been investigated genetically for many )-ears, and a large number: of

mutant genês affecting rnorphologf, disease resistance and behaviour

are known (reviewed by Kerr , 1974; Rothenbuhler, 1975). Ttvo parasitoid

species , Habrobracon jugTandis and InIormìonefLa vitripennis are also

the subjects of an extensive literature on geneti'c variation (revietved

by Cassidy, 1975). Less is known about other species, but genetic

variation has been reported in Aphgtis mgtìTaspidus fRössIer and DeBach,

1975), and a number of other species fsee Crozier, 1968b). Also¡ SêV-

eral chromosonal polymorphisms are known, effecting bottl th-e nunber

of chromosomes and their morphology (reviewed by Crozier, 1975).

The arrhenotokous nites Tetrangchus urticae and r. pacificus

have also been the subjects of genetical research, and genetic varia-

tion is known in morphology, pesticide resistance, and photoperiod

response (Boudreaux, 1963; Ilelle, 1968; Ballantyne, 1969).

Allozyne polymorphisms have also been reported in a va::iety

of species of Hyrnenoptera [see previous Chapters). Crozier (1970a)

noted that quantitative estimates of the anounts of genetic variation

in Hymenoptera had not been made. Since that tine, several independent

investigators have examined this question.

Snyder (1974) studied three species of bees which vary in their

levels of social behaviour, FIe surveyed 24 Loci ín r.asigTossum zephgrum,

13 in AugochTora pura, and L2 in Bombus amerìcanorum, without finding

any genetic variation at all. The selection of enzymes used included

severalpepcidasesandesterases'enz}¡meswhiclrcorunonlyvaryinother

organisrns, and the collections used range from 20 to 130 females. The

lack of any genetic variation at all in these enzymes is perhaps
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surprising, but the conclusion seems clear that these three species

appear to have very 1ow 1evels of enzyme polyrnorphism.

Brückner (1974) also failed to find any variation at three loci

in the honeybee (referred to as epis meTTifica). A total of 14 hives

hreïe examined, including four subspecies. These snal1 sanple sizes

reduce the probability of finding variation, and it is interesting to

note that Brückner found rrEsteraserr to be nononorphic, while Mestriner

(1969; Mestriner and Contel, 1972) reported a clearly resolved esterase

polyrnorphism. This difference nay be a real one, since the iúves studied

cane frorn Gerrnany and Brazil respectively, or as suggested by Hung and

Vinson (Ig77b), it could reflect differences in electrophoretic techniques.

The work of Panilo et a7., (1975) in the Formica rufa group of

ants also suffers from smal1 sanple sizes. The ¡naximum number of nests

examined for any locus was nine, for Mdh in F. poTgctena, and much of

the data was based on just one nest per species. Thus, it is not sur-

prising that little variation was found. For the o-Gpdä locus in F.

Iugubris, 58 workers and two queens were sampled from four nests. One

nest contaj.ned only one heterozygous worker out of 46 tested. Panilo

et at. apparently interpret this as the existence of a rare allele with

a frequency of 0.0085 (frorn l/I20). The existence of rare heterozygotes

within a nest is surprising, and the problems of estimation gene fre-

quencies directly from tvorkers have been pointed out previously. The

result fot Udh in ¡'. exsecta is also surprising - in one nest, the

workers typed apparently included 21 identical homozygotes, one differing

honozygote and two heterozygotes. These results nay be an indication

of polygyny, since Panilo et a7. state that sone species in this group

may have up to several hundred queens per nest, These problerns make it

difficult to assess whether the apparent lack of variation reported by

pamilo et aL. is a general phenornenon in Form'ìcarbut their results are
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consistent with the suggestion that the 1evel of genetic variation in

these species may be low.

tr{etcalf et a7. (1975) surveyed large samples of seven species of

solitary bees and wasps for aIle1ic variation at I2-I9 loci. Many of

these loci showed allelic variation in otìe or more species, and the pro-

portion of loci that were polymorphic ranged from 0.15 to 0,37 per species

(mean = 0.266). The 1evel of heterozygosity ranged from 0.03B to 0.078,

with a mean of 0.061. These figures were found to be significantly lower

than the corresponding values in a range of diploid species.

Similar observations have been rnade in seven species of solitary

and social wasps in the genera MegachiTe, Nomia, opius, and Pol-ístes

(Lester, as cited by Selander, L976; Lester and Selander, 1977). The

mean number of loci surveyed per species was 15, and the mean proportion

of loci heterozygous per individual was 0.062. One of these species,

Polistes apachus, has the highest leve1 of heterozygosity yet recorded

for a Hyntenoptera species, 0,II2. This appears to have been caused by

human interference with its habitat, and by introgression of genes from

P. beTlicosus by hybridization.

P. S. Ward (pers. comn.) has surveyed 22 protein and enzyme loci

in three species of Australian ants of the Rhgtidoponera impressa group,

and found an average 1evel of heterozygosity of approxinately 0.035J0.030.

This figure is based on six populâtions of R. chalgbaea, two of R. cgrus,

and one of an unnarned species. The 1evel of heterozygosity in Rligtidoponera

is therefore remarkably similar to that in neat ants.

The results of all these studies are sumrnarized in Table 9.2.

Excluding Polistes apachus, and excluding studies of less than ten 1oci,

the data includes 22 species, which have an unweighted nean heterozygosity

of 0.044!0.022 (counting the three colour forms of neat ants as separate

species) .



TabIe 9.2 Levels of heterozygosity observed in
Hynenoptera. References:- | =

Metcalf et a7., 1975; 2 = Lester and

Selander, lg77i 3 = SnYder, I974i 4 =

Brückner, 1974; 5 = Panilo et a7.,
1975i 6 = this studY; 7 = P-S. Ward,

PelS . Colnm.

Type of
species

no. of
loci fr t s.E. RefSpecies

Stictia carofina
ChaTgbion caLif ornícum

Sceliphron caementarium

ScoTia dubia

Trgpargí7um poTitum

Nomia heteropoda

Savastra obLíqua

Opius juglandìs
Megachile pacifica
Nomia mefandeti

Polistes annul-arìs

PoLìstes apachus

PoTistes befTicosus

Pol-istes excTamans

Lasioglossum zephgrum

AugochTora pura

Bombus ameticanorum

Apis me77ífera

Formica (8 species)

Itidomgrmex purpureus

Red forrn

Blue form

Black forn
Rhgti,doponera chal-gbaea

Rhgtidoponeta cgtus

Rhgtidoponera sp.

Solitary wasp

Solitary wasp

Solitary tniasp

Solitary wasp

Solitary wasp

Solitary bee

Solitary bee

Solitary wasp

Solitary wasp

Solitary bee

Social wasp

Social wasp

Social wasp

Social wasp

Social bee

Solitary bee

Social bee

Social bee

Ants

0 . 0561o .029

0.073 r0. 036

0.07810.055

0.05110.032

0.059r0. 028

0. 070r0. 048

0.038r0.021

0.04510.006

0. 03310.011

0.04110.010

0.05710.011

0. I 12t0. 021

0. 07110.025

0.061r0.012

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

low?

0 . 03910. 051

0. 06410. 044

0. 0I010. 010

0.03110. 035

0.04æ0.024

0. 03610.024

L7

16

t2

15

19

15

16

13

14= 19

15

15

13

15

16

24

I3

I2
3

5-9

1

I
1

1

I
I
1

2

2

2

)

2

2

2

3

3

J

4

5

Ant

Ant

Ant

Ant

Ant

Ant

15

15

15

22

22

22

6

6

6

7

7

7
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A large body of data from sutveys of other organisms is now

available, and has recently been reviewed by Lewontin (1974), Nei

(1975), Powell (1975) and Selander (1976). Using data surnmatized by

Powell (f975), the results fron Hymenoptera are conpared with those

from other groups in Table 9.3. 0n this basis, Hynenoptera are signi-

ficantly less variable than DrosophiTa, other insects, and non-insect

invertebrates, and have a level of heterozygosity comparable to that

found in the sanple of vertebrates.



Tab1e 9.3. Conparison of levels of heterozygosity
in Hymenoptera hlith that in other
groups. The Hymeloptera data cone ftom
22 species, with H = 0.044!0.022. . (See

Table 9.2 fo-r data) .

Data for other groups fron Powell C1975).

Group
Number of

species
Ètss t Prob.

DrosopúIa

Other insects

Non-insect
invertebrates

Vertebrates

38

7

L3

7L

0. 15710.009

0.170!0 .027

0.102!0,02r

0.05010 . 004

23.00 <0. 001

<0. 001

<0. 001

LL.22

7 .76

L.27 0.2-0.4
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9.4. Discussion

An apparent clifference between tlo organisms in their leve1 of

heterozygosity may not. necessarily reflect the existence of real varia-

tion. Gillespie and Kojirna (1968) found that on avelage enz)'rnes involved

in energy production showed less genetic variation than I'tton-specificl

enzyrnes. Johnson (1g74) classified enzymes differently, and found that

trvariable substrate" enzymes lr¡ere the nost Variable, I'non regulatoryrl

enzyrnes were the l-east variable and rrregulatoryrr enzymes were intennediate'

Powell (l-975) showed that this trend occurred in alnost every group of

aninals studied. Also, the amount of variation shown by a particular

enzyme may depend on the number of subunits in an active rnolecule (l'Vard'

Ig77), or on the size of these subunits (Koehn and Eanes, 1977). The

païticular types of enzymes used in a survey of heterozygosity could

therefore have an influence on the results. Spurious differences in

heterozygosity 1evels coulcl also be produced by variations in the effi-'

ciency of electrophoresis. Johnson (1977) reviews the evidence that

variation in nobility for some enzynes nay be evident under some electro-

phoresis conditions but not others.

The surveys of Flymenoptera shown in Table 9.2 aÎe based on widel¡'

varying selections of 1oci, and sti11 give geneta1_ly consistent results'

Also, in Lesterrs surveys, the reduction in heterozygosity from DrosophiTa

to wasps was found to be distributed fairly evenly over: all loci (cited

by Selander, 1976). These observations, together with the fact that

low levels of heterozygosity in Hymenopteïa have been observed indepen-

dently at least five tines, strongly suggest that the reduction is a real

one, and does not depend heavily on the choice of enzyrnes used, or on

the visual acuity of the experimenter. If this is so, it is legitirnate

to examine some of the factors rvhich are thought to influence levels of

heterozygosity, to determine whether they can account for the low leve1
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in Hymenoptera generally, and in meat ants in particular.

Env ironmental heteroseneitv

Many theoretical and enpirical models predict an association

between environmental heterogeneity and genetic variation (revievred by

Hedrick et a1., I976). The so-ca11ed 'rniche-variationil hypothesis (Van

Val-en, 1965) states that an organisn which occupies a heterogeneous en-

vironment and has a wide ecological niche¡gains it tolerance and flexi-

bility by carrying a large number of genetic polynorphisrns. Conversely,

a species which has a narrow niche, or whose members collectively experi-

ence a narrow range of environmental conditions, has a single optirnunt

phenoty?e, and its nembers are generally honozygous for the genes contri-

buting to it. Levins (1963) considered the stability of the environment

in terms of t'environmental grainr'. If the physical environment of an

organisn is I'coarse-grainedtt, each individual experiences only a restrict-

ed range of conditions, which rnay differ considerably from that experi-

enced by another individual. This is seen as favouring genetic polymor-

phisn. In arrfine-grained" environnent, each individual experiences the

same range of conditions, and polymorphism is less likely. Theoretical

support for these ideas is provided by Gillespie (1974; Gillespie and

Langley, 1974).

The occupation of a narrow ecological niche or a very honogeneous

environmenthas been suggested as causes of low leve1s of heterozygosi.ty

in Ðrosophil-a busckii (Prakash, 1973), the nole rat SpaTax ehrenbergi

(Nevo and Shaw, 1972), and the pocket gopher Thomomgs ta7¡nides (Nevo

et aL., 1974). The leve1 of heterozygosity in four species of amphibians

is positively correlated with their levels of environmental heterogeneity

in terms of clinatic factors (Nevo, 1976), and Bufo virídis, which exp-

eriences a veïy variable environment, has a very high 1eve1 of hetero-

zygosity (Dessauer et a7., L9751, Nevo et al., 1975). Bryant (I974a,b)

also found positive correlations between the amount of genetic variation
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in a nunber of species and the tenpo::al stability of their environnents,

as measuïerl by rveather records, and DrosophiTa populations maintained

in temporally or spatially variable environrnents aPpear to naintain

moïe genetic variation than those kept in uniform ones (Powell ' I97I,

McDonald and Aya1a, 1974). Any tendency for spatial heterogeneity in

the environment to encourage genetic polymorphism, is likely to be re-

inforced if each menber of the species concerned chooses to occupy the

particular habitat where it is most fit (e.5., TayIor, 1976).

When considering marine habitats, Bretsky and Lo:ienz (1969, 1970)

suggested that a stable, predictable environment would favour reduced

levels of genetic variation. However, both the deep sea (Gooch and Schopf,

Lg72), and tropical reefs (Ayaì-a et a7., 1973; Valentine et a7., 1973;

Canrpbell et a7., f975) support organisrns which contain quite high levels

of l-reterozygositY.

Valentine (1976; Valentine and Ayala, I974, I976) considers instead

that the level of genetic variation in narine organisms is influenced

by the stability of its food supply (the "trophic resource stability

model"). A supply of food which is unpreclictable in arnount and com-.

position is thought to favouï a generalized'ra11 purpose" genotype, and

a reduced 1eve1 of heterozygosíty. This hypothesis seems to be supported

by results fron a large nurnber of marine organisms.

Ho¡ever, like nost nodels seeking to relate environrnental and

genetic heterogeneity, this suggestion is difficult to test. Even when

an attenpt is nade to ide¡rtify and measure the environmental features

thought relevant to an organism, their relationship to genetic variation

may be inconclusive (e.5., Sabath, I974). Also, it nay be unrealistic

to expect different species to respond to environmental heterogeneity

in the same way. Hedrick et a7., (1976) reach the inevitable conclusion

that although many hypotheses predict a correlation betrveen leve1s of

genetic and environmental heterogeneity, there is 1ittle or no unequivocal
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evidence with which to assess thei:: relative lnerits.

The uncertainties involved in the testing of these nodels make

it difficult to know how to apply then to meat ants. The red form of

Itidomgrmex purpureus was shown in Chapter 2 to be ecologically very

getetalized and omnivorous, and there is no reason to suppose that the

other colour forms are any less so. Horvever, they live under:ground, and

their nests provide sone protection from fluctuations in the external

environment (Ettershank, I97L). The stability of both the subterranean

habitat (Nevo , 1976) and conditions in a nest or hive (Brückner, 1974;

Snyder, Ig74) have been suggested as favouring reduced genetic variation.

A1so, during the lifetine of a single meat ant queen, many varía-

tions will occur in the environrnent around the nest, including seasonal

and long term changes ín climate, vegetation, and the abundance of other

species of aninals. Thus, the optimum'lstrategy" may be to produce wor-

kers with a uniform "al1 purposerrgenotype, capable of exploiting all

aspects of this temporally changing environment. Thus, at least tIVo

different forces could act together to produce a low leve1 of genetic

variation in meat ants, through a relationship with environrnental hetero-

geneity, although the diversity of models available makes it almost

inevitable that some of them will be relevant to any particular situation.

Mobility and size

Selander and Kaufman (1973) argue that a large anirnal (such as

a vertebrate) is likely to be more ntobile than a small one ( such as an

insect), and therefore more 1ikely to experience its environment as

fine grained. A single optimal genotype is therefore favoured. The

relatively coaïse-grained environment of a smal1, less nobile animal

is considered to favour genetic polyrnorphism. Reinforcing this effect

is size itself. A large animal has more ability to achieve physiological

homeostasis than a sma11 one, and this buffering of environmental fluc-
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tuations nay recluce the level of heterozygosity. Horqever, others (u.g-,

Johnson, lg74) would algue that this homeosta.sis is itself partly

achieved by heterozygosity, so the argument is not completely unambiguous.

Selander and Kaufmanrs (1973) argument seems to be supported by

the general trencls in the large bocly of data which they present. Despite

this, the figures presented by Powel1 (1975) reveal that species rvithin

the single genus DrosophiTa have heterozygosity values ranging fron 0.044

to 0.242 - a range greater than that for all verteblates (0 - 0.135).

This shows that there are factors effecting heterozygosity at the indi-

vidual species 1evel, lvhich may be at least as inportant as any forces

associated r^rith size or rnobility on a nore general sca1e.

Individually, meat ants are not large. However, it seems likely

that the unit of selection in social insects is the colony, which in

sone l^rays resenbles a much larger aninal, with some ability to achieve

homeostasis of conditions within the nest. Large size, in terms of the

colony unit, is only achieved at the expense of nobility, so the coÎIe-

lation between these two factors in Hymenoptera becomes a negative one.

This argues against the usefulness of the Selander/Kauflnan hypothesis

in accounting for the low levels of genetic variation in these organisms.

Age of species

Soulé and others have also found results which are inconsistent

with Van Valents (1965) niche-variation hypothesis. The types of varia=

tion studied include norphological variation in birds (Soulé and Stetvart,

1970) and lizards (Soulé , lg72), and electrophoretic variation in lizards

(Soulé and yang , lg73) and fish (Sornero and Soulé, 1974). These results

forn the basis of the I'tine-divelgencetf hypothesis (reviewed by

soulé, L976).

Accordi¡g to this hypothesisrwhen a species is first fonned, or

first colonises a new island, it is subject to strong directional selection,
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which erodes genetic variati.on. Later, when the species or populat,ion

faces competition from an increasing number of other species, and when

a. stable connunity is developed, stabilizing selection becomes impor:tant.

This acts rnainly through the accurnulation of heterotic polynorphisms.

The main precliction from this hypothesis is that species r^rhich have

occupied ecologically stable, diverse habitats for long periods of tine,

and rvhich have large population sizes, should contain high 1evels of

genetic varíation. This model therefore agrees with the trophic resource

stability rnodel of Valentine (1976), in predicting high 1evels of varia-

tion in deep sea animals.

The main problern with this hypothesis is that it refers to nany

variables which are very difficult to measure, such as population size,

evolutionary time, and ecological parameters. It will therefore be ve::y

difficult to test, as Soul6 hinself admits. Meat ants seen to fit the

requirements of a slow1y evolving, o1d lineage, with Iarge population

size, b'ut they do not have the expected high level of polymorphism.

Population size

It is generally agreed that populations containing very few incli-

viduals, or which have recently passed through a severe bottle-neck, lose

variation through the randon process of genetic drift. These effects

have been reported in a variety of organisms - for exanple lizards (l{ebster

et a7., Ig72; Gorman et a7.,1975), rodents (Selander et a7.,197I, 1974)'

insects (Prakash, 1972; Saura et aI., 1973) and seals (Bonnell and

Selander , L974).

When this argument is extended to a general correlation between

populations size and heterozygosíty, it becomes much less convincing,

since population sizes can rarely be measured accurately, especially

when they are large. Soulé (1976) presents evidence that such a corre-

lation exists, with estimates of populations size based on little more

than guesswork. The correlation he observes is aided considerably by
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a selies of populations with N"-<10\ and H<0.07. These results all cone

from vertebrates, which may have low leve1s of variation for reasons

other than low population size, as discussed earlier.

Estimation of effective population size in HymenoPtera is influ-

enced by the fact that males are haploíd. tVilson (1963) and Brian (1965)

present expressíons rvhich c1o not take this into account, ancl which reduce

to N = 2x the number of colonies, if each contains one singly mated
e

queen. Wright (1969) gives the correct expression for effective popula-

tion size at a sex linked locus as

9 NN
m

4N + 2N^mr

wlrere N and N - aTe the numbers of males and fenales resPectively. Ifmr
N = N^ = N this reduces to N^ = 1.5N, or in the case of social llynenop--'m -'t - e

tera, 1.5x the number of colonies. In this idealized situation, N" for

a species of Hymenppteïa ís 3/ 4 that for an equally abundant diploid

species, which rnay be seen as indicating a lower level of heterozygosity.

However:, there are several reasons why this conclusion rnay be rnisleading.

Many species of Hyrnenoptera have very biassed sex ratios (Hanrilton, 1967),

ancl under some circumstances this may cause N"to actually be Tatget fot

a haplodiploid species than for a diploid one (Crozier, 1976b). Also,

many species of Hymenoptera contain partially or completely sterile

worker castes, as well as sholing inbreeding and parthenogenesis.

Even if a simple relationship betrveen N" and È is accepted this

does not necessarily account for 1ow heterozygosity in Hynenoptera. To

do this, it is necessary to demonstrate a lorver average N" in the Hymen-

optera species surveyed, than in the other organisms considered in Table

g.3. The three species of meat ants describecl here a1l cover extensive

areas of Australia, and often reach high densities, so they cannot be

said to have 1ow N"tt. Nor is it likely that they have all passed

f
N

e
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tllrough a recent populatiotr bottleneck.

All of the forces discussed here as having an influence on

levels of genetic variation have been invoked as t'explanationstr of ob-

served results with sone success in sone circunstances, and a number of

them may have some relevance to meat ants. ' Other factors, Such as

neat antsr large populations size and broad ecological niche' appear to

predict just the opposite of the observed low level of heterozygosity.

This problem appears even more acute when all the 22 specíes in Table

g.2 are considered together. These species are -sufficiently diverse in

ecology, degree of social behaviour, longevity, population size, and

many other pal.aneters, that to seek a single ecological explanation for

low heterozygosity in all of them is doorned to failure. This approach

also overlooks the one fundamental feature whic.h they do all have in

conmon - that is, haplodiPloidY.

It was shown in Section 9.1 that the theory of selection at

sex-linked loci lnay suggest a lower level of heterozygosity for such loci

than for autosomal ones, although the extent of this reduction canlÌot

be accurately predicted. This argunent, as well as the preceding ecolo*

gical ones, assurnes that the type of variation being discussed is selec=

tively naintained. It has been suggested that this is not so, and that

nuch of the variation detected by ge1 electrophoresis is selectively

neutral (u.s., Kimura, 1968).

Effect of haplodiploidv on neutral a11el es

The effect of haplodiploidy on the behaviour of neutral genes

has been exanined by Lester and Selander (L977). In Particular, they

ri¡ere concerned with Kinurars (1962) formula for the probability of fix=

ation of a lnutant gene. 'fhey found that a ner{ mutant gene r^ra.s 1/3 more

likely to achieve fixation in a haplodiploid population than in a diploic{
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oue containing the same number of individuals, attd would talte fewer:

generations to do so. Both of these effects would reduce the anount

of polymorphism for neutral alleles in haplodiploids, although the dif-

ferences they found can largely be ascribed to the reduction in N"r

rather than to haplodiploidy per se.

The fontrulas used in this analysis, like most of the neutral

mutation theory , aTe based on a series of simplifying assumptions. In

particular, no distinction is made bettveen rnales and fernales, and this

nay have a substantial effect on the results. In haplodiploidy a gene

is more 1ike1y to have different frequencies in males and females, sex

linitation may nake it neutral in one sex and not the other, and a gene

nay be recessive in females while haploidy allows its irunediate expression

in ma.les. Until these features can be incorporated into the theory, it

is difficult to see how it can be used as a basis for firn predictions.

Lester and Selander (1977) also suggest that haplodiploidy nay

have effects on the heterozygosity of neutral loci, which are nediated

by its effects on linkage. Haploidy in males means that their genome

acts as a single linkage group , and the sperm produced by an individual

is genetically cornpletely uniform. This restriction on recombination

and segregation nay effect the behaviour of loci, both neutral and other-

wise, in a nunber of v/ays.

In particular, the tight linkage of the genome nay contribute

to a high leve1 of linkage disequilibriun in arrhenotokous species, as

is found in organisms which use other types of parthenogenetic reproduction

(Nei, 1975). The disequilibriun nay be produced by selective or epistatic

interactions between loci, population bottlenecks, ol PoPulation admixture

(Charlesworth ancl Charlesworth, I973; Zouros and Krimbas, 1973; Thomson,

Ig77), but whatever its cause, its rate of decay is like1y to be very

slow in a species where re-assortment of genes occurs in only one sex.
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Bennett and Oertel (1965,; Bennett, 1963) have shown that the approach

to linkage equilibrium for two sex linked loci nay take approxinately

1.5 times as long as that for two equally distant autosomal loci.

When an advantageous gene appears and progressively replaces

its existing allele, changes occur in the frequenc¡ of alleles at linked

Ioci. The ultimate fixation of this favoured gene will cause a reduction

in heterozygosity in the region of chromosone surrounding it, with the

extent of this reduction depending on the distance fron the selected

locus (lr{aynard Smith and Haigh, 1974). The importance of this phenornenon

in reducing aveïage heterozygosity will depend orr the population size

and the selective advantage of the new allele (Ohta and Kimura, 1975;

Haigh and lvlaynard Snith, 1976), but there seens little doubt that reduced

recombination will enhance its effect. A1so, the rate of al1elic substi-

tution is accelerated by haplodiploidy, so this type of transient pol¡=

morphism (neutral or otherwise) will exist for a shorter ti.me.

Another phenomenon influenced by linltage is so-ca.l1ed rrassoci=

ative overdominancefr (Frydenberg, 1963). This refers to aPpalent over-

dominance at an unselected locus, caused by linkage disequilibrium with

a neatby, genuinely heterotic 1ocus. A few heterotic loci scattered

through the genome may be able to retard the fixation of alleles at other

loci, especially in sma11 populations (e.s., Ohta and Kimura, 1970, I97I;

Thomson, I977). Thus associative overdominance may contribute to the

maintenance of heterozygosity, and to the evenness of gene frequencies

across a speciesr range (Ohta, 1973). The opportunity for this process

to act in lJynenoptera is restricted, both by the fact that heterosis can

only rnanifest itself in females, and because selectively maintained poly-.

norphisms may occur less often than in diploid species (Section 9.1)'

Thus associative overdominance may ¡1lake a smaller contribution to hetero-

zygosity in haplodiploid species than in others (Lester and Selander,
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Lg77). Nevertheless, the conbination of linkage disequilibrium and asso-

ciative overdoninance in experintental DtosophiTa populations can produce

conplex changes in the frequencies of sex linked genes, and lead to the

short or long-ternt persist.ence of polymorphisrns (Hedrick, 1976; Barker,

lg77), Tl'rerefore the action of these forces in Hyrnenoptera can not be

ruled out completely, although they have yet to be directly denonstrated.

0verview

Metcalf et aI. (1975) interpreted low leveIs of heterozygosity'

in H1'nenoptera to mean that nuch of the enzyme variation observed in nat=

ural populations is "selectively not neutïa1rr. However, th,e foregoing

discussion suggests that haplodiploids should have reduced heterozygosity'

at loci which are selectively neutral as well as those which are not.

The ffexplanationrr for a low 1eve1 of Treterozygosity in an indi*

vidual species of Hymenoptera is probably best sought in a combination

of sevcr:al forces. The effects of haplodiploidy on neutral or nearly

neutral loci rnust be considered, as well as the reduced probability of

selectively balanced polynorphism. The universal nature of the reduction

in heterozygosity in these species argues strongly that these general

factors are of considerable inportance. Holever, for individual species,

they must be viewed in the light of other forces, such as environrnental

heterogeneity, inbreeding, and population size, if an understanding of

the results is to be aPProached.
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CF{APTER 1O

GENETIC DTSTANCES AND EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSFIIPS

10.1. Multilocus studies of isozyme data

In Chapters 4-6 I used the differences in al1e1e frequency at

particular loci as evidence of reproductive isolation between colour

forms of neat ants. However, conclusions regarding reproductive isolation

and evolutionary relationships are nost reliable when tïrey are based on

evidence frorn the largest possible proportion of the genome. Therefore,

the use of isozyrnes in systenatics conmonly involves the collection of

gene frequency data fron 20-25 loci in a series of natural populations

(reviewed by Avise, 1974). These results nay then be sumrnarized in

terms of a single measure of genetic distance (or sinilarity) between

each pair of populations.

Measures of genetic distance and similarity have been calculated

in a variety of different ways by different authors (".s., CavaLli-Sforza

and Eclwa,".'ds, 7967; Balakrishnan and Sanghvi, 1968; Hedrick,I9Tl; Nei,

797L, 1972; Rogers, 7972). Several of these measures have been found

to be highly correlated with each other, especially when very closely

related taxa are considered (u.s., Rogers , L972; Avise, 1974; Hedrick,

1975). The najor conclusions derived from examination of genetic dis-

tances are therefore unlikely to be seriously effected by a change fron

one distance measure to another.

Whichever distance measure is used, the data ernployed is ultinate-

1y derived from the electrophoretic mobility of proteins. This data is

therefore subject to a nurnber of uncertainties, introduced by convergent

evolution, undetectable gene substitutions, and difficulties in the scor-

ing of gels (Avise, 1974). Nevertheless, genetic distance neasures pro-

vide a very valuable means of sununarizing gene frequency data, whether

derived from electrophoresis or some other techniclue. The next section

deals with the application of one such distance measure to isozyme data

in neat ants.
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70.2. Genetic distances between meat ant populations

Table 10.1 shorvs the frequencies of alleles at 15 loci in nine

populations of meat ants, including five colour forms. Sorne of this

data has previously been presentecl in Chapters 4;5,6 and 9, but a con-

plete sunmary is tabulated here for the first tine. The gene frequencies

are shown in the Table to two decimal places, but four were used in the

calculation of genetic distances.

The distance measure used was D, of Nei (197I, 1972), since thi.s

is the measure which is most commonly used, and for which the largest

amount of conparative data has been assembled, fron a wide variety of

organisms. If x. and yi are the frequency of allele i in populations

X and Y respectively, then the identity of the two populations at a par-

ticular locus is given by

f = jxY/qÇ
in which j*, = XxlIi ; jx = X*i ; jy - Iyî.

When a number of loci, both polymorphic and monomorphic, are considerecl

together, the mean values of jXy, j¡, and j, are used. The distauce be-

tv¡een the populations is then

D = -1og"I.

The value of D, and its standard error, for each pair of popula-

tions, is shown in Table I0.2. The srnallest distance found between any

pair of populations is that between the Eyre Peninsula yellow forn arLd

Morgan black forn. The distance between these is less than 0.001. The

largest distance is 0.131, between the Eyre Peninsula black form and the

Morgan blue forn populations.

The standard errors of the genetic distances shown in Table 10.2

often approach the values of the distances themselves, alrd in several

cases , are narginally greater. Contributing to these relatively large

standard errors, are the fact that the distances are ver)' small, and that

(1)



Table 10. 1. Frec¡uencies of 2I alleles at 15 loci in nine
populations of neat ants. M - lt'lorgan, EP =

Eyre Peninsula, AR = Arthurton; P = red form,
V = black form, B = blue folnt, SP = small purple
forrn, y = yellow form; N = average number of
genes sarnpled per locus in each population.

M-P M-V M-B EP-P EP-V EP-B EP-SP EP-Y AR-P

soda

b
Me

cdha

Me
a

Mdh-La

r4dh-24

1".00

1. 00

1. 00

0. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

0. 83

0.L7

0. 00

1.. 00

1. 00

0.23

0.00

0.77

0. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1 .00

1.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

1. 00

1.00

0.92

0. 08

0. 00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1. 00

0. 00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1. 00

1 .00

1. 00

1.00

0 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0. 00

0.33

0.67

1.00

0. 00

0.51

0. 00

0. 49

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1. 00

0. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

1.00

0.97

0. 03

0.00

1.00

1.00

0.L4

0. 00

0. 86

0. 00

1.00

1.00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

0.00
1.00

1. 00

1. 00

1 .00

1 .00

1.00

0. 00

0.00

1.00

1.00

0. 00

0. 00

0. 94

0. 06

1.00

1 .00

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0. 00

1 .00

1 .00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

r.00
0. 00

0.28

0. 00

0.72

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1. 00

1.00

0.21

0. 75

1. 00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

1. 00

0. 00

0. 07

0. 00

0. 93

1.00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0. 00

0. 00

1.00

1. 00

0. 00

0 .00

1. 00

0.00

1.00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

1. 00

1. 00

0. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

0 .63

0.37

0.00

1.00

1. 00

0 .00

0.00

0.98

0,02

1.00

1. 00

1.00

1. 00

a
Lap

a
Ldh

Es-70
+

Es-J-

Es-20
+

Es-2

Es-34
_aAmg

I)
Ang

Angc
d

Amg

P-La

P-24

G6pda

Aoa

N 48 45 51 19 15 16 14 15 57



Table I0.2. Genetic distances (Nei) between neat ant populations
(above diagonal) and their standard errors (below
diagonal. Abbreviations as in Table 10.1.

M-B EP-P EP-V EP-B EP-SP EP*Y

.0s1M-P

M-V

M-B

EP-P

EP-V

EP-B

EP-SP

EP.Y

AR.P

M.P

.004

.044

.001

.073

.046

.072

.004

.005

M-V

.004

.056

.001

.072

.058

. 081

.000

.006

.072

.049

.074

.001

.009

.046

.056

.011

.047

.L23

.061

.047

.092

.008

.04s

.055

.056

.002 .076

.002 .070

.052 . 131

.07L

.092

.061

.072

.074

.041

.0s8

.058

.098

.108

.063

.099

.063

.043

.081

. 081

.005

.000

.060

.001

.069

.055

.r07

.010

AR.P

.007

.006

.070

.010

.081

.064

.TI7

.009
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only four loci (Me I Es-L, Es-2, and ang) contribute to the variation in

distance between pairs of populations. Inferences drawn from the resul-

ting distances ale therefore to be made with caution. Nevertheless, these

distances provicle the best sunmary of the genetic relationships between

meat ant populations available at the noment.

The 36 possible pairwise conparisons among nine populations of

neat ants , fall into three gloups. Five measules of genetic distance

between different populations within a colour form, lie in the range

0.002 to 0.070, with a mean of 0.020. Thirteen comparisons of syrnpatric

populations of different colour îorms, yield genetic distances in the

range 0.001 to 0.123, with a mean of 0.061, and 18 comparisons of allo-

patric colour fonns, are in the range 0.000 to 0.131, with a mean of

0, 058.

The value of 0.02 for the genetic distance between geographic

populations within a colour form, is very sinilar to that found within

a species in a variety of other organisms (revierved by Nei, L975; ÃyaLa,

1975). However, the average distance of approximately 0.06, between

popul.ations of different colour forms, is nuch lower than that nornally

found for sibling species, or even for subspecies. For exanple, in the

Drosophila wil-Tistoni group, the average genetic distance betleen sub-

species is 0.230, and that between sibling species is 0,581 (Ãyala,1975).

Therefore, it appears that the very close morphoTogicaL sinilarity

between the colour forms of neat ants is accompanied by close genetic

sinilarity, despite the fact that some forms have quite different alleles

or allele frequencies at sone 1oci. Sone of the forces which may be

responsible for this lack of divergence between colour forms are consid-

ered in Chapter 13.

1'he genetic distances discussed so far have been derived by con-

sidering all loci sinullaneously. The genetic relationships between

populations nay also be examined by considering each locus separately.
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This is us¡ally done in terms of genetic simila.rity, or identity, rather

than distance, with the single locus identity between two populations

calculated fron Equation (1) above. The results of this analysis are

presented in Figure 10.1, considering both comparisons of geographic

populations within colour forms (A), and comparisons of populations of

different colour forms (B).

In these analyses, I have not included the 11 loci which are iden-

tical and monomorphic in all nine populations. Nevertheless, both analyses

sti11 reveal a large proportion of cases in which populátions have very

sinilar or identical allele frequencies for the other four loci. In

the case of geographic populatións within colour forms, the only excep-

tion is for Ma¡ic enzgme in the black forn, where two populations appear

to be fixed for different al1eles. However, when populations of differ-

ent colour fonns are comparecl, there is a substantial rise in the frequ-

ency of loci with similarity values at oT near zero. The resulting U-

shaped frequency distribution (Figure 10.18) is characteristic of com-

parisons of populations belonging to different sibling species (Avise,

L974; Ãyala, 1975). This is, of course, just another way of looking at

the reproductive isolation between colour forms. The cases where there

is little or no s{.nilarity between forms are almost entirely due to the

existence of different Anglase al1eIes in different forrns, as discussed

previous ly.



Figure 10.14.

Figure 10.18.

The distribution of single^locus
genetic identity between populations
of meat ants consider:ing only geogra-
phic populations within colour fonns
(16 cornparisons) .

The distribution of single-1ocus
genetic identity between neat ant
populations, considering only popu-
lations of different colour forms
(128 conparisons).
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10.3. Evolutionarv interpretation

Once a natrix of genetic distances such as that in Table 10.2

is constructed, inferences may be dlawn fron it concerning the phenetic

and phylogenetic relationships among the populations j-nvolved. The first

step in this process is the construction of a dendrogram surnmarizing the

results.

Many different techniques are available for the construction of

denclrograms fron distance rnatrices (reviewed by Sneath and Sokal , 1973),

nost of which can be applied to genetic distances based'on isozyme clata.

These techniques all rely on the clustering of populations in such a waY

that the nost similar populations are conbined into groups. These

groups are then combined with other groups, to which they have progress-

ively dininishing degrees of resemblance. Whatever the clustering method

used, the resulting dendrograms are of particular value when the results

can be conpared with relationships derived from other tyPes of evidence.

For example, an extensive study of the DrosophiTa wiTTistoni

group (revierved by Ayala, 1975), reveals taxa aL a number of stage.s in

the process of evolutionary divergence, including geographic populations,

subspecies, sernispecies and sibling species. A dendrogram constructed

from al1e1e frequencies at 36 isozyrne loci in 14 taxa (Figure 8 of Ay¿l¿,

lg75), reveals relationships which are extremely similar to those indi-

cated by data from chromosomal polymorphisnt, morphology, and reproductive

isol.ation. Indeed, it is connonly found that there is good agreement

between the relationships indicated by genetic distances, and those

based on more conventional evidence.

However, exceptions to this rule can easily be found. Johnson

and Selander (1971) found a general agreement between relationships based

on electrophoretic ancl morphological data in Ka.ngaroo Rats (oipodomgs),

but there were some interesting differences as we11. One norphologically

based classification placed a. deserti and p. spectabiTis close together,
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but isozyrne data indicated that they were only distantly related' Ar¡ise

and Selander (1972) found that cave and surface populati.ons of tlie fj sh

Astganax mexicanus were nolphologically quite different, but in term.s

of isozynes they were very similar. A further exanple concerns the pup-

fish (Cgprinodon) populations in Death Va11ey, California (Turner, I974).

Dendrograms constructed from morphological and isozyme data on fi.ve

species are strikingly different, indicating that the rnorphological di-

vergence of these species rvas not accompanied by extensive changes in

the frequency of alleles at the isozyme loci which were sanpled.

Figure 10.2 is a dendrogram constructed fron the genetic dis-

tances between the meat ant populations shown in Table L0.2, The clus-

tering nethod used to derive this dendrogram was the Unureighted Pair*Group

Method of Averages, or uPGli4A (Sneath and Sokal , 1973, p, 230), which is

one of the simplest methods available, and one of the nost cornmonLy used.

This dendrogram indicates that the two blue forrn populations cluster

together, and are then joined by the sna1l purple form, as expected.

The other major group of populations includes the red, yel1ow, and black

forms. The co-phenetic correlati.on between the distances shown in the

dendrogran and those in the original distance matrix, is 0.85, indicating

that the construction of the dendrogrlam has not seriously distorted the

relationships between the populations. Nevertheless, in the red-yellow-

black group, the genetic relationships of the populations do not coirtcide

with their sinilarities on the basis of colour. The three red forrn pop-

ulations do not cluster together, and the two black form populations are

the nost distant fron each other of any pair of populati.ons in this group.

The dendrogram shown therefore does not coinci.de with the presumed phylo-

genetic relationships betweetr these nine populations.

It is rve1l known that phenetically-based dendrograrts such

as the one I have constructed, do not accurately reflect phylogeny unless

the rate of evolution is constant over all piryletic lines (e'S., Sneath



Eyre Penin. Ye1low

Morgan Black

Eyre Penin. Red

Morgan Red

Arthurton Red

Eyre Penin. Black
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Morgan Blue

Eyre Penin. Small PurPle

0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

Figure 10.2

Dendrogram stumarizing Nei's genetic distances between 9 populations of Meat Ants.

I
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and Sokal , 1973; Avise, 1974; Nei, 1975J. The fact that the electro=

phoretic differences betrueen populations do not always coincide with

differences between colour forrns, ilâI therefore suggest that gene sub-.

stitutions have taken place nore rapidly in some lines than in others.

In Chapter 7 I suggested that stochastic processes had probably

played a major part in producing the patterns of geographic variation

in alleIe frequency found within colour forms. If so, the process of

genetic drift appears to have taken place at different rates in differ=

ent populations. In particular, the large genetic distance between the

two black forur populations has been caused by their fixation for differ-

ent alleles at the t"IaTic enzgme 1ocus, while populations within other

fonns have not diverged to the s¿rme extent.

Genetic distance values have been used in some cases as measures

of the tine since the separation of two populations or species (e.9.,

Yang et a7-, L974; Zirnnerrnan and Netjek , Lg77). These tines can then

be related to clinatic or other factors which nay have been associated

with the separation of the populations, such as colonization events or

glacial periods. Flowever, the fact that rates of evolution appear to

have been much faster in sorne lines than others, means that the genetic

distances betrveen meat ant populations are not related in a simple way

to evolutionary time.

Furthermore, it is possible that the differential divergence of

populations in rlifferent colour forms has been brought about by selection

rather than by random genetic drift. However, the dernonstration of the

action of selection on isozyme polymorphisms, requires the large scale

collection of data on environrnental variables, and on the biochenieal

properties of the different a11elic products. It is unlikely that thìs

will be possible for meat ants in the near futrir:e. A1so, the conclusions

drawn from genetic distances rvould be strengthened if their standard

errors could be reduced. This would involve collection of data from a
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substantially increased nurnber of polymorphic 1oci, which are likely

to be difficult to identifY.

Nevertheless, it appears from the present data that the evolu-

tionary processes opeïating in neat ants have resulted in considerable

genetic clifferentiation of populations within colour forrns. This dif-

ferentiation within forms is sometimes of the same order of nagnitude

as the differences between forrns, perhaps because the various forms are

very sinilar, both genetically and morphologically
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CI]APTER ].1

KARYOTYPE STUDIES

The chrolnosome.s of me¿rt ants were first described by Crozier

(196Sa). Ile found that the karyotype consisted of a diploid nunber of

18, r'rith six pairs of large metacentric or sub-metacentric chromosomes,

and three pairs of snall chrornosomes. In the blue forn, these three

slnall chromosomes all had clearly visible short arms. In the red forrn,

only one of the pairs of smal1 chromosomes was submetacentric, rvhile

the other tlo tuere acrocent.ric, with negligible short arms. With the

small anount of evidence available at that tine, it was not possible

to decide whether this difference in the morphology of the small chronto=

sotnes indicated a difference between species, or cytological valiation

within a single species.

Since that tine, many more Australian ant karyotyPes have been

described. Imai, Crozier and Taylor: (I976, 1977) review this informa-

tion, and use it as the basis of a general nodel of ant chromosomê eVo^

lution, in which Robertsonian changes, pericentric inversions, and

ttgrorvthr! of constitutive heterochromatin, PIay a najor part. In the

case of Robertsonian changes, Imai et a7., (1976' 1977) argue that

centric fission has occurred more frequently than fusion, and that the

general evolutionary trend in ant c.hromosorne numbers has been upward.

This general rnodel provides a bacl.glound for the detailed examination

of karyotypic changes in specific groups, especially in the case of

groups of closely related species.

I have exanined the chromosomes of seven of the eiglrt current=

1y recognized colour forns of meat ants, most of which have not previ-

ously beelt examined cytologically. The location of the nests fron which

animals were collected, the nunber of specimens examined, and the nunber
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of reliably scorable diyisions exarnined in each, are showl in Table 1L'1'

'fhese sample sizes are veI.y lol^/, and the collections colìle frorn only a

restricted part of the range of each colout form. Any conclusions dr:awn

fr:on the results must therefore be regarded as provisional' Nevertheless'

the karyotypes I have found are consistent with the hypothesis that

Robertsonia-n fission, pericentric inversion, and the tandem growth of

constitutive heterochronatin, have all played a part in the chromosomal

evolution of these colour forms.

The chronosome number in all cases is 2n=18 (Figures 11.1,

1I.2.). Inai et af . (1977) placed rneat ants in a group rrrith other 2n=18

species of Dolichoderinae, and suggested that this group was related to

2n=16 species by a single Robertsonian change. Chromosome 2 of the 2n=L6

species appears to correspond to chromosomes 7 and 8 in the 2n=IB species,

despite the fact that the latter have obvious short arms. In the case

of chronosor¡re 8, these usually take the forn of recognizable rrsatellitestr

in all the colour forms of meat ants I have examined (Figures 11. I and

1L.2). The size of the short arms on chromosome 7 appears to be varj=

able - ninimal in the red form (Fi gure II,2 B and C) , noticeable in

the small purple and yellow forms, and slightly larger in the black

form (Figure 11.1).

Imai et aJ.. (1977) also report one colony of the blue form

containing a pericentric inversion in chromosorne 7, making it appear

sub-rnetacentric, instead of acrocentric as it is in other 2n=18 species.

The two nests of the blue form I have exalnined both contained individu-.

als in rvhich chromosome 7 was acrocentric (",s..Figure 11.2 A).

However, chromosome 7 appears to be variable in sanguîneus.

It was acrocentric in two specimens from nest 448, but in nest 447, one

individual out of the five examined appears to be heterozygous for a

pericentric inversion (rnarked with a dot in Figure 11.2 D). The other

four individuals from this nest had the normal acrocentric chromosome 7



'Iab1e 11.1. Location of nests from which karyotyaic
infornation has been obtained, and the
nurnbet of individuals and ce11s exalnined
for each. AI1 individuals were worker
pre+upae unless other rvise ind-icated.

Nest

number Location
Indivi duals

exarnined

Cells
scored

Blue fonn

Red form

Snall purple form

Yellow forn

Black form

sanguineus

Dark Yel1ow form

lVhyalla S.A.

I'Vhyalla S. A.

Kimba S.A.

Blackwood S.A.

Truro S.A.

Kinba S.A.

Eudunda S .4.

I{undoora S .4.

Whyal la S .4.

Kinba S.A.

Kimba S.A.

Kinba S .4.

Kinba S.A.

Whyalla S.A.

Whyalla S.A.

l\Ihyal1a S. A.

Torr'nsvi 1le Q1d.

Townsville Qld.

Springsure Qld.
Springsure Q1d.

Enerald Qld.

J

6r5

1rl
415

212

3

4

1r1

2

2

4rr
3

3

3'3
1

214

6,1,3,4,5
6r5

B

4

713

r26

44s

r34

408

42s

440

460

4r6

43r

444

L36

433

435

555

429

446

447

448

4s0

451

453

1

2

2

1+lcf
1+1d

I
re

2

t
2

2é
1

r&
')

1

2

5

2

td
I
2



Figure 11.1. Karyotypes of neat ants

A Blue forrn worker - nest 445

B Snall Purple form worker * nest 451

C Black fonn worker - nest 429

D Yellow form worker - nest 433

E Yel1ow form rnale - nest 156

10 microns.Bar scale repl'esents
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Figure 1L2. Karyotypes of neat ants

A Dark Yellow form worker: nest 453

B Red form male - nest 425

C Red forn worker - nest 440

D sanguineus worker ^ nest 447
Dot indicates possible heterozygosity for
a pericentric inversion in chronosome 7.

E sanguineus worker - nest 447
This is a different individual fron that
shown in D, but fron the same nest.

Bar scale represents 10 microns.
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(e.s" Figure f1.2 E). If th-is is a genuine inversion, it nay have arisen

indepenclarrtly of that in the blue form, although with tÏre present sample

sizes, its existence in other colour forms cannot be ruled out.

Chromosome 9 also shot¡s morphological variation. It aPpears

to have extremely snia11 short arms or none at all in the red forn (Figure

II.2 B and C) as reported by Crozier (1968a). In other colour forms,

this chromosome has short arms of varying length, which nay h-ave been

produced by the tandem growth of constitutive heterochromatin. These

alms are short in sanguïneus (Figures 1L.2D and E), but quite conspicu=

ous in the b1ue, small purple, black, yellow, and dark yel1ow fomts

(Figures 11.1, LI.2) .

These tentative findings require verification on tlre basis of

larger collections, frorn widely'separated localities within the range

of each colour form. A large scale survey should also include C-banding

analysis, to aid in the identification of the three pairs of small chromo=

somes, as distinguishing between these is sonetimes difficult.

Until the extent of chromosomal variation wi-thin colour forms

is more carefully exanined, it is not possible to use karyotypes to dis-

tinguish between forms. The only possible exception is that chronosome 9

is acrocentríc in all colonies of the red form so far examined (Cr-ozier,

1968b; and present results), while this chromosome appears to have def-

inite short arms in all other forms. The clifference between the karyo-

types of the red and blue forms reported by crozier (1968a) nay be a

special case of the general difference between the red form alrd the other

six forms examined here. This difference is consistent h/ith the reproduc=

tive isolation of the red and blue forms suggested by allozyne data.

'fo summarize, the speciation processes rn¡hich have occurred j-n

the meat ant group do not appear to have been accornpanied by conspicuous

chromosomal re-ar:rangenents, although there are slight differences between

the karyotypes of sone colour forms, as well as some variation rn¡ithin

forns.
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CI-IAPTER T2

I\{ORP[ìOLOGICAL VARTATION

In Chapter 2, f pointed out that it is not possible to clis--

tinguish between the colour forms of neat ants on the basis of clea::

cut structural differences. Hotvever', it may be possible to recognize

quantitative differences between them if large samples are considered.

This Chapter atteltpts to examine the extent of norphological variation,

both within and bettveen colour forms.

T2,T. Overall comparison of colour forrns

lrfany techniques are available for the simultaneous analysis

of several or many norphological variables (revierved by Sneath and Soka1,

I973; Clifford and Stephenson, 1975). One such technigue is canonical

variate analysis, which in practise, is equivalent to rnultiple discrin-

inant analysis. This techniqr.re is especially usefttl where there is

Sone a priori reason for sorting specinens into gloups. Several vari-

ables are then rneasured for each specinen, and this raw data is trans-.

forr,red into new quantities called canonical variates. These variates

are calculated so as to maximize the differences between grouPs, H4ri1e

nininizing the variation within groups. The canonical variates there*

fore discriminate between groups mote sharply than any of the original

variables.

Delany and Healy (1964) neasured ten variables in island popu-

lations of the field mouse Apodemus sgTvaticus, and found that most of

the norphological diffelences betrveen populations on different islands

could be summarized into two ca.nonical variates. The populatinns did

not fal1 into distinct clusters which could be recognized as different

species, and some groups lvhich had been referred to as subspecies, l.¿ere

shorvn by this analysis not to be morphologícal1y distinct.
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Rostron (1972) applied canonical analysis to morphological

variation in the sku11s of gazelles (eaze77a), and found that the five

recognized species and subspecies tuere indeed rnorphologically distinct.

Furthennore, this analysis allowed the recognition of some specinens

which could not be identified on the basis of the previously existing

classification system.

In the Hyrnenoptela, DuPraw (1964, 1965) used multiple discrin-

inant analysis of wing measurements of honeybees (apis spp.) as the basis

of his I'non-Linnean taxonomy". His rvork was partly motivated by the

existence of several conflicting classifications of these organisms,

conflicts which he suggested could be eliminated if a purely numerical

nethod of classification was used.

In neat ants, Greenslade (unpublished) has measurecl workers

frorn seven populations, including three populations of the red form,

and one each of the b1ue, snall purple, ye11ow, and bl.ack forrns. Each

sample consisted of 40 specimens, with no more than three from any one

nest. Three variables were measured - "head width at the widest point;

head length in the midline from the vertex to the apex of the clypeus;

length of trunk from the anterior margin of the plonotum to the posterior

margin of the propodeum". The means and standard deviations of these

variables do not allow clear distinctions to be drawn between the diff=

erent populations (Tab1e 12.I). However, witli the assistance of Dr.

R. J. White* I have perforned a canonical discriminant analysis of these

data, to determine whether this procedure could reveal relationships

which were not previously apparent.

Figure 12.1 sumnarizes the result. The points plotted are

the centroids (multivariate means) of each population, and their 95%

*Present address, Dept. of Biology, University of Southanpton, England.



Table T2.T. Mean and standard deviation (nillinetres) of
three variables in seven populations of meat
ants. Each figure is based on 40 ants, with
no more than three used fron any one nest.
Data fron Greenslade (unpublished) .

Abbreviation Trunk length Head lengthLocality

Mt Lofty Ranges

Flinders Ranges

Eyre Peninsula

Eyre Peninsula

Eyre Peninsula

Eyre Peninsula

Eyre Peninsul.a

Form

Red

Red

Red

Ye11ow

Smal 1
Purple

Black

Blue

MLP

FP

EPP

EPY

EPSP

EPV

EPB

3. 1310. 14

3..06!0 ..24

3.22!0.24

3.2I!0.20

2.93!0.22

5 . 18t0. 26

2 .61r0. 15

2 .01t0.09

1. 92t0. 15

2 .08t0. L0

2 .0810.09

1.92!0. 13

2.06!0.L4

1 .9210. 09

Head width

1.65!0.11
1. 90r0. 1B

2.01t0 .I4
1.99r0. 11

r.79!0.14

2 .0110. 18

1. 82r0.10
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Figure 12.1

Canonical discrininant analysis of seven populations
of meat ants. Points plotted are group centroids
with thei-r 95eo confidence limits.
Vertical - First canonical axis x10
Horizontal - Second canonical axis x10
Populations : -
EPY = Yellow form, Eyre Peninsula
EPP = Red form, Eyre Peninsula
EPV = Biack form, Eyre Peninsula
MLP = Red form, Mount Lofty Ranges
FP = Red form, central Flinders Ranges
EPB = Blue form, Eyre Peninsula
EPSP = Snal1 Pr.rrple form, Eyre Peninsula
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corìfidence linj-ts. The first canonical axis is the direction in wþich

t¡ere is maximum discrìmination between grouPs. This axis' accounts for

68.34e" of the betrveen-group variation, ancl values along this axis are

highly correlated (r = 0.94) with trunk length (i.e. overall body size).

The seconcl canorrical axis accounts for a further 2b.72% of the bettveen-

group variation, so only 5,54% of this variation is not Tepresented in

Figure 12.I.

The seven populations faI1 into two gloups, one containing the

blue and snall purple forms, and the other containing the red, ye11ow,

and black forms. As with other types of data, the major distinction

is between forms rvhich build nounds and those that do not, and once again

there does not seem to be any sinple subdivision of the populat-ions in

the nounei-building gïoup in a way which corresponds with- the differerlces

between colour forms.

To clemonstrate this point noïe clearly, I have calculated the

Eucliclean distance between each pair of populationsr-'ttsing tÌrcir co-or-

dinates on each of the three canonical axes. The resulting TnatÏix of

distances was then subjected to UPGlvfA cluster analysis, as rvith the

genetic distances in Chapter 10, Figure 12.2 shorvs the resulting denclro=

graln. The co-phenetic co::relation between the distances shown in the

dendrogran, and those in the original clistance natrix, is 0.87. The

populations of the blue and srna11 purple forms cltlster together, but

the three populations of the red form do not. These populations ale

not exactly the s¿tme as tl:.ose in Chapter 10, but the result is very

sinilar - there appears to be sufficient geographic variation in the

red fonn in both rnorphology and gene frequenciesrto obscure its relation-

ships with othe:: forrns, on the basis of the data which is presently

available.
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Figure 12.2

Dendrogram derived from canonical discriminant analysis of seven populations
of neat ants. Populations and abbreviations as in Figure 72,1.
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12.2. 'l'enporal variatj.on in four nests

There is so¡ne evidence to suggest that neat ant workers are

subdivideci into glound foragers and tree foragers (Chapter 2). Despite

the fact that there are no distinct castes, each rvorker seems to perform

only one of these functions. tr{any specie-s of ants are knotrn to have

workers which perform different tasks at different ages (reviervecl by

Wilson, I97I). The tasks recognized include foragilg, brood caTe,

colony defense, and nest building. Several questions therefore arise =

a) in meat ants, can tree and ground foragers be distÌrrguish-ed morpho-

logically? b) does an individual wo::ker cauy out different tasks at

different ages?, and c) if so, do the sarne changes take place sirnultane=

ously in different nests -and different fcrms?

The clata used to exarnine these questions comes from measrrements

nade by P. J. M. Greenslade and C. Kirkby (unpublished). ft consists

of the same three variables as in the previous section, with workers

subdivided into three putative castes. They are tree foragers, collectecl

from trees near the nest, ground foragers, collected fronr the ground

surface, and nest lvorkers coll:ected from rvithin the nest. Four nests

were used, including two recl form nest-s 60 metres apart near Belair

(f0 km. southeast of Adela,ide), and one nest each of the red and blue

fornts 400 metres apart near Ca:nbrai (80 kn. northeast of Adelaide).

Collections hrere nade from each nest (rvhere possible) at approximately

nonthly j-ntervals fron July 1973 to l'Lay 1974.

It was sometimes difficult to obtain tree and ground foragers

in unfavourable weather, so the set of data which is nost cornplete is

that for nest workers. The nonthly collections of nest workers frorn

each nest were pooled and subjected to a preliminary canonical analysis,

the result of whicl-r is shown in Figure L2.3.

Values along the first canonical axis are once again highly
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Figure t2.3.

Canonical discrininant anaLysis of nest workers
from four nests. Points plotted are group
centroids and their 95% confidence linits '
Vertical - First canonical axis x10
Horizontal - Second canonical axis x10
Nests: -

Red form Belair nest 1 (111 workers)
Red form Belair nest 2 (66 workers)
Red form Canbrai nest P5 (93 workers)
Blue form Canbrai nest VB (105 workers)
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correlated rvith trunk length (i..., overall size) (r = 0.99), so the

Figure indicat.es a consideral.rle size cliffererlce between the workers of

the two colour forms. üIorkersfrom the two Belair nests are l¡ir:tually

indistinguishable on t.his basis, while the Cambrai red form collec.tion

has a very simílar value to these on the first canoni,cal axis, but is

displaced somewhat alorlg the secon<l.

The tl-rree types of workers were tlren considered separa.tely.

It was found that the three groups fron each nest plotted out extrenely

close together, with. highly over:lapping confidence lilnits, while the

relative positions of collections fron the four nests r^Iere retained.

The differences between the three types of workers withirr a nest- ale

therefore much smal1e:: than the diffelelìces between nests, and there

is no evidence of a consistent size difference between the three worker

groups.

Monthly variation in all three types of v¡orkers l\¡as then examj-ned

for each nest. The most complete set of data is that from red fonn

nest P5, at Cambrai. The value of the first canonical axis for each

monthly collection frorn this nest is sholn in Figure 12.4. Each poirt

is based on nine workers, except for the first two collections of nest

workers, in tvhich only six were measured.

It is clear frorn this Figure that there is considerable

temporal variation in the size of these workers, and that all three t¡'pes

of workers vary sinultaneously. Data fron the other three nests is less

complete, but indicates the same trend. Since data rvas only collected

over one year, it is not possible to determine whether these changes

aïe part of an annual cyc1e. However, the data provide no evidcnce to

suggest that the three worker types are consistently different in size,

or that indiviclual workers carrry out various taslts at different ages.

If the rvorkers did behave in this way', size fluctuations in tTr-e three



Figure 12.4.

Temporal variation in the size of workers fron nest P5 (Canbrai, Red forn).
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$¡orker types might be expected to be out of phase wi.th each otTler, and

this does not appear to be the case Ìn th-is body of data.

The three worker types were therefore pooled for an overall

comparison of tenporal variation in the four nests. Figure 12.5 sÏpws

the result. The mean number of ants contributing to each point in this

case is 18.g. Workers from red form nests 1 and 2 at Belair show alnost

identical patterns of temporal variation. The red form ants from Canbrai

show variation which is sirnilar to that for the Belaíl nests, but Inlith

some diffelences, especially fron Decernber onwards. The large change

in the size of ants in Cambrai nest P5 in Decembel may be associated

with a change in the number of entrance holes, from 12 on l5/I0/73' to

25 on S/II/73, and then 35 on 5/12/73. The number of holes in the other

two red form nests renained within fairly narrov¡ linits for the v¡hole

period of sampling.

The blue forrn nest at Canbrai contained workers which were quite

distinct from those in any of the red forn nests, at aII ti¡nes of year.

It is therefore unlikely that a spurious difference between these forms

could be created by sarnpling thern at different stages in an annual cycle.

To summarize the results of this section - there is substantial

morphological variation among the workers within nests, which is of

approximately the same order as the difference between nests of the

same colour form. The difference between the recl and blue forms apPeals

to be a consistent one. However, until a larger scale survey is under--'

taken, including other colour forns, it is not possible to decide wlrether

the measurements and analysis used will yield a reliable nethod of iden-

tifying specinens.



Figure 12.5.

Ternporal variation in the size of workers from four nests.

Horizontal - time: July 1973 - May 1974

Vertical - first canonical axis

O Belair Nest t - Red forn

¡ Belair Nest 2 - Red form

a Canbrai Nest P5 * Red form

O Cambrai Nest V8 - Blue form
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L2.3. Vari.ation in rv VElNS

Most of tl1e variation exarni¡ed till now, whetlrer allozYnic,

chromosornal, or morphological, Iias dealt mai-nly' witll- workers' However,

males and females may offer extra types of information which cannot be

obtained from workers. This is especially true in the case of two types

of structures which workers do not possess - ruings and genitali'a'

The pattern of veins in the wings is a character which is

comntonly used in insect'taxonomy, and the Hyrnenoptera a:re no exception'

However, Hyrnenoptera wing veins are quite different front those of ¡rany

other orders, and several different systems of nomenclature have been

derived to describe then frevierved by Ross, 1956, 1948). In tlre case

of ants, it is sometimes found that there is variation in the pattern

of venation within a species (".5., Brown and Nutting, 1950; Delage-''

Darchen, Ig73). Even within individuals, specimens are known rvith wings

which would normally be classified as belongj-ng to different genera

(l{. L. Brown Jr., personal conmunication). This instahility in the

venation patteïn rnay be associated with the loss of a vein during ttr-e

evolutíon of a lineage. OnCe such a structure is lost, it nay"not re-

appeaï subsequently, except as an unstable rratavísrnil which is not fully

deueloped (Brown and Nutting, 1950) .

I have observed this instability in some of tlre wing veins of

meat ants. Figure 12.6 illustrates sone of the variants found' The

most conspicuous variation involves the vein 1abe1led Mf5 filthird free

abscíssa of the Median veinr'). It is usual for thi.s vein to be ful1y

developed in fenales, and completely absent from nales' In a minority

of females, this vein was veTy'thin or broken, and in sone nales it was

present to varying degrees (as also noted by Enery, 1913). The other

type of variation noted tr¡as in the fresence of extra sll-ort veins, as

shown in the Figure. In a smal1 collection of tlre red forrn, one or ¡no1'e



Mf3 cu-a Female forewing

Fenale hindwing

Male forewing

Male hindwing

Figure t2,6.

lVing vein variation in meat ants.
Solid lines indicate the basic pattern of veins, and
dotted lines indicate additional variable veins.
Mf3 = third free abscissa of the Median vein
cu-a = cubito-anal crossvein
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of the aclditional veins shour¡ weïe pïesent in approxinately 3Ae' of ttre

fenales examined, and IOgo of the nales. They'were also mole conmon in

the forew:'-ngs than the hindrvings, in both- sexes '

Delage-Ðarchen C1g75) found that different species of Crematogaster

shorved vein instability in different regions of the wi¡g. The variation

I have found is all concentratecl in a smal1 area, excePt for the occa-..

r$ional appearance of an extra cu-a vein [see Figute 12..6). It may

therefole be possible to identify other palts of the wing which are un-'

stable in other co10ur forms of rneat ants. A srnall collection of the

yellow fonn f have examined indicates that at least sorne of the varia-

tion observed occurs in this fonn as we11. Distinguishing between forms

on this basis will therefore require the careful exanination of large

numbers of alates, which in most forms a1e not yet available' Wing

vein variation therefore does not offer an inrmediate solution to the

problern of distinguishing colour forms, although this conelusion DaY'

be nodifiecl when larger samples are collected'

Genitalia (usua1ly of males) have also been a valuable source

of diag¡ostic characters in many groups of insects. However, no des-'

cription of the genitalia of meât ants has yet been published' Green--

slade (unpublished) has found that there aÏe sma11 differences in the

nale genitalia of some conbinations of colour forms, and at least one

forn (Dark Yellow) appears to be quite distinctive in this respect.

These differences aïe consistent with the suggestion that tlr-e colour

forms are different species, but once again, most of the dìfferences

are sligtrt, and if considered in isolation, do not provÌde convincing

taxonomic characters with whictr- to separate every pair of forms '
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CIIAPTER 13

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It nolrr seetns clear that each of the eiglrt currently recognized

colour forms of neat ants constitutes a seaparate biological species.

Strong evidence in favour of this conclusion is of three major kinds:-

a) Reproductive isolation betleen forns is indicated by'the

lack of gene flow for alleles at isozyme loci, particularly Amglase

(see Chapter 7). Some combinations of forms cannot be clistinguished

on the basis of isozymes, and for others, the required data are not yet

available. Nevertheless, the fact that some forms can be clearly'shown

to be reproductively isolated from each other, is prima facie evidence

that the others are as well.

b) Some forns have sufficient differences in the nale genitalia

to justify their recognition as different species, and the Dark Yellow

form appears to be particularly distinctive in this rega.rd. The diff=

erences between sone pairs of forns are sliglrt, but will probably'be

found to be reliab1e.

c) The violent hostility rvhich occurs between forms is in marked

contrast to the ritualized aggression betleen colonies of the same forn.

Whatever the basis of this difference, it indicates that the ants them-'

selves can recognize nembers of other colour forms as being somehow diff-

erent from members of their own form.

Supporting evidence is also of several kincls, alth.ough less con-

vincing than a:c above: *

d) lVit.h practise, the colour forms can be consistently and re-.

líably distinguished on the basis of colour alone in almost all cases,

and there is no evidence that they intergrade.

e) The colour differences between fotms are often acconpanied
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by differences in nest t)?", and both snall and large-scale exanination

of the geographic distributions of the vari.ous forrns suggest consistent

differences in habitat and clinatic preference.

f) Finally', there nay be sma1l differences between some combin-.

ations of forms in rnorphology'and karyotype.

Each of the points d-f if considered singty is not sufficient

to clearly distinguish between forms on the basis of the data avaîlable

at the moment. However when vierr'ed in the light of the other evidence

described above, they support the conclusion that the forns are indeed

separate specì-es. The con-commital terrn I'forms" should be retained,

however, until the species are forrnally named and described.

It is noru possible to identify a series of characteristics ryhich

these forms possess, ancl to attempt to identify the ecological and evo-

lutionary forces which may have contributed to their fornati.on.

a) within each form, there is a very low 1evel of genetic het=

erozygosity

b) fhe forms aîe very similar norphologically, geneticalTy,

and chromosonalLy

c) in areas where they are syrnpatric, their ecological require-

ments are so similar that they cannot peacefully co-exist

d) in various of the forms, there is geographic variation in

a1le1e frequencies, nest form, the complexity of colony

structure, and perhaps in karyotype.

Very close sinilarity between the genomes of two species may

indicate either that they have recently diverged from a corrunon ancestor,

or that they are subject to very sinilar selective regines. Although

these possibilities are not mutually exclusive, most of the evÌdence

which is presently available argues in favour of the seconcl alternative,

and against tire suggestion that neat ants are preserrtly undergoing rapirT
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speciation.

The recl and smal1 purple forms have geographic distributions

which could have arisen as a result of a recent speciation event (Figure

2.4). This nay have involved a single very widespread ancestral species,

whose range rvas reduced by a climatic shift to ilrcreasing aridity, re-

sulting in the separation of eastern and western populations. These

then evolved separateLy, forming the red and snaI1 purple forns respec-

tively. Subsequent expansion by one or both forms rnay then have produced

the area of overlap now found on Eyre Peninsula. The isolated colony

of the red forn at Ali-ce Springs (Figure 2.4) is then seen as a relict

of a once wider distribution, and populations of this form near inland

h/atercourses may also have been produced in this way.

Ilowever, this situation is exceptional , and it is more conmolì

for forms to be extensively sympatric. The traditional model of allo-

patric speciation as employed above, involves the physical separation

of two groups and their subsequent expansion so that contact is re-est-

ablished. Reproductive isolation between then may evolve fortuitously,

as a side effect of general changes in their genoìnes during the periocl

of separation, or by selection against hybr:idi'zation after they are

re-joined. Whichever of these prôcesses operate, a considerable time

will probably be required for the two species to subsequently penetrate

into each othersi ranges. This rnay be especially tr:ue in meat ants,

if each form saturates the available habitat, the::eby redr,rci.ng the op*

portrrnities for an invadj-ng form to become established.

The decorated nulti-entrance mound nest built by some forms of

meat ants, is not found in any other species of Lridomgrmex' nor indeed,

ín a.ny other species of Australian ants. The complex behaviour patterns

required for the builcling and occupation of such trests could probably

be acquired only as the result of a prolonged period of evolution. Fur--
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ther¡nore, the distinction betueen the fonrs rvhich- live in th.ese nests

and those which usually do not, is acconpaniecl b¡ differences in size

ancl genotype, so this distinction at least, seems to be of considerable

age.

Further circumstalrtial evidence for the age of tÏre colour forms

comes fron celtain spiders [Zodariiclae) which are both predators ancl

mimics of meat ants. It is possible th-at these spiders gain an advan=

tage in predation b1'mimicking their prey * that is, they arertaggressive

mirnicsl' [Wick1er, 1968; Sa-zima, 1977). Several different species of

spì-ders are involved, and different species are quite convinci.ng colour:

mirnics of the red, blue and black forms of meat ants. They'are almost

invariably found in association rvit.h ants of the appropriate colour

(Greenslade, unpublished). The colour forns of meat ants irave there-

fore been in existence for a suffícient time to a11orv specialist pre=-

dato::s to develop, atrd for then to evolve rhe rnorphological adaptations

appropriate to exploiting the variation in their prey.

The question arises then, if these forms are separate species,

and íf they have been separ:ate for a long pe::iod of time, t^ihy have they

not diverged from each other further than they have, either genetically

or rnorphologically? To approach an ansr{er to this questiou, it is nec..

essary to consider what is known of their genetic structure, as well

as the ciescriptions of their ecological background provì-ded by Greenslade

(I976a, and unpublished) .

Hymenoptera species seem to be characterized by 1ow 1evels of

genetic heterozygosity (Chapter 9), and this was Presumably tÏr-e case

for the single ancestral species fron which the present lneat ants evolvecl.

This species nay thelefore have lacked ttr-e genetic variation required

as the r:aw material for subsequent genetic divergence during speciation,

and the present meat ants rnay'have retained the genone of this progenitor
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spec1es in a fairly intact fornr. Tlre low genetic distances betrn¿eetl

forms nay also be caused in part by th-e or¡erall lorrr 1eve1 of heteÌo='

zygosity.founcl. However, these genetic clistances are only found to be

abnormally 1ow lvhen populations of different colour forns are compared.

T'he genetic distances between populations r,¡itTiin a colour forln are corn-

parab,le to .those founcl between geographic populati<¡ns in otlrer species

of animals, despite the 1ow 1eve1 of heterozygosity witlìin each popu-'

lation (Chapter 10). Therefore it seems plausible that the colour forns

of meat ants have been prevented fron diverging from each ottr-er any

furthe:: than they häve by some ecological factor or factors, in addítion

to whatever restriction is irnposed by the overall lack of genetîc vari=

ation.

In particular, meat ants are ullusual among Australian ants in

several ways. They are large, extlenely nunerous, and to some extent

ecologically generalizeð, features which contribute to making them the

doninant members of ant communities fGreenslade, I976a). To rnaintain

this position, they must be successful competitors, in an ant faulra which

consists of at least 1500 speci.es (Brown ancl Ta¡"Ior, 1970), and probably

as many as 3000. Many of these species are more specialized than neat

ants, and have narro'h/ niches which they exploit efficiently. One may'

speculate, then, that meat ants are subject to strong stabilizing sel-'

ection for a uniform, lvel1-integrate<l , successful genone. This genore

provides the adaptations for broad ecological tolerance, high competit-

jve abj-Iity, and dominance in conmunities, factors which di-ffer only

slightly between forms. Reinforcing the developnent of a uniforn genome,

may be other factors, such as the longevity of queens, and the avoiclance

of environrnental extremes in the shelter of the nest, as discussecl in

Chapter g, although these are features which- are Preslrmably comnorÌ to

naily species of ants.
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Superimposed on tlre unifornt back¡,¡round genome ar*e sna1l differ-.'

ences betwcren forns, in both genotype, and ninor aspects of ecolog¡.

Llorvever, any large departu:le fron the basic genotype, and th-e associated

changes in ecology and behaviour, aTe almost certain to be in the dir-'

ection of furbher special Lzatton. furf such ntove toi{ards specialization

is uirlikel), to be successful, since it \,\¡i11 bring meat ants into closer

conpetition with one or more other species. These established species

are capable of competing successfully rr'ith meat allts within their par=

ticular specia.lized ni.cl're. Furtherlnore, tlr-is specializatign rvoul-d narrow

the range of resources available to meat ants, and further reduce their

c¡ances of success. The existing forms of meat ants may therefore be

prevented from diverging from each other any more than they'have, by'

pressure exerted on them from all sides by the large nurnber of other

species rvith wirich they compete - that is, they are subj ect to rrdif fuse

conrpetition" (lr{acArthur, L972 i Hebert et a7 - , I97 4) '

It would be of particular interest in this context to examine

ecological ald genetic data from other species which are closely'related

to meat ants. One such spec.ies is a rare, un*nalned ant Presently known

by the code name Iridomgrmex sp.24 (ANIC) [R.l\I. Taylor' personal comm-'

unication; see Inai et a7-, 7977 for an explanation of the nomenclatur:e).

Th1s species, found in north^central QueensJ.and, is rnorphologically

ver:y sirnilar to the meat ants dealt \nrith here, except for its possession

of very large eyes. It is possible that that this species represents

the result of a speciation event in which morphological dìver¡¡ence has

progressed somewhat further than it has between the colour forns of

f. purpureus.

A1so, there are several species of lr:ldomqrmex which are smaller

tlran meat a¡ts, but otheririse very si:nilar, and which often ::eplace meat

ants on sandy soils. Detailed examination of tlrcse species, as well
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as ï-sp.24 (ANIC), could provide Valuable inSights into evoluti.onary

trends in meat ants.

The fact that the colour forms of meat ants have not diverged

very far fron each other, makes it difficult to assess their historical

relationsÏr-ips, and to formulate a simple series of speciation events

consistent rqith thei-r present distributions. However, there âÏe sever=

al lines of research which could provide further relevant inforrnation

if pursued in the future.

a) More extensive isozyrne suïveys. All the conclusÌons I have

drawn from isozyme data could be strengthened by the incorporation of

results from more 1oci. This is particularly true in the clenonstration

of reproductive isolation bett,¡een nore combinations of colour forms,

and in the calculation of more reliable genetic di.stance estimateS.

b) Large scale chromosome surveys. The exi.stence of karyotype

variation within forms nìeans that a large body of evidence will be

needed to convincingly demonstrate consistent differences between forlns.

In particular, geographically wiclespread populations within each form

should l¡e exanined.

c) l.4u1tivariate analysis of no:rphblogical variation. It should

be possible to neasure a large number of variables in several populations

of each colour form, to rnore accurately assess the extent of inorplrolo=

gical variation. Also, the search should continue for disti-nct morph.o-

logical clifferences betleen forms. For example, in rneat ant workers,

the proventriculus (a regulatory valve in the digestive tract) is e1a-'

borate and complex (Emery, I}LS; Eisner and Brown, 1958; Wilson, I97)-)'

and nay provide a means of distinguishing between colour fonns.

d) Exanination of males and fenales. Both genitalia and wing

veins have the potentia.l ofl providing valuable taxonomic infornation

if larger collections are examined. The speci.mens required could be
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efficiently' collected sinultaneously with the laryae recluired for

karyotype analysis as in b) above.

Much of the rrrork in points a-d above would be very' labori.ous

and time consuning. This rrrould probably be most rewarding in neru areas

not covered in the present survey. For example, in north Queensland,

the red, black, clark ye11orv, and sanguineus forrns can all be found close

together, and tÏre same is true of sma11 purple, b1ue, orange and black

in southern Western Australia.

Two other approaches may offer important information, horrrever,

and require somewhat less labour:-.

e) Behavioural differences between colour forns. It should

be possible to locate areas of close syrnpatry betleen further pai-rs of

colour forms, to look for hostile interactions between thêm. For ex=

amp1e, r{e can predict that violent hostility should occur betleen adja-.

cent colonies of blue and black, yellow and red, sma11 purple and red,

and sma1l purple and ye11ow. Ttrcse pairs of forns can aII l'e found

close together on Eyre Peninsula.

f) Identification of pheromones. Nlany aspects of ant beh¿viour

are influenced by chemical communication (e.s., Wilson, 1971.). The iden-

tification of the substances involved (perhaps by gas chr:omatography)

could prorride valuable informatíon about the differences between colonies

of the same colour forrn, as well as identifying possible differences

between forms. Also, it is 1ikely that mating is stinulated by sex pher-

omones released by males or females, or both. Analysis of these substances

could provide information different in kind from anytlr-ing which has been

considered to date, and nay offer vital clues as to how the colour forms

of meat ants can be reproductively isolated, whi-1e renaining very sini-.

lar in almost all aspects of their biology.
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APPENDIX 4

Esterase variation at three loci in ¡neat ants, tlridomyrmex purpureus.
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APPENDIX 5

AbbreviatÌons.

a) Colour forrns of neat ants

D-

l=

V-

{=

SP=

DY=

S-

0=

b) Chenicals and reagents

TEMED

Tris

HCl

MTT

PMS

GBC

CaC I
2

NADP

Na EDTA
2

NAD

Red form (purpureus sens. strÍct.)

Blue forn

Black form (virÍdiaeneus)

Ye1low form

Srnall Purple form

Dark Yellorv form

sanguineus

0range forn

= N,N,N!Nr -Tetramethyl -ethylenediarnine

= Tris (hydroxymethyl) a¡ninonethane

= Hydrochloric acid

= 3- (4,5-Dimethyl ThiazoIyl-2)-2, 5-diphenyl
Tetrazolium Bronide

= Phenazine methosulphate

= O-Anino Azotoluene, Diazonium salt

= Calciun Chloride

= p-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

= Ethylenedianinetetraacetic acid, disodium salt

= B-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.
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